The Medintech floor. Impervious to environmental

Unusually resistant to bacteria growth and stains.

Where a spec of dust can ruin a microchip, and laboratory spills can breed bacteria, a functionally seamless floor like Medintech is essential.

Created specially for clinical environments where productivity and precision depend on cleanliness, Medintech is the most stain-resistant vinyl floor available. Medintech’s resistance to chemicals, acids, and abrasion equals or surpasses the ratings of competitive floors.

This homogeneous, inlaid, solid vinyl floor can be installed with heat-welded or chemically bonded seams, providing a seal that prevents penetration by liquids and impurities.

In addition, Medintech has an attractive terrazzo-like look in nine pastel shades. So it meets the aesthetic as well as the functional needs of spaces for everything from microsurgery to micro-circuitry.

For details on Medintech, ask Armstrong, Dept. 3AFPA, Box 3001, Lancaster, PA 17604.
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New Cirrus
Travertone Ceilings

You've always chosen Travertone Ceilings for the classic elegance they bring to interiors. Now, with Cirrus, Armstrong broadens the Travertone selection.

The Cirrus name gives you an idea of its subtle texture, the way it softens and quiets. Cirrus is available as a tile, with gently beveled edges or channel-cut edge detail, or as a regular-edged panel.

Cirrus helps create a relaxed yet sophisticated atmosphere that can't be duplicated with heavily textured or flat-fissured ceilings. An effect that's equally striking in prestigious offices or large spaces.

And like other Travertone Ceilings, Cirrus offers excellent acoustical efficiency and fire retardance.

We think you'll agree that the Cirrus design offers a beautiful alternative.

Another Travertone classic.

Get the complete details.
Write Armstrong, Dept. 32NPA, P.O. Box 3001, Lancaster, PA 17604.

Circle No. 305
In schools:
Carpets of Antron® perform with style.

*Du Pont registered trademark. Du Pont makes fibers, not carpets.
**Test results available upon request.
From nursery school through graduate school, carpets of DuPont ANTRON® nylon get A's for performance and style. ANTRON outscores all other carpet fibers in specifications for schools. In fact, over half of the carpet specifications for schools built last year called for ANTRON.

ANTRON also gets high marks in performance tests. In a side-by-side comparison with olefin carpet in a New York school, the carpet of ANTRON showed its superiority in soil- and wear-resistance and protection against static shock.**

Carpet of ANTRON also beats all other fibers in the numbers of styles, colors and textures available.

So, whether you're specifying carpet for an auditorium, library, classroom or cafeteria, there's a carpet of ANTRON that will perform with style year after year.


DU PONT ANTRON® AMERICA'S MOST SPECIFIED CARPET FIBER.
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Neoparium is a superb new material for architectural wall panels. It is produced by a sophisticated crystallization process that fuses granular glass particles into a material that is harder and stronger than granite, has weathering characteristics superior to granite, and offers a uniformity of color that cannot be equaled by marble. Neoparium is a development of Nippon Electric Glass Co., Ltd., a world leader in the development and production of high technology glass products. It has been proven over the last 8 years on an impressive array of building projects in other countries, and is now available in the U.S.A. Neoparium is offered in two thicknesses, 3/8" for interior or exterior applications and 3/4" for interior applications, providing significant weight saving over granite or marble. Curved panels for columns and radius walls are standard. Comprehensive engineering data, installation instructions and details are available on request.

Forms & Surfaces
Box 5215 Santa Barbara, CA 93108
(805) 969-4767 969-5033
Inclusivism

While skirmishes of words continue between champions of Post-Modernism and defenders of Modernism, open-minded practitioners are combining ideas from many sources to create some excellent architecture.

The verbal people in the world of architecture tend toward extreme positions and overstatement. About ten years ago, there was the spate of books on the failings of Modernism that tried to bury a century of earnest effort in the dust of Pruitt-Igoe: they helped pave the way for architects who portrayed pediments and keystones as essential to the health of our society. The defense of Modernism started later—after the threat to it began to look serious—and this defense continues today.

Critics of stature, such as Wolf Von Eckardt, Bruno Zevi, and James Marston Fitch have reacted to Post-Modern design as if it were some pernicious retrogressive plot. Loyal Modernists seem to believe there is something socially redeeming in blank faces. They seem to be guided by a historical imperative: they may love ornamented architecture created up to the year 1890, say, or 1920, but they find ornament produced today morally and socially corrupting. And there's apparently a technological imperative: a society that has learned to make tempered glass of John Hancock dimensions must never indulge a weakness for little panes. Then there is an unwritten set of economic priorities: no matter how much we spend to make the elevator go faster or the temperature more constant, anything we spend for ornament is unconscionable waste.

The standard denunciations of the Post-Modernists accuse them of considering only façades, which are rendered in seductive colors and are always said to bear no relation to what's behind them. Such work is portrayed as impractical and insubstantial and reflecting poorly on architects. In sessions of this year's AIA Convention, where some members were disturbed by this year's AIA Honor Awards, one heard such code phrases as "buildings that won't last," "buildings that don't work," "buildings that undermine the architect's credibility with the public." It seems that architects' credibility could stand some reinforcing, but Post-Modernism need not be made the scapegoat. The public, in fact, seems eager to trade imposed visual austerity for ornament, color, and symbolism. That's why the public rushes to defend every old decorated relic against demolition—fearing a bleak Modern replacement.

Actually, we saw some fairly flimsy efforts in the early days of Post-Modernism. The young and struggling architects involved generally had to make do with gypsum board, stucco, and paint—tricked out with artifacts from the lumberyard or the junkyard. But the charge of façade preoccupation was never valid: architects such as Charles Moore and Robert Venturi have handled space and form masterfully; Michael Graves shows obvious concern for development of plan and section—with elevation—much as the Ecole des Beaux-Arts taught it.

At any rate, the subject here is not the initiators or leaders of Post-Modernism, but the much wider group of practitioners that is assimilating its ideas. The work that we are seeing—in P/A, in other magazines, in awards programs at all levels—shows a growing realization that there is something of value to be learned from architecture of any historical phase—Post-Modern, Late Modern, High Modern, Early Modern, or Pre-Modern. And while there continue to be many awkward Modern-Historical pastiches produced by those who merely want to be trendy, we are seeing increasing evidence of lessons well learned. Many of our best practicing architects today are projecting their inclusive perceptions in work that is not pure anything—or polemic anything.

Like the fine buildings in this issue, such architecture is not scaleless, isolated, minimal, or mechanistic; nor is it nostalgic, imitative, arcane, or insubstantial. At its best, it is rich, symbolic, stable, practical, and memorable.
You can't have beautiful offices without beautiful files.
Office space costs a fortune. To rent. To decorate. To equip. So before you spend money to make it beautiful, spend some time with Supreme to make sure it's both beautiful and functional.

Supreme is the innovative storage and retrieval company that creates every kind of equipment from manual files to automated systems... for every kind of stored material from legal and letter size documents to EDP records, books and X-rays. Office and records managers love their efficiency and productivity. Architects and designers love their aesthetics and space-saving attributes.

Supreme's Roll-Out® Conserv-a-file® collection of lateral files include elegant Executive designer oak versions, popular Standard units as well as ultra-contemporary Design Line models.

Supreme brought the modular concept to filing with its economical and expandable ThinLine® Conserv-a-file® system. And made space-saving into a fine art by inventing Conserv-a-file V® where rows of horizontally movable files are mounted on the front of full suspension files virtually doubling capacity. Supreme has even invented a file that can accommodate a variety of EDP material in one handsome cabinet so you don't need a special file for each: Conserv-a-media®.

Who said high density filing has to be unsightly! Supreme's Conserv-n-aisle® movable aisle systems are the ultimate in sleek, ingenious design. There are "Rug Runner" systems that can be installed right over office carpeting for executive, open landscape and professional offices. There are Electric and Standard mechanical assist systems retrieves filed material in seconds from sit-down workstations.

Supreme does beautiful things for your office. For full details, contact Advertising Dept. PA-1083, Supreme Equipment & Systems Corp., 170 53rd Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11232. (212) 492-7777.

**Supreme Equipment & Systems Corporation**

© COPYRIGHT 1983 — SUPREME EQUIPMENT & SYSTEMS CORP.
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**Views**

**Rational vs. contextual**
While I greatly admired the thoughtfulness of Richard Etlin’s article on Italian Rationalism (July P/A), I felt that his argument showed signs of strain in a number of instances where he attempted to portray monuments of Italian Rationalism as “superb examples of what today is called ‘contextual’ architecture.”

Contextual buildings often show some evidence of the push and pull of their surroundings: important facades and major interior spaces seem to be pushed out and into contact with the main public elements of a city, while back and service sides of a building seem to merit less attention (and money). To take the most obvious example, few forms are as inwardly-focused as a circle, and yet we are asked to overlook this fact in the case of the perfectly cylindrical Agrigento Post Office in favour of broadly viewing the “resolutely pure geometric composition” as “related to the history of Agrigento.” Mr. Etlin describes how the building connects upper and lower levels of the site by means of exterior stairs, but the way in which these stairs are tightly wrapped around the building surely points to the character of the building as a free-standing, inward-looking object, with the stairs positioned as a secondary, residual element.

In general, there is little reference made in the article to the widespread, early modern predisposition towards unornamented geometric form. Instead, we are asked to see the rather ordinary, blocky forms of the Trento elementary school as an “analogue of the city walls,” and the similarly blocky forms of the Rome post office as somehow related to the neighboring Pyramid of Cestius. The reference of the Littoria post office to the Canadian grain elevators is “not at all gratuitous” in the words of the author as the post office was “destined for an agricultural region.” Thus, the pervasive, early modern infatuation with the image of the grain elevator is reinterpreted anew, in the case of Italian Rationalism as . . . a gesture of contextualism!

Where I do think Mr. Etlin’s article was right on target was in his discussion of Fascist ideals and their translation into architectural form. In this ideological regard, perhaps we might term these buildings contextual. Otherwise, the forms of such buildings as the Agrigento post office, Rome post office and Mazzoni post office seem to reflect early modern formal predilections much more than any movement towards what today we admire as contextual architecture.

*William Bernstein*
Torrance, Ontario, Canada

**Singling out Portland**
In discussing Michael Graves’ Environmental Education Center (August P/A), Susan Doubilet wrote that, in panic, “the AIA Journal awards issue singled the (Portland) building out for negative criticism.” She then likened this and other criticism of the building to “book-burning.”

As author of the Portland article, I wish to correct some misconceptions. The special edition cited is not an awards issue, but a yearly review of new U.S. architecture. Far from singling out Graves’ building, AIA Journal included it among 15 works of special interest. The critique reflects no institutional policy, nor any position but that of a freelance writer commissioned to analyze the project. My one predisposition was a hope that the final building might live up to its early sketches and models. Since the decision to publish this building predated the AIA award, it was [Views continued on page 12]

---

**BEAUTY FROM THE GROUND UP.**

A Temcor Geodesic Dome can be more than a unique roof design for a building. It can be the building. Our Geodesic Dome system includes an arched structural steel tension ring and wall frame with supporting columns, so we can build from the foundation up.

And we can build to meet your design needs. Even if you need a clear span exceeding 200 feet, that makes a Temcor Geodesic Dome ideal for auditoriums, convention centers, theaters, gymnasiums, and just about any large meeting place.

But our beauty is more than skin deep. Temcor Geodesic Domes are made only from aluminum — heat treated to the strength of steel — so maintenance costs are virtually eliminated. And the faceted shape of the panels reduces interior sound focusing, giving us excellent acoustic properties.

So if you’re looking for beauty from the ground up, look to Temcor. And take a look at our brochures. They’ll show you the beautiful ways Temcor Domes have been used by architects around the world.

For free copies, write: Temcor, 2825 Toledo Street, P.O. Box 3039, Torrance, CA 90510. Or call toll-free (800) 421-2263. In California, (213) 320-0554.

*TEMCOR* The clear-span construction advantage.
Conesphere. The world’s most efficient outdoor light... until tomorrow’s sunrise.

The most innovative new outdoor lighting design in a decade, Conesphere is engineered to achieve 82% light efficiency—nearly 10% above industry standards. Its clean design adds a human, natural scale to every environment, and is available in three primary, attractively polished finishes—copper, goldtone and aluminum.

Conesphere, from the TrimbleHouse Corporation. For more information call toll-free 1-800-241-4317.

TrimbleHouse
4658 Old Peachtree Road
Norcross, Georgia 30071
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Views continued from page 10

treated in a full article rather than in a section devoted to short descriptions of award winners.
Linking my article to supposed establishment panic and "unreasoning hatred" of Graves' work is highly uninformed and does no credit to a professional magazine. Equating a sober critique with book-burning is shabby journalism at best, and is tantamount to saying that ideas should never be tested. The distinction between reviewing books and burning them is by no means a small one, but it seems to have eluded your writers and copy editors nonetheless.

John Pastier
Los Angeles, Calif.

[We did not mean to link John Pastier's on the whole sober critique to unreasoned hatred or bookburning. Notwithstanding the behind-the-scenes reasons revealed above, the building was in fact "singled out" for criticism in the May AIA Journal, while the other ten buildings were treated with noncommittal copy, including in all but one case a few words of jury opinion. Another indication of AIA Journal's attitude toward the building is its willingness to publish an offensive picture (June issue, p. 8) showing the structure exploding. —Editors]

Competition effects
Design competitions, particularly charrettes, do not stress "presentation technique over design" (P/A, August 1983, p. 33) as much as they drag architects and drawing boards out of the office and to the site. Watching and listening to a room full of designers from different states and firms trying to solve the same problems and meet a deadline does more for good design than lavish features in P/A or megabuck fees. If technique not design determines a winning entry —fault the jury not the process.

Tye Simpson
Associate Campus Planner
University of California
Santa Barbara, Calif.

Credit extended
The Stuttgart Museum (P/A, Aug. 1983, pp. 98-99) was the work of James Stirling, Michael Wilford & Associates.

Michael Graves's office would like to credit the following assistants for their work on the Environmental Education Center (P/A, Aug. 1983, p. 88): Ani Roffkam, Natalie Fizer, and Michael Kuhling.

Correction
In the Italian Rationalism article (P/A, July 1983, pp. 86-94), the date of Illustration 17 should read 12 B.C., and of Illustration 22, 1931.

Jack Lenor Larsen correction
The second and third portions of a three-part ad for Jack Lenor Larsen, Inc., were inadvertently reversed (P/A, Sept. 1983, p. 41). We regret that the error was not discovered until the issue had been printed.

DURA-TRIM — PLASTER AND DRYWALL MOLDINGS

The Choice in Aluminum Molding
For Finer Fit and Finish
Dura-Trim extruded aluminum molding is available in more styles and finishes than ever before, even for curved or expansion requirements. And, should your specific design problem call for special sections, MM Systems designers and engineers are available to work with you to create solutions. Since we manufacture, fabricate, paint and finish every component, we offer unmatched service in quality building systems. Write or call us for complete specifications file.

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-241-3460

4520 Elmdale Drive / Tucker, GA 30084-9990
SAVINGS OF lives

...A MATTER OF RELIABILITY

Nothing protects lives and property from fire as well, as surely, as economically as a precast/prestressed concrete structure.

Sprinklers or electrical systems can fail or be disabled. Wood burns. Steel melts and twists. Some kinds of buildings collapse all too frequently.

The precast/prestressed concrete structure—a passive, always effective protection system—stands stalwartly against the spread of fire...assures the integrity of areas of refuge, routes of evacuation and rescue.

Be sure you know. Request: "The Fire Fighter."
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In Atlanta, several years ago, A.G. Spanos Development Inc. erected a retaining wall for the Corporate Forum Project after cutting into a hill to create more parking. Enkadrain® was installed behind the wall to provide protection for the neighboring property. Within hours of completing the wall construction and backfilling, a major watermain burst on the property above the wall, giving the drainage a severe test. It held, thanks to Enkadrain.

Now Enkadrain has been selected by the Georgia DOT for a number of retaining walls at or near the intersection of Interstates 75 and 85 in Atlanta. This massive project includes retaining walls which protect portions of highway below ground level, so proper drainage is a must. Jasper Construction Company, the general contractor, has completed installation of Enkadrain on some walls, with others to be done in the near future.

Today Enkadrain is successfully retaining Atlanta’s retaining walls, making the highway system run efficiently.

Enkadrain is the first product of its kind. It's more successful than gravel or sand blankets because it resists clogging and is effective longer. Years longer. Also, with Enkadrain, you won't need protective boards or polyethylene film to protect waterproofing membranes.

Enkadrain is an ideal and economical solution for a whole range of drainage problems including commercial and industrial buildings, private home basements, earth-sheltered homes and our newest application—outdoor planters.

So for peace of mind about proper drainage, contact our nationwide distributor, American Excelsior, 850 Avenue H East, Arlington, TX 76011 (817) 640-1555. Or consult Sweet's Catalog’s General Building and Light Residential Construction sections (7.17), or call toll-free Buyline (800) 447-1983.

PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

ENKADRRAIN MATTING BY ENKA

For years it's been proven to be effective in giving fast relief from hydrostatic pressure.
EPDM/Firestone

The name to write for the roof that's right.

A lasting design begins with a single stroke of the pencil. And so does a lasting, dependable, single-ply roofing system. The word EPDM/Firestone on your design's spec sheet means more than a type and source. EPDM/Firestone means membrane materials that are the result of more than twenty years' of research and performance testing throughout the world. EPDM/Firestone means roof systems conceived and engineered to resist long-term environmental exposure. EPDM/Firestone means three separate roofing systems with the flexibility to conform to the designer's concept. EPDM/Firestone means economy of installation and economy of operating costs throughout the roof's life-cycle. But perhaps most importantly, EPDM/Firestone means a complete system which stands behind your roofing system. From top technical assistance to manufacturing capability to a comprehensive warranty program,* EPDM/Firestone means a roofing system that's right for your job. Ask for our comprehensive technical manual. It contains complete information about how EPDM/Firestone is the right specification for your roof. Just write or call:

Firestone Industrial Products Company, Roofing Products Department, 1700 Firestone Blvd., Noblesville, IN 46060 SALES: (800) 428-4442 TECHNICAL: (800) 428-4511 In Indiana: (317) 773-0650

*Five, ten, and fifteen-year warranties available.
Poured slab floors have been doing a great job for a long time. They’re strong and feel solid underfoot. But, the “eighties office” imposes new demands. Changing computer terminals, open plans and their need to be easily re-configured often exceed the scope of traditional slab floors. And, raceways, flat wire systems and the like are partial solutions at best. You just can’t hide air handling ducts or pipe conduits under a carpet!

Enter Innocrete’s S-Floor. Now architects and owners alike can specify a floor system which combines the solid feel of a poured slab with the total accessibility of a stringerless, raised modular floor. It’s S-floor, and please don’t confuse it with products adapted from computer flooring. S-Floor will not creep, rattle, shake or become deformed under normal rolling loads.*

S-Floor’s remarkable properties: exceptional strength, yet dramatically lower weight than concrete are the result of intensive research and space-age materials. Beginning with the Innocrete compound, two foot square panels are formed into mini-slabs, each with an engineered reinforcing steel-grid network. Panels are then torque fastened into the floor system resulting in a stable mass you have to walk on to believe. Of course, one or several panels may be removed at any time without disturbing the system’s integrity.

Since S-Floor helps prevent premature building obsolescence many users predict it can quickly pay for itself.

So if total flexibility is for you, look into S-Floor’s elevated modular slab. Call or write for literature or samples, without obligation, of course.

*Independent lab test report available.

Innocrete Systems, Inc.
Cranford, New Jersey, Tel: (201) 272-0573
Mississauga, Ontario, Tel: (416) 274-1490
Al Khobar, Saudi Arabia, Tel: 857-4984
Pencil points

Rome Prize
The American Academy in Rome is accepting applications for 1984/85 Rome Prize Fellowships, through Nov. 15.
For details, contact the Academy, 41 E. 65th St., N.Y. 10021.

Steedman Fellowships
Also accepting applications is the Steedman Fellowship in Architecture, administered by the School of Architecture, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo. 63130.
Applicants are screened on the basis of a design competition, to be completed during any two weeks of November. The winner is granted a travel stipend and fellowship in the American Academy in Rome.

New Orleans outcome
Six first phase finalists have been selected in a competition for the expansion of the New Orleans Museum of Art: Emilio Ambasz; Spilhaus Candela; Cass & Pinnell; W.G. Clark with the Charleston Group; Ralph Lerner/Richard Reid; Barton Myers.

Save the Apollo Tower
The National Trust for Historic Preservation, with the new organization STALT (Save The Apollo Launch Tower), is working to keep the 18-year-old landmark off the scrap heap.

Who is your decorator?
Five years ago, she coauthored High Tech. Now Joan Kron brings us Home Psych: The Social Psychology of Home and Decoration. Due out from Clarkson Potter this month, the expose skewers the profession's plastic surgeons—top-drawer designers, decorators, shelter mags, and flower magi—along with their naive nouveau clients.

Home Sweet Home
The Craft and Folk Art Museum is organizing a series of 15 separate exhibitions at 12 museums and galleries in the Los Angeles area on the American home.

Energy curriculum awards
Architecture faculty members from the University of Minnesota, Catholic University, and Montana State University took first, second, and third prizes respectively in "Teaching Energy in Design," a DOE-sponsored competition conducted by the ACSA to advance the integration of energy content in design curricula.
Honorable mentions were extended to efforts at the University of Nebraska and Kansas State University by a jury that in

PA News report

The 2nd Aga Khan Awards:
Still an incomplete voyage

When the first Aga Khan Awards for Architecture (P/A, Jan. 1981, p. 29) were issued three years ago, the 1980 Master Jury observed that "Muslim culture is slowly emerging from a long period of subjugation and neglect in which it had virtually lost its identity, its self-confidence, its very language. . . . Thus the projects presented to us represented . . . steps in a process of discovery, still an incomplete voyage toward many promising frontiers . . ."

This year's nine-member Master Jury echoed their predecessors' concerns, while acknowledging the contradictions inherent in the search for a universal Muslim architecture that is also expressive of separate national identities. The awards, which total U.S. $500,000, were presented on Sept. 4 at Topkapı Palace in Instanbul by H.H. the Aga Khan, spiritual leader of the Ismaili Muslims and the awards' founder, and H.E. President Kenen Evren of Turkey. The finalists, selected by confidential nominators and reviewed on site by a technical committee, illustrate the Muslim world's precarious balance between tradition and modernity, between handicraft and machine aesthetics. Of the eleven projects from nine countries on three continents, two for contemporary mosques, completed within seven years of each other on opposite sides of the globe, summarize the cultural conflict: at one extreme stands the Great Mosque of Niono, Mali, a vernacular work executed in mud brick construction; at the other, Shereefudin's White Mosque in Yugoslavia, a latter-day Ronchamps in reinforced concrete.

While many of the selections were clearly based upon conventional criteria for architectural analysis—space, lighting, plan—other projects were singled out for their sociological or cultural im-
port. A public housing project in Tunisia, although seriously flawed, “physically in its detailing and execution, socio-economically in its inability to cater for the needs of lower-income residents of the medina” is nonetheless valued by the jury as a “good opportunity to test the practicality of many theoretical assumptions about urban renewal.”

The jury reserved highest praise for those projects that revived or updated traditional, nonindustrial modes of production. Two preservation projects, one a tomb in Pakistan, the other a palace in Syria, were cited not only for the actual restoration of significant cultural and architectural landmarks, but also for the related training of local artisans in glazed tile work, wood carving, and other traditional crafts. A third used the restoration of seven major monuments in the Old City of Cairo to spearhead the revitalization of an entire residential district. Even the Haj Terminal (P/A, Feb. 1982, pp. 116–122), by far the most technically innovative of the finalists, was cited for its translation of the traditional tent structure into modern materials and construction.

Less successful for its more literal imitation of native architecture is the Tanjong Jara Beach Hotel and Rantau Abang Visitors’ Centre in Malaysia. The jury qualified its praise for the projects’ positive economic impact on both entertainment and building trades with the warning: “architecturally the adaption of traditional forms to new uses raises several technical and ideological problems.” It is precisely such problems of style and form that the Aga Khan posed in his 1980 opening salvo: “Will the Islamic environment of tomorrow be identifiable ours?” [DBB]

All projects submitted to the Aga Khan awards program are to be kept on file in a documentation center for the contemporary Muslim world. The complete list of second-cycle finalists follows:

- The Great Mosque of Niono, Niono, Mali; Lassiné Minta, planner/builder.
- Shereefudin’s White Mosque, Visoko, Bosnia, Herzegovina, Yugoslavia; Zlatko Ugljen, architect; S. Malkin, engineer; Ismet Imamovic, craftsman.
- Ramses Wissa Wassef Arts Centre, Giza, Egypt; R.W. Wassef, architect.
- Nail Cakirhan Residence, Akyaka, Turkey; Nail Cakirhan, designer; Ali Duru, Cemal Karaca, carpenters.
- Haj Terminal, King Abdul Aziz International Airport, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill & Partners, architects.
- Restoration, Darb Qirmiz Quarter, Cairo, Egypt; Dr. M. Meinecke, Dr. P. Speiser, project leaders; M.R. Awad, architect; The German Archaeological Institute in Cairo, conservator; S.M. al-Habhba, S.H. Muhammad, I. Add al-Munim, master craftsmen.

Sir Nikolaus Pevsner: 1902–1983

Historian, editor, educator, and at times reluctant critic, Sir Nikolaus Pevsner was the author of the contemporary classics Pioneers of Modern Design from William Morris to Walter Gropius (1936) and An Outline of European Architecture (1942). His Penguin Dictionary of Architecture, written with John Fleming and Hugh Honour (1966), is also a standard text, as are the many volumes of the Pelican History of Art series, edited by Pevsner from its inception.

Educated in Leipzig, Pevsner fled Nazi Germany in 1933 and settled in England, lecturing on the history of art at the University of London. He edited the Architectural Review in the 1940s and served as Slade professor of fine art at Cambridge from 1949 to 1955. While there, Pevsner began publishing the remarkable Buildings of England series, a gazetteer of Britain’s best, compiled over the course of 25 years.

Pevsner’s Oxford Slade lectures (1968–69), published as Some Archi-
tectural Writers of the Nineteenth Century (1972), remains chief among the few critical texts on the subject of architectural writing. His BBC lectures, entitled “The Englishness of English Art,” were published in 1956, and in 1967 Pevsner was awarded the Royal Gold Medal for Architecture. Knighted in 1969 for his contributions to British culture, Pevsner was the recipient of AIA Institute Honors in 1981.

As recently as 1976, the historian’s encyclopedic History of Building Types broke new ground, organizing the history of architecture by type and not style or period. As with Pevsner’s earlier works, so Building Types has become a standard reference in the field and a model for future scholarship. [DDB]

Brown’s Beaux-Arts revisited

Sketches for Arthur Brown, Jr.’s masterpiece, the San Francisco City Hall, will be exhibited at the Philippe Bonafont Gallery in San Francisco from Nov. 23 to Dec. 31. Among the pencil and ink drawings are the earliest known sketches for the competition design—drawn on the back of a letter—as well as studies for the dome and for ornamental details. Although the firm of Bakewell & Brown designed other buildings in the Civic Center, including the Opera House and Veteran’s Auditorium (with G.A. Lansburgh), completed in 1932, and the Federal Building of 1936, the City Hall is regarded as Brown’s most outstanding contribution to Beaux-Arts Classicism in this country. Also on view will be studies of ornamental patterns for the Commerce Building in Washington, D.C., and the Horticulture Building at the 1915 Pan Pacific International Exposition. [Sally Woodbridge]

Arthur Brown, Jr., City Hall corner balustrade, c. 1914.

Out in the country

There it sits, in that ever-so-California setting: the vineyard. Designed by Batey Mack for San Francisco’s 1982 Strada Novissima (one of several late additions to the Venice lineup), the façade was subsequently bought by Renee Di Rosa, a San Francisco collector whose Winery Lake Vineyard doubles as an informal outdoor art gallery.

Little work was required to make the façade vineyard-proof: the faux travertine base was stuccoed over; the most startling additions were new props to support the structure. As photographed by Burton Pritzker, the façade is a perfect California folly.

San Francisco’s new plan: boon or boondoggle?

On Aug. 25, San Francisco City Planning Director Dean Macris announced a new downtown plan, which the planners claim will significantly slow the highrise boom and force developers to rethink new projects. Further review of the plan suggests that the initial favorable coverage may be misplaced. As one account put it, the Planning Commission’s release was worded “to give the perception of teeth to a set of proposals with no bite at all.”

The most highly touted features of the plan are those affecting allowable highrise bulk and density. New regulations would cut development in half, or so the headlines said. Yet, the increase in office space projected by the plan amounts to only about 1.5 million square feet less than would be likely under current regulations, in effect since 1980. Stated another way, the plan would permit the construction of 24 million square feet of office space by 2000, producing a downtown with 40 percent more square footage than exists today.

Andrew Batey and Mark Mack, façade from the San Francisco Strada.

In the most dense part of downtown, the FAR would be cut from 14:1 to 10:1. But through a transfer of development rights, a developer with a small site may acquire another lot anywhere in the same zoning district, make it a park or plaza, and transfer its development rights back onto his building site, substantially increasing the allowable bulk of the new building. This possibility calls into question the effectiveness of another much praised plan feature, which aims to reduce the apparent bulk of new towers through design controls that will slenderize them and produce tapered and faceted skyscrapers in the fashionable 1920s or 30s image. Cosmetics will go only so far if actual bulk is not decreased.

The plan does reflect a victory for preservation forces. The proposal establishes five conservation districts in which the present allowable heights of up to 700 feet will be reduced to as low as 50. Associated with these districts is the proposed preservation of 266 architecturally significant buildings with incentives for saving an additional 222 secondary structures.

Environmentalists, however, criticize the plan for shifting the density problem to the South-of-Market area, al- [News report continued on page 32]
COOKSON DOORS ROLL

Grand scale. San Francisco's Moscone Center inspires these words whenever it's discussed.

With the world's largest column-free exhibition space—275,000 sq. ft.—the Center is a shining example of imaginative design and engineering on a "grand scale."

The Cookson Company is proud to have been chosen to supply all the rolling door and grille products in this unique project. The designers chose Cookson quality for their showcase of innovative engineering.

Cookson supplied 51 computer-controlled fire doors, eight rolling grilles, and five enormous rolling service doors. With Moscone Center's busy, year-round convention schedule, Cookson's doors get a lot of heavy use. And, they hold up.

MOSCONNE CENTER CONSTRUCTION FACTS:

- Size: 650,000 sq. ft. 275,000 sq. ft. underground exhibition hall spanned by 16 post-tensioned concrete arches, each 275 ft. long.
- Site: 11.5 acres near downtown San Francisco.
- Capacity: exhibition hall—20,000 people; meeting rooms—4,000 people.
- Cost: $126.5 million.
AT MOSCON CENTER

All the advantages of rolling doors and grilles—security, no overhead rails, durability, easy repair—are yours with Cookson products. Plus, Cookson adds extra quality touches like a factory-applied corrosion-resistant coating that gives 71% greater protection than galvanizing alone.

Cookson ships its products fully assembled and its professional engineering department is ready to help you at all times.

Cookson has manufacturing plants coast-to-coast to serve architects and builders everywhere. For projects large or small, Cookson is the architect's quality choice, and has been for forty years.

SEND FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG

Cookson's 28-page catalog is in Sweet's (8.7Co) or send for your free copy. Call Sweet's Buyline for nearest distributor.

COOKSON ROLLING DOORS

700 Pennsylvania Avenue, San Francisco CA 94107. 415 826-4422
800 Tulip Drive, Gastonia NC 28052. 704 866-9148
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News report continued from page 29

ready booming, without acknowledging the impact of Southern Pacific's proposal for an enormous mixed-use project at nearby Mission Bay. Furthermore, the plan's recommendation that 1000-1500 units of housing be produced every year contains no discussion of how housing will be financed. Nor does the emphasis on public transit (increased Muni and even BART service) carry with it any suggestion that developers help to pay the costs of getting an estimated 56,000 new workers downtown to their jobs. The only specific fund to which developers are asked to contribute is one for public art, which will receive one percent of the value of each new project.

Macris has been accused of timing the new plan's release to dampen voter enthusiasm for a separate initiative slated for the Nov. 7 election, one that would regulate growth throughout the whole city. [Sally Woodbridge]

Reviewing the recent past: design since 1945

It is perhaps regrettable that visitors to the “Design Since 1945,” a blockbuster show of 450 objects opening Oct. 16 at the Philadelphia Museum of Art (through Jan. 8, 1984) won’t see the pre-show behind-the-scenes scene. Packed in the museum’s storage tunnels, cheek by jowl with 18th-C. glass and 19th-C. furniture, the now-familiar Eames potato chip chair and the commonplace IBM Selectric appear once again revolutionary, and the radical impact these objects had on domestic and office life in the 20th Century is thrown into high relief. The exhibit, designed by George Nelson and curated by Kathryn Heisinger of the PMA’s decorative arts division, suggests a more seamless continuum of post-war consumer design, emphasizing chronological continuity within the period over conflict and controversy at either end.

To architects, in fact, the show may appear an extravagant celebration of familiar “classics,” an anthropological feast of everyday objects, many of which now seem as dated as a miniskirt or a bean-bag chair. The absolute optimistic faith in “good design” aesthetics that guided the production of these objects in the 1950s, 60s and even 70s is now regarded with the strongest skepticism, although many pieces are currently hot collectors’ items.

The show, organized by medium, will open with a splashy light display, then move through furniture, textiles, appliances, ceramics, metalwork, plastics, and glass. Two major themes tie the separate components together: the connection between industrial design and consumer design is conveyed through the juxtaposition of objects: satellite suspended over household appliances, Corvette plastic car body over molded plastic furniture. Theme two spotlights individual creativity or, more specifically, the creative individual. Ten designers and their work are profiled in the show, and the catalog includes essays by 18 living designers, including Max Bill, Jack Lenor Larsen, Dieter Rams, and Marco Zanuso.

The catalog itself promises to be a major piece of scholarship that includes a comprehensive bibliography, an annotated index of exhibited items, and a digest of designer biographies. The publication also documents the show’s implicit theme: the influence of institutions and specifically museums on the development of design ideals. MoMA’s annual “Good Design” shows of the 1950s, timed to coincide with Christmas shopping, exaggerated the importance in America of European ideas. Abroad, such groups as the Design Council of Great Britain or Paris’s Centre de Création Industrielle functioned as the art academies had centuries earlier, passing judgment and thereby ensuring consensus.

Interestingly the PMA’s charter, apparently modeled after that of the Victoria and Albert Museum, specifically directs the institution to encourage good design and production. Not since its 1932 “design for the machine” show, however, has the PMA lived up to that explicit mandate. Nor does “Design Since 1945” break any really new ground, although Frank Gehry’s “Easy Edges” fiberboard rocking chair or Sottsass’s “Nefertiti” desk may startle a lay public unfamiliar with recent developments in the decorative arts. But most important, the show is an archaological exercise, or as Herbert Gans puts it, “a treasure trove of progressive upper-middle culture and a collection of its more typical artifacts.” To those who attend: happy hunting. [DDB]

Related events include lectures by NASA astronaut Jim Bagina and by Ralph Nader. Also scheduled, a symposium featuring Tomas Maldonado, former director of the Design School at Ulm, West Germany, Ettore Sottsass, a founder of Memphis, and Victor Papanek, author of “Design for the real world.” Speakers for a second symposium on interior design have not yet been confirmed. And the PMA, in conjunction with a Philadelphia art and design school, will offer a fall semester course on design.

[News report continued on page 37]
...the versatility of Albert Lorenz

With a Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph Technical Pen and a lot of imagination and skill, artist Lorenz turns architects' proposals into clean, crisp, client-pleasing visuals. His Rapidograph® renderings range from traditional perspectives to fish-eye lens panoramas, with loose sketches and tight elevations in between. To assist in this prodigious and versatile output, Al Lorenz relies on Rapidograph® dependability. It is this dependability that makes the Rapidograph the most widely used technical pen in the United States and Canada.

Rapidograph was the first technical pen. It was born in industry in the early 1950's to provide the precision drafting required by engineering design and aerospace industries. It established new and very stringent standards in all disciplines when it was experienced that the Rapidograph made possible high precision engineering drafting with the additional benefits of economy and time savings.

The Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph Pen glides over drawing surfaces with the ease of a pencil because its tubular nib will not snag. In fact, it doesn't require the hand pressure used with pencil; its own weight on the drawing surface provides a consistent ink laydown. The drafter or artist has only to guide it with an easy, non-fatiguing hold.

A patented DRY DOUBLE-SEAL™ provides an airtight bond between the pen cap and pen body, keeping ink throughout the balanced ink-flow system clog-free, ready for instant startup after days, weeks or even months of storage. The refillable ink cartridge is another appreciated feature, permitting longer, uninterrupted drawing sessions.

Your office or studio might now be using Rapidograph® precision for clean, crisp floor plans and elevations; so let exciting Rapidograph renderings help further your proposals' chances of approval.

Rapidograph is a registered tradename of Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph, Inc. A technical pen is Rapidograph® only if it says Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph® on the barrel.

Koh-I-Noor offers the largest single-source selection of waterproof black india drawing inks, as well as opaque and transparent colored inks: 201-479-4124.
In Canada: 416-671-0696.

Koh-I-Noor offers the largest single-source selection of waterproof black india drawing inks, as well as opaque and transparent colored inks: 201-479-4124.
In Canada: 416-671-0696.

KOH-I-NOOR
RAPIDOGRAPH®

| Please send me complimentary Koh-I-Noor Catalog A, describing Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph Technical Pens, Point Sizes, Koh-I-Noor and Pelikan inks and other materials.
| (please print or type)
| COMPANY
| ADDRESS
| CITY STATE ZIP
| Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph, Inc. 1815 Meyerside Dr., Mississauga, Ont. L5T 1B4
| Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph, Inc. 100 North St., Bloomsbury, NJ 08804
| PA 10/83
| In Canada: 1815 Meyerside Dr., Mississauga, Ont. L5T 1B4
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A pair of office buildings for Prudential.

ELEVATORS BY DOVER

These two elegantly detailed buildings in Atlanta's Century Center Office Park have been developed by the Prudential Insurance Company of America for investment. Both structures are distinguished by lavish use of top-quality finishes, including marble lobbies and mirror-finish stainless steel elevator doors. A total of ten Dover elevators serve the two buildings. For more information on Dover traction and Oildraulic® elevators contact your local Dover representative or write Dover Corporation, Elevator Division, Department 694, P.O. Box 2177, Memphis, Tennessee 38101.

Prudential Insurance Company of America
ARCHITECTS: Cooper, Carry and Associates, Incorporated, Atlanta, Ga.
CONTRACTOR: Beers Construction Company, Atlanta, Ga.
ELEVATOR CONSULTANT: NewMont Elevator Analysts, St. James, N.Y.

Elevators sold and installed by Dover Elevator Company, Atlanta.
The 1983 PCI Awards

Thirteen structures are recognized in the Prestressed Concrete Institute's 21st Annual Awards, for achievement in esthetic expression, function, and economy using precast prestressed concrete. The winning structures include: Vail Lionshead Parking Center, Vail, Colo. (Robins & Reams, architect; KKBNA, engineer); Number 5 Newsprint Machine Building, British Columbia (Swan Wooster Engineering, designer/engineer); St. Bernard Condominiums, Taos, N.M. (Antoine Predock, architect; Randy Holt, engineer); Lake Washington Vocational/Technical Institute, Kirkland, Wash. (Cummings Schlatter, architect; Andersen Bjornstad Kane Jacobs, engineer); The Westin Hotel, Copley Place, Boston, Mass. (TAG, architect; Lev Zetlin, engineer); Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Texas, Richardson, Texas (Omniplan, architect; Datum Structures Engineering, engineer); and Multnomah County Maintenance/Operations Facility, Portland, Ore. (Zimmer Gunsul Frasca, architect; KPFF, engineer).

The winning bridges: Hood Canal Floating Bridge, Jefferson & Kitsap Counties, Wash. (Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas and Raymond Technical Facilities, architect/engineer); Linn Cove Viaduct, Linville, N.C. (Figg & Muller, engineer); L-205 Columbia River Bridge between Portland, Ore., and Vancouver, Wash. (Sverdrup & Parcel and T.Y. Lin, engineers); Eric Harvie Pedestrian Bridge, Calgary, Alberta (Simpson Lester Goodrich, engineer; Graham McCort, architect); and Dauphin Island Bridge, Mobile County, Ala. (Figg & Muller, engineer). A special jury award was given to the Woodrow Wilson Memorial Bridge, Washington, D.C. (Greiner Engineering Sciences, engineer).

Furniture by Fuller

Had he lived just a few more months, R. Buckminster Fuller (P/A, Sept. 1983, p. 27) might have presided over the unveiling of his only executed furniture design, the "Hang It All"® storage and library unit, which will be introduced by Thonet on Nov. 15 in New York. The hexagonal, four-tiered unit, which is 53½ inches high and 24 inches wide, contains 12 shelves and can be either suspended by six tension cables or supported on a 13-inch base. Fabricated of wood composition board, it has a catalyzed polyurethane, ultrasonic chrome finish. The patented design (Fuller's 25th U.S. patent), which was developed in association with Thomas T.K. Zung, partner in the firm of Buckminster Fuller, Sadao, Zung, will be produced in an edition of 500. [PV]

Mock architecture or the putt-putts' revenge

Main Street may be all right, and Las Vegas has its moments; but miniature golf . . . Surely that bastion of boardwalk entertainment holds no interest for the architect, beyond putting pleasures. John Margolies, the itinerant photographer of the American Way as witnessed in architecture, thinks otherwise. "Synthetic Links," his show of color photographs on view at P.S.1 in Long Island City through Nov. 20, chronicles how the imitation sport has developed its own imitation architecture, animals, and icons. As Margolies puts it: "In mini golf, nothing is sacred." [DDB]
What does Wu mean?

One can well imagine the stir in Princeton University's architectural studios as Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown's Wu Hall went up, down campus. While Venturi's *Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture* is required reading at his alma mater, the firm's populist symbology remains suspect in a school long identified with the aesthetic of professor Michael Graves. Wu Hall's significance, however, extends beyond architectural concerns to social ones, for the building is the centerpiece of the school's new residential college system. It is also one of several Princeton projects underway at VRSB; others include a $30 million molecular biology building (with Payette Associates, Boston) and the renovation of Blair and Little dormitories.

The residential colleges were created by a reorganization, largely on paper, of existing campus dorms and dining halls. Wu Hall is this system's symbolic "social condenser;" successor to and replacement for Princeton's traditional eating clubs. It is therefore not surprising that the hall's largest and most significant feature is a dining hall, a modern take on the medievalized Commons in Hol­der Hall (Day &: Klauder, 1910), which Venturi is currently renovating.ilder's dark dining hall is here reinter­lined in light wood and windows;

schoolroom chairs recall high-backed Holder models; and the cloistered cafeteria line is an airy version of Hol­der's twisted passages. Socializing in the hall's comfortable lounges and recrea­tion rooms (the second-floor fireplace alcove is particularly comfy) is extended to a steep flight of stairs just inside the entrance, which will also be the scene of cafes, study sessions, and college meetings. The program also called for connecting kitchen and service areas to the adjacent Wilcox dining hall, which has undergone minor remodeling.

The hall's brick surfacing, dark brick frieze, and slightly picturesque profile clearly nod to the campus's "Collegiate Gothic" collection and especially to its battlemented Tudor line. (Blair Tower, Cope & Stewardson, 1896, is a prime example.) Enormous bay windows, one a dining alcove and the other a gracious stair, exaggerate a characteristic campus element, and paired stone cannonballs on brick and stone pedestals build a gateway, in obvious reference to the monumental portals and archways of Princeton past. (The large thermal win-

dow, on the other hand, is a Venturi trademark.)

But the entrance's ornamental motif, immortalized in the Protetch poster for Venturi's show last fall, is not so easily explicated, nor is the main façade's ran­dom rhythm of inset marble panels self-explanatory. Whatever the sources for these intriguing patterns—and there are some very esoteric possibilities ranging from cathedral paving patterns to the silhouette of Tudor towers and spires—it is their size or singularity that says "entrance" and not their specific symbology.

The plaza's "Butler College" stanch­tion, however, is instantly understood, its tiny 2-D tiger a playful rendition of Princeton's pet pussycat. In contrast to the erudite entrance ornament, this billboard is a jingle rhymed with tongue firmly in cheek. [DDB]

Passive solar's growing pains: the ASES conference

Take a research community feeling the pinch of government cutbacks, an archi­tectural community feeling the need to integrate technical and formal concerns, and an organization feeling the effects of decreased membership, and you have the ingredients of the American Solar Energy Society's 8th Passive Solar Conference, held last month in Santa Fe, N.M.

The gap between architects, who generally think that the relevant passive solar design strategies have been largely explored, and engineers or researchers, who believe that exploration has only just begun, appeared wider than ever at the conference. That split showed the passive solar movement to be at a turning point: Is its charge strictly scientific, or, as Richard Rush of the AIA asked, must it also deal with "the other 50 per­cent, the art?" While some of passive solar's leading architects—Edward Maz­ria, Harrison Fraker, Douglas Kel­baugh, Peter Calthorpe—confirmed a shift in their work from purely solar­determinant solutions to more complex, formal designs, others remained faithful to the movement's idealist origins, emphasizing its moral duty to correct our society's energy-wasteful ways. As Sarah Hark­ness of TAC pointed out, the passive solar movement and its related goal of fundamental social change has much in common with the early modern move­ment.

The immediate charge of the Amer­ican Solar Energy Society, however, is to increase its membership. Ironically, some of the Society's troubles may stem from the passive solar movement's own success. As other organizations—the AIA, ASHRAE, IES—focus on the sub­ject and as passive solar strategies are adopted by the building industry or practiced as a matter of course by archi­tects, the organization's role seems less clearcut. That dilemma, however, makes its survival, and conferences such as the one held in Santa Fe, no less impor­tant. [TF]
new sophistication for low-cost ceilings
panels suspended by shadow

Old style grids are flat and wide. Give ceilings a boxed-in look.

Some "trim" grids work only with specially cut panel edges, not standard.

New Profile grids take standard, square-edge panels.

USG Profile Ceiling Grid System
The new USG PROFILE grid is a neat, narrow, almost invisible "V." The void in the "V" profiles each panel with a deep shadow on all four sides. It's as though panels are suspended by shadow!

This new, sophisticated design looks expensive, but it's not. USG PROFILE grids are moderately priced: take standard, economical AURATONE© or ACOUSTONE© 2 x 2 or 2 x 4 ft. panels with no special edges needed. For details, see your U.S.G. Representative or write us at 101 S. Wacker Dr., Chicago, IL 60606, Dept. PA 1083U.

©1983 United States Gypsum
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The Dorma TS 83 expands your realm of design possibilities. This high-tec closer is the culmination of Dorma's range of aesthetically co-ordinated products. Together with its companion the TS 73 and a complete series of "F" fire/life safety door controls, architects, consulting engineers and interior decorators can now design using a constant Dorma theme.

Over ten years of proven efficiency and customer satisfaction has made the Dorma TS 73 closer the standard for judging quality, technical excellence and good looks. We have combined these years of experience together with the input of our worldwide sales network to produce the Dorma TS 83 surface applied door closer.

The TS 83 continues the Dorma tradition of compact body dimensions with narrow 2" projection. Standard features include a built-in adjustable back check, thermostatically controlled valves for sweep and latch speeds and spring power adjustment with 50 percent increase to each size 3 through 6. Two unique features are the newly designed platform arm with a totally concealed adjustment and three concealed front facing adjusting valves. Hydraulic delayed action comes as an optional specification. A rugged, hardened forged steel piston and a hardened steel pinion, together with a virtually unbreakable compression spring, form a highly efficient rack and pinion mechanism which is totally immersed in Dorma's own formula of top grade hydraulic fluid.

Be among the first to see our newest product; once you've seen it, we're confident that you'll specify it.
The D.C. Compound: International Center

Washington residents have not always been happy hosts to the foreign diplomatic community. A 1964 District of Columbia zoning ordinance that severely limited the areas where chanceries and embassies (ambassadors' residences) could be built reflected the opposition of wealthy D.C. residents to the prospect of new foreign ministries in their neighborhoods. The zoning law, however, could not slow the need for new sites, and in 1968, Congress designated the former National Bureau of Standards site in Northwest Washington as the "International Center."

Twenty-three chanceries will ultimately occupy the L-shaped parcel on plush upper Connecticut Avenue. Of these, three have been completed, two more are under construction, and three additional lots have been leased. Prominent Connecticut Avenue frontage is occupied by the as-yet incomplete Intelsat headquarters. (Intelsat provides communications satellite services to its 109 member nations.) In a 1980 invited competition, Australian architect John Andrews won the commission; his octagonal pods, separated by atriums and shielded by metal and acrylic sun screens, will be completed in 1984.

The adjacent chancery of Kuwait by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (New York) is the only chancery at present on the site whose façade, a slick skin of metal and glass, does not evoke Middle Eastern architecture. By contrast, its public interiors have a distinctively Islamic cast, supplied by screens, inscribed fountain, curved turquoise alcove (where the ambassador receives his guests), and tiled, stepped ceiling, cut through by a skylight.

Next to Kuwait sits the tiny chancery of Bahrain by The Architects Collaborative, whose 18,000-square-foot building houses 10 to 20 employees. Its stuccoed walls and layered screens are drawn from Bahrain examples; but the chancery's central atrium is cramped, and the exterior suffers from an excess of arches and canopies.

The five-story (two below ground) Jordanian chancery designed by local architect Leo Daly is a stereotypical interpretation of its country's architecture. It pushes against the site's FAR (News report continued on page 43).
The world of the quintessential kitchen and bath. In a wide variety of styles. Each combining exceptional design, European craftsmanship and technology. Allmilmö offers dedicated service and knowledge that go beyond installation in catering to the specialized needs of design and building professionals... at a remarkably competitive price. Masters in the art of fine living.

Allmilmö Corporation - 70 Clinton Rd., Fairfield, N.J. 07006 - (201) 927-9502
ceiling: too much building (46,500 square feet) has been jammed onto too little land.

Separated from the Kuwait and Bahrain chanceries by several undeveloped plots, and politically many miles distant, is the Israeli chancery designed by another local firm Cohen Haft Holz Kerxton Architects & Planners, with consulting architect Yeshayaahu Mandel. The 1981 structure is clearly more security-conscious than its Arab counterparts. Television monitors scan the premises, and several of the first-floor windows are actually of solid wall faced with opaque glass. Gates, whose fence rods are shaped like the candlesticks lighted on Jewish holidays, remain closed and are frequently patrolled by the U.S. Secret Service.

To date, all construction and leasing (Ghana, Yemen, and Qatar have yet to begin building) has focused on the southern portion of the site. A garden designed by landscape architect James van Sweden occupies the highest elevation of this area, and a 110-foot staircase drops from the park, between the Kuwait and Intelsat sites, to the southern edge of the property. A landscaped buffer zone will separate the chanceries and Intelsat from neighboring residential areas.

The timetable for clearing and leasing the northern half of the site, separated from the more developed southern area by a heavily traveled east-west street, is still unknown. The State Department representative for International Center either has no commitments yet or does not want to risk offending potential lessees and the District government by premature statements. As most foreign missions are now housed in leased or purchased townhouses, more countries can be expected to erect chanceries, new symbols of their nations, at International Center.

[William Lebovich]

William Lebovich is an architectural historian with the National Park Service’s Historic American Engineering Record. He curated “America’s City Halls,” now traveling under the auspices of the Smithsonian.

[News report continued on page 45]
"THERE'S A NEW SPIRIT... GUIDED BY A CLEAR CONCEPTION."

Corbusier

MAKE CONCEPTIONS A REALITY
WITH ALPLY PANELS

The Stolle Corporation
A Subsidiary of Aluminum Company of America
1501 Michigan Street, Sidney, Ohio 45365
(513) 492-1111
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MARBLE TECHNICS INTRODUCES THE LIBRARY OF STONE

Marble Technics continues to offer innovative concepts for the use of THIN natural marble and stone to the design professional.

The LIBRARY OF STONE is a set of 5 bound volumes of sample folders, a permanent reference showing the complete line of Marble Technics products.

GL Marble—Natural marble only 1/4" thick with fiberglass backing—sizes up to 2' x 4'—12 colors.

Thin Granites—Sizes up to 2' x 2' only 3/8" and 1/2" thick. 16 samples—polished and flamed.

Marble Tiles—French and Italian marbles 6" x 6" x 1/4" and 12" x 12" x 3/8"—16 different colors.

Thin Stones—Natural stone textures and satin-honed flooring materials—8 samples.

Zeta Marble—Strips of marble welded together with epoxy—sizes 6" x 12" x 1/4" and 20" x 20" x 1/4"—12 samples.

The complete 5-volume set containing 61 pieces of marble and granite is priced at $50. Individual folders $15. Send check with order. Individual samples are supplied, at no charge, upon request as well as catalogs on each product.

MARBLE TECHNICS LTD
150 E. 58 ST. • NEW YORK, N.Y, 10015 • (212) 750-9189

ARCC's software exchange
A grant from the National Endowment for the Arts has allowed the Architectural Research Center Consortium to initiate the "Designers Software Exchange."

The exchange will focus on software useful in design, as opposed to business or management applications.

Groups and individuals who submit programs to the exchange will automatically have free access to library programs. Those unable to contribute programs may join for a small fee.

Contact Professor Harvey Bryan at the Laboratory of Architecture and Planning, Room 4-209, MIT, 77 Mass. Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 02139 for more information.

Architecture center opens in Texas
The Southwest Center for the Study of American Architecture has opened at the University of Texas at Austin. The Center is associated with the Buell Center for the Study of American Architecture at Columbia University in New York (P/A, March 1983, p. 41) and joins a network of future centers around the country.

Codirectors of the Southwest Center are D. Blake Alexander and Lawrence Speck of the School of Architecture, University of Texas at Austin.

Michigan's architect laureate
Michigan Senate Resolution #117 names Alden B. Dow the first Architect Laureate of Michigan. Son of Herbert H. Dow, the founder of The Dow Chemical Co., Dow was commended for his public works, among them the Midland Hospital Center, Ann Arbor City Hall and Public Library, and Kalamazoo Nature Center.

N.C. fund for architectural excellence
The newly formed Henry & Mabel Kampschoefner Fund for the Recognition of Excellence in Architecture has been established to honor the founder and longtime dean of the School of Design at North Carolina State University, and his wife.

The fund will support competition and travel programs for students and graduates of North Carolinian architectural schools, sponsor a design awards program for N.C. architects, and finance gifts of major architectural portfolios to the architectural libraries of NCSU and UNC.

Lutyens extended
The Johannesburg Art Gallery, designed by Sir Edwin Lutyens in 1911, is being extended by the local firm of Meyer Pienaar & Partners.

Kroin Architectural Complementa
11 Story St., Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
Telephone 617 926-1000
Tel 926-1060

Can you afford a cheap imitation?
Choosing the right outdoor seating could mean the difference between a sound investment and a costly mistake.

Because while companies may try to imitate the way our furniture looks, they can't match the way it feels. And what makes Kroin Park and Garden furniture stand out is the way it stands up to the elements—abrasion and even the severest abuse.

Pencil points continued from page 27

cluded Donlyn Lyndon (UC-Berkeley), William L. Porter (MIT), Robert G. Shibley (SUNY-Buffalo), and Richard E. McComons (ACSA).

Arts awards totaling $18,000 were made to further faculty work in the energy teaching area, and results of the investigations will be published in a casebook by ACSA later in 1983.

ARCC's software exchange
A grant from the National Endowment for the Arts has allowed the Architectural Research Center Consortium to initiate the "Designers Software Exchange."

The exchange will focus on software useful in design, as opposed to business or management applications.

Groups and individuals who submit programs to the exchange will automatically have free access to library programs. Those unable to contribute programs may join for a small fee.

Contact Professor Harvey Bryan at the Laboratory of Architecture and Planning, Room 4-209, MIT, 77 Mass. Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 02139 for more information.

Architecture center opens in Texas
The Southwest Center for the Study of American Architecture has opened at the University of Texas at Austin. The Center is associated with the Buell Center for the Study of American Architecture at Columbia University in New York (P/A, March 1983, p. 41) and joins a network of future centers around the country.

Codirectors of the Southwest Center are D. Blake Alexander and Lawrence Speck of the School of Architecture, University of Texas at Austin.

Michigan's architect laureate
Michigan Senate Resolution #117 names Alden B. Dow the first Architect Laureate of Michigan. Son of Herbert H. Dow, the founder of The Dow Chemical Co., Dow was commended for his public works, among them the Midland Hospital Center, Ann Arbor City Hall and Public Library, and Kalamazoo Nature Center.

N.C. fund for architectural excellence
The newly formed Henry & Mabel Kampshoefner Fund for the Recognition of Excellence in Architecture has been established to honor the founder and longtime dean of the School of Design at North Carolina State University, and his wife.

The fund will support competition and travel programs for students and graduates of North Carolinian architectural schools, sponsor a design awards program for N.C. architects, and finance gifts of major architectural portfolios to the architectural libraries of NCSU and UNC.

Lutyens extended
The Johannesburg Art Gallery, designed by Sir Edwin Lutyens in 1911, is being extended by the local firm of Meyer Pienaar & Partners.

Pencil points continued from page 27
Introducing Herculon
When describing executive material, high quality, sharp appearance, and strong performance come to mind.

Now you can have all of this and more when you order approved contract carpets made from Herculon® Nouvelle™ carpet yarns. Because along with all of the features we're known for, like soil and stain resistance, colorfastness, durability, and mold and mildew resistance, Herculon Nouvelle also offers new heavier deniers, and new contemporary lusters in a larger variety of color combinations. And that means exceptional quality and more versatile styling.

Approved carpets of Herculon Nouvelle also come with a ten-year limited warranty on static and wear.

Herculon Nouvelle will stand up under pressure when the going gets tough. Moreover, it's got style. Lots of style.

Herculon Nouvelle gives you all you expect from an outstanding contract carpet yarn, including a great price. In fact, you won't find a better value anywhere in the carpet industry.

Herculon Nouvelle—we put executive material at your feet.

Contact Hercules, and put our executive material to work for you today.
Donn makes "premium" practical.

Donn Thinline™ ceiling grid system gives you the look of a premium, tailored ceiling for a lot less than you expect. The Thinline System uses standard, square edge, 2' × 2' or 2' × 4' acoustical panels instead of expensive reveal edge panels. That alone can save you 20%. Get the look of fine architectural detailing for less with the Thinline ceiling grid system. Donn makes a premium ceiling look practical.

Donn makes sense.

Donn Corporation
1000 Crocker Road Westlake, Ohio 44145 (216) 871-1000
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Get the concrete finish you want by sending for the concrete advice you need.

Getting the kind of concrete finish you want depends, in part, on choosing the right concrete forming materials. And no-one gives you more concrete forming choices than Simpson. Find out how to choose the right material for the right finish by sending away for Simpson’s free guide to architectural concrete forming. Just use the coupon below.

☐ Yes. Please send me your FREE guide to architectural concrete forming materials.

Name
Job Title
Company
Address
City
State Zip

Mail to Dave Emery
Simpson Timber Company
300 Fourth Avenue
Seattle, WA 98164

FormGuard

Simpson

Shades of St. Bart’s
The design for a Denver office high-rise by C.W. Fentress & Associates is an eerie echo of the controversial proposals put forth by the ecclesiastical leadership of St. Bartholomew’s Church in New York. Air rights transfers and a 500-year leaseback arrangement, says the archdiocese, will preserve the 1924 Holy Ghost Catholic Church. The 550-foot Fentress tower, propped up on 50-foot columns to provide “dramatic” views of the church and Rockies beyond, reduces its sanctuary to the role of plaza sculpture, mirrored ad infinitum in the faceted façade.

But Holy Ghost is not the first in town to combine real estate with religion; in March of 1982, Trinity United Methodist Church, located two blocks from Holy Ghost, sold its air rights and three lots to a Canadian firm that will build its tower behind the Trinity.

Connoisseur on architecture
With Luis Barragan as September’s cover star, Connoisseur launched a new architecture series, or more correctly a series on “great houses of the world.” (Also featured in Sept. are Frankfurt am Main and the Aga Khan.)

The Sept. editorial takes time out from the ne plus ultra to lambast “the bumptious school of post-modernism.” But the issue’s postscript on AT&T’s Golden Boy sings of the notorious, tower’s “Grand postmodernism.” “Bumptious,” apparently, is in the eye of the beholder.

Other printed words . . .
Meanwhile, Connoisseur’s competitor Vanity Fair has inaugurated its own architecture column, edited by Suzanne Stephens.

And Interview is at it again, this time with a Sept. interview of Helmut Jahn by Sugar Rautbord.

[News report continued on page 54]
How to conquer wind, rain and sun in low-rise office buildings.

Make friends.

Instead of keeping the elements out and using expensive energy to create an indoor climate, why not invite them in? That's what the architects did with this low-rise Florida office building.

For openers, they specified Andersen® Perma-Shield® casement windows. In warm weather their entire glass area swings open to usher in cooling breezes. And the overhang allows the Andersen windows to remain open during rain. That all helps save on air conditioning.

The architects also used the windows to illuminate work areas. That helps reduce lighting bills.

In cold weather the Andersen windows will close five times tighter than industry standard I.S. 2-73. This extreme weathertightness, together with double-pane insulating glass, helps seal in comfort and valuable heat.

And if all that wasn't enough, the windows became lasting friends with the building's management. The long-life, rigid vinyl exteriors of the Perma-Shield windows are virtually maintenance-free.

Next time your design is up against the elements, consider the case for friendship. Andersen Perma-Shield casement windows.

For details on Andersen windows, roof windows and gliding patio doors see Sweet's File 8.16/An. or talk to your Andersen distributor or dealer. They're in the Yellow Pages under Windows. Or write Andersen Corp., Bayport, Minnesota 55003.
The Corbin Museum of Modern Art, Exhibit 2.

Door hardware in its purest art form. Clean, rugged, graceful, secure. A work of enduring architectural art. An original from Corbin craftsmen who first brought the Unit Lockset into being 82 years ago. We're the quality people in this industry with locksets, closers, exit devices and more. Every one a working masterpiece. Call or write a Corbin Distributor for a catalog and specs.

Corbin quality reflects its people.

300 Series Unit Lockset.
In progress

Bond Building, Washington, D.C. Architect: Shalom Baranes Associates, Architects, Washington, D.C. The nation's capital has developed its own distinct brand of preservation (P/A, June 1983, p. 41) as this project and the two following confirm. The Bond Building adds to an existing landmark, located on a corner site one block from the White House, to fill out a 1980s zoning envelope. Missing teeth to either side of the 1901 Beaux Arts block are replaced, and four additional floors cantilevered out over the original ones are disguised as a separate mid-block building in modern garb.

Army & Navy Club, Washington, D.C. Architect: Shalom Baranes Associates, Architects, Washington, D.C. While two of the club's ground-floor social rooms are to be dismantled and reconstructed, the remaining interior of this Farragut Square club, designed by Hornblower & Marshall in 1911, will be entirely gutted and the modern alley addition and penthouse demolished and replaced for club and office uses. A span of new windows running above the restored cornice will recreate the original balustraded parapet in glass. Above, truncated corner towers and projected balconies with flagpoles establish a new symmetry played against the old, although a leftover, odd bay at the end of five greenhouse windows could confuse intended rhythmic readings.

The Southern Building, Washington, D.C. Architect: Shalom Baranes Associates, Architects, Washington, D.C. Although financial considerations limited actual construction to nine stories, D.H. Burnham's 1911 Southern Building was designed to take two additional floors. Seventy-two years later, those floors are to be built. Designed in consultation with Graham Anderson Probst & White (Burnham's successor firm) and with architectural historian Betty K. Bird, the addition borrows details and decoration from the original, while allowing its elaborate terra cotta cornice to remain prominent. [In progress continued on page 58]
The Long, Dry Season.

Kawneer Seamless Mullion II can make it last a lifetime.

Distinctive, long runs of glass. Dry glazing. A true, engineered, internally drained and weeped system. Top thermal performance numbers. And a concealed vent option. These are the features that can turn into a lifetime of benefits for your next building design.

Kawneer Seamless Mullion II gives a design much more than aesthetics. Dry glazing makes installation quicker, easier, with no unsightly tape bulges. And the best thermal performance anywhere is proved by a "U" value of .60 and CRF of 58.

For additional information about Kawneer Seamless Mullion II and long-running performance, write: The Kawneer Company, Dept. C, 1105 North Front Street, Niles, MI 49120.

Kawneer
The designer's element.
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Opryland Hotel and Convention Center expansion, Nashville, Tenn. Architect: Earl Swensson Associates, Inc., Nashville. The hotel's new centerpiece, a 1 1/2-acre enclosed garden park, is set between two new guest wings on its west side. The park's artificial stream, waterfall, and skywalk are covered by over an acre of glass roof. The skywalk, in addition to functioning as a lookout, also camouflages parts of the mechanical system and structural supports for the roof. The cupola encloses 15 propeller fans for exhausting or recirculating air and controlling humidity.

United Artists Theater, San Francisco. Architect: Kaplan, McLaughlin, Diaz, San Francisco. This five-theater/commercial complex is located on the corner of Sutter St. and Van Ness Ave., formerly "Automobile Row" and still home to many dramatic 1920s auto showrooms. The architects avoid the typical modern theater solution of a low, scaleless box by means of a 3200-square-foot glass lobby/atrium and three-level 2500-square-foot commercial space that will activate the theater's otherwise blank and lifeless facades. The atrium is a cascading tower of bundled glass tubes, sandblasted and stained glass, inspired by both the glazed showrooms nearby and the grand movie palaces.

Central Plaza, San Francisco. Architect: Kaplan, McLaughlin, Diaz, San Francisco. Situated across the street from a major public plaza, this office complex breaks the line of boxy highrises along Market Street by splitting its allowable square-footage into two functionally independent structures, an eight-story building in front of a 23-story office tower. Both buildings are entered from a covered 15-foot-wide by 27-foot-high arcade that provides retail space and pedestrian access through the block. Setbacks on the taller building echo those of the smaller.

---

Reduce Slope Glazing Hazards With Laminated Glass

Specify LAMINATED safety glass...Reduce potential liability. IT'S SAFER! Glass-to-PVB adhesion protects against "fallout" and creates a safeguard for occupants exposed to overhead glass...such as slope glazing, skylights, and high-rise exterior glazing. Laminated Safety glass is virtually distortion free! It gives you freedom of design, solar control, and easy on-the-job fabrication.

Send for our Free Booklet about laminated glass.

20 minute film of Laminated Glass applications available at no cost for group showings

"Laminated Safety Glass/ The Designer's Choice" Write Today For Film Reservation

LAMINATOR SAFETY GLASS ASSOCIATION

Circle No. 351
3310 Harrison, Topeka, KA 66611
Making Glass That Works for You.
The LouverDrape® Solid Vinyl louver is now available with a tastefully designed HighLiner® Stripe, created in a fascinating combination of translucent and opaque solid vinyl. The HighLiner® Stripe is an integral part of the louver. It is the same composition but a different color and translucency, plus it penetrates the thickness of the louver, it is not laminated or painted on.

The HighLiner® Solid Vinyl louver retains the energy efficient advantages of regular LouverDrape® Solid Vinyl louver. They minimize heat transfer both summer and winter and because they're vertical, they collect no more dust than a wall.

For more information and the name of your nearest LouverDrape® distributor, write for our free 36 page, full color "Vertical Imagination" brochure.
CURTAIN WALLS BY INRYCO
Window walls that are flush or recessed. Surfaces flat or sculptured. Sweeping curves, oblique corners. Colors that are striking or subtle, matte or glossy. All these are possible in low or mid-rise construction with Inryco Curtain Walls.

Send for more information in Catalog 13-1. Write INRYCO, Inc., Suite 4069, P.O. Box 393, Milwaukee, WI 53201. TLX 26683 INRYCO A WML.

Inryco
an Inland Steel company
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Calendar

Exhibits


Through Nov. 30. Furniture by Peter Korn, Appalachiana, Bethesda, Md.


Competitions

Nov. 1. Entry deadline, Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute’s Design Awards VII Program. Contact CRSI, 933 N. Plum Grove Rd., Schaumburg, Ill. 60195 (312) 490-1700.


Nov. 4. Registration deadline (must be accompanied by 300 Swiss francs), restructuring the Town Centre of the Community of Campione d’Italia. Contact Secretary for the Competition, C.F.A.L. via Brentani, 9, 6900 Lugano, Switzerland (091) 5122888.


Conferences, seminars, workshops


Oct. 26-29. 5th International Conference on Urban Design, Washington, D.C. Call for pre-registration: (800) 323-6556, xA129.


Nov. 7-12. 10th World Conference on Housing, Miami Beach, Fla. Contact Florida International University, Tamiami Campus, Miami, Fla. 33199.


CANTERBURY INTERNATIONAL 1984

We couldn't wait!

Canterbury furniture and accessories, designed for public use. New additions in 1984 include seating, planters, light standards and clocks.

CANTERBURY INTERNATIONAL
a division of Canterbury Designs, Inc.
P.O. Box 5730 • Dept. PAW* Sherman Oaks, CA • 91411-5730 • (213) 936-7111
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AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION ANNOUNCES:

Winners of the 1983 Gas/Passive Solar Design Competition

The competition called for the design of practical residential homes optimizing energy use with passive solar techniques and natural gas for space conditioning and appliances. It brought entries from every climate region of the U.S., as well as Canada and Europe. And the winners are:

**MULTI-FAMILY HOMES**

**2ND PRIZE**
uida Architects
The Manchester Citizens Corporation
Carnegie Mellon University
Institute of Building Sciences
Volk Hartkopf
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

**HONORABLE MENTIONS**
Linda Brock and Russ Heliker
Linda Brock, Architect
Bozeman, Montana
John Skujins, Architect
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Drexel Yaeger
Atelier Associates
Waterbury, Connecticut
Neil Carter and David Marienthal
Environmental Ventures, Inc.
Santa Fe, New Mexico

**SINGLE-FAMILY HOMES**

**2ND PRIZE**
Robert Chase, John Friedman and Robert Elbogen
Robert L. Chase AIA & Associates
Woodland Hills, California

**HONORABLE MENTIONS**
Zane Anderson, AIA, Architect
Providence, Rhode Island
Charles Woods and Albert Sincavage
Natural Architecture
Honesdale, Pennsylvania
Robert Chase, John Friedman and Robert Elbogen
Robert L. Chase AIA & Associates
Woodland Hills, California
William Leddy, Architect
San Francisco, California
Michael Cox
The Wold Association
St. Paul, Minnesota

Full details on the winning entries and features of many others are available in a book of competition highlights. For a copy, send $2.00 plus $1.50 (postage and handling) to Dept. 005—Order and Billing, American Gas Association, 1515 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, VA 22209. (Orders must be prepaid.)

All the entries make it evident that housing designs of the future will increasingly benefit from passive solar technology used with its natural partner—efficient natural gas. Together they answer the concerns of tomorrow's home buyers—comfort, cleanliness, conservation and cost.

When you compare the costs and benefits of all energies, you'll find that natural gas will continue to be your best energy value.

Gas gives you more for your money.
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HERE ARE ALL THE DETAILS ON THE NP-MATIC 600.
UNFORTUNATELY, YOU CAN'T GET ALL THE DETAILS FROM ANYONE ELSE.

But with the Canon NP-Matic 600 you'll get reproductions that look like the originals. Clean, crisp copies—on plain paper—with all the details. Whether you're making them from aperture cards, 35mm roll film, microfiche or jackets.

The Canon NP-Matic 600 has a wide choice of magnification sizes—from 7x to 24x. And with its triple-lens selection system, you can switch to any of three magnification sizes with the flip of a lever.

You get a wide range of copy sizes, too—all the way to 18" x 24". What's more, prints are as easy to produce as they are to read. A unique double deck paper system can hold up to 900 sheets of paper in two different sizes. While a built-in microcomputer monitors accuracy and lets you make up to 99 copies at a setting.

So get all the details. Call toll-free 1-800-648-5600 Ext. 330 (in Nevada 1-800-992-5710 Ext. 330).

Or if your needs run more to standard size prints, ask about the Canon NP Printer 580. It gives you clean, crisp plain paper copies for less than 2¢ a print.
We're Workbench. And for almost 30 years we've been known as one of the most successful and innovative furniture retailers in America.

One of the things that has made us just that is that we really shop the international markets. We know which areas specialize in which products. Where prices are best. Where the technology is high.

And while we've been shopping, we've built up production resources—both Workbench owned and controlled and independent suppliers. We've worked with many of them for decades, and we know and trust them and their capabilities.

Now we're ready to pass all of this along to you. We have a new contract division ready to meet your specifications on special orders.

Of course we'll need large orders. But if you know what you want, we can make it. Particularly strong in upholstery, we stand ready to work with you to produce your ideas in just about any type of furniture you can imagine.

So now, if you have a brilliant idea, you don't have to wonder where in the world you can go to have it produced. Because the answer is as near as your telephone.
A strong statement with Brickplate® Tile, plus prefab's economy

An array of rich, colorful building exteriors is multiplying in cities across the U.S., inspired by an ingenious blend of prefab economy with the permanence and strong image of Gail Brickplate. Either Glazed or Unglazed Brickplate is applied to panels framed in lightweight steel studs. There are many important advantages:

- Tons of expensive design dead-load and structural mass are eliminated since panels weigh 80% less than precast concrete
- Less expensive than glass or aluminum curtainwalls
- Eliminates costly scaffolding
- Provides chase for pipes and wiring in exterior walls for faster, more economical installation
- Virtually maintenance-free: frostproof, acid-rain resistant and vitreous...not a thin-brick veneer.
- Work proceeds regardless of bad weather since panels can be assembled in an enclosed structure
- Excellent insulation values: U-0.048

When a bold statement is desired but the budget is limited, consider the advantages of Gail Brickplate and prefab panels. Write or call for our technical brochure, “Prefab Brickplate Panels.” Or contact us to arrange for a viewing of our 12-minute audio-visual presentation.
Pure Metals - New from Nevamar

Pure, beautiful anodized aluminum surfaces in unique stripe or square patterns, and exciting brushed or polished tones. Brilliant reflections on interior design. For samples, call 1-800-638-4380.
With amazing skill and surefootedness, a young firm has not only survived waves of recession but it also has achieved an enviable international reputation.

Design of new KPF offices on Manhattan's West 57th Street (partner William Pedersen's space, right) is a serene paraphrase of some of the firm's directions—a hint of the Classical, fine materials, and care in detail.

Nice guys don't always finish last. Far from it, in fact. It would take a book to fully capture the nuances and tales behind what can only be described as the phenomenally successful Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates. The firm dates only to 1976, yet has grown to about 150 people and has work all over the country and projects abroad.

Heading the firm are seven partners: A. Eugene Kohn, William Pedersen, Sheldon Fox, Arthur May, William C. Louie, Robert L. Cioppa, and Patricia Conway. All of them, at one time or another, came from the office of John Carl Warnecke & Associates. Initiated by Gene Kohn in April 1976, the firm grew with the almost immediate addition of Pedersen, Fox, and Conway. May joined them in 1977, as did Cioppa, and both were made partners in 1978. Louie came to the firm in 1978, and became a partner in 1982. Because she is not a registered architect, Conway is not allowed to be a partner in the architectural firm, but wanting to give her her due position, the founding partners established Kohn Pedersen Fox Conway Associates, a wholly owned subsidiary firm for planning, programming, and interiors.

Although the firm was founded recently, the partners were hardly inexperienced, having held responsible positions in several large offices. It was on this past experience that they based their foray into the area of commission-seeking. Kohn did some preliminary homework, calling large investors, having meetings or lunches with them, and asking them what they looked for in an architect.

"I wanted to get back to basics," Kohn says. "I didn't ask for jobs; I just wanted to talk to
The first thing mentioned was the design partners’ attention, the second was business acumen, and the third was a deep commitment for budgets. These three things, in any order, have become the foremost rules at Kohn Pedersen Fox.

Confidence in their own ability seemed to pay off with potential clients; within three months, the firm had three jobs in three different states. Timing, the principals admit, was half of the battle in the beginning, along with their conscious decision not to seek work in Iran or Saudi Arabia. Most of the competition was trying to get or do jobs in the Middle East as KPF was starting out.

KPF has either managing partners or design partners; Kohn, Fox, and Cioppa are managing partners. Kohn is the major force in new business development, Fox is more involved in business and financial affairs for the office, and Cioppa handles staffing and employment; all handle major projects along with design partners Pedersen, May, and Louie. As the firm grew, the original partners decided to make new partners in order to maintain the commitment to partner-level involvement in every project. Each project has a team of managing and design partners, sometimes including input from a second managing partner. It is common to assign a senior designer to work with the design partner, and a project manager.

Pat Conway’s group, numbering about 45, may enter a job early, to do programming and/or feasibility work; she feels that ideally a project can benefit from input she can provide about interiors decisions throughout the design process as well. Asked about the broad scale shifts in her work, Conway says, “The nature of planning is essentially problem-solving, and if you can plan something at site scale, presumably you can do that at the scale of the floor plate as well.” She does most of the firm’s zoning work outside of New York City, and handles lease situations, financial projections, real estate opportunities, and interiors/graphics projects.

Philosophy I

Good design is a given at KPF. It’s so given, in fact, that unless it is brought up, the firm’s partners almost never even talk about it. The quality just is expected. What even the design partners bring up first is service to the client and financial responsibility on each job. As Bill Pedersen sees it, “First and foremost we are in a service profession.”

In order to begin that service, KPF, like any firm, has to get the job; but unlike any other firm, they have Gene Kohn. Maintaining an impressive, extensive contact list, Kohn goes to great length to be in the right place at the right time. One of his usual activities is to assemble detailed slide shows, assisted by research done by Mark Strauss, depicting some aspect of the community or area around the proposed facility. The client is usually impressed that KPF has taken the time to get to know them so well.

Kohn has been known to get jobs away from other big name firms even after the selection process has been completed. On one large job, 27 architects—not including KPF—had been interviewed, and one settled on. Kohn gambled, asking for an interview and telling the potential client he would be sorry if he didn’t see KPF, because it was “going to be the great firm in America.” The client was intrigued, and probably offended, but Kohn got the interview, and the job.

After the initial contact, it is normal for Kohn to set the team, selecting the design partner according to work load or based on his sense of personal chemistry. Sometimes three partners give the first presentation, and at other times still more members of the proposed team attend. In all cases, the design partner and the managing partner stay with the project all the way through.

Philosophy II

At the root of it, though, the design partners do have reasons for how they design. If the term “contextual” has been overapplied in architecture, it is too bad because here is a firm that honestly attempts to design a building by taking cues from its surroundings. The designers at KPF draw strengths from each other in a direction started by Pedersen and enriched by interchanges with May and Louie. But context is paramount to all of them. As Pedersen puts it, “No matter how good a building is as an object, if it makes sense out of its context, there is something wrong. We have developed a strategy of assemblage or collage—pieces, each of which has references to its context; they refer to a past condition, a present condition, or a future condition. You can’t refer to any single condition in urban architecture. In assemblage architecture, of course, one still has to pull all those parts together so that they make one thing.”

Coming at it another way, Arthur May says, “I was very influenced by Jane Jacobs’ Life and Death of Great American Cities, in which she talks about the impact of very large buildings on very small-scale environments. But the buildings that architects have been involved in since the turn of the Century have been progressively bigger and bigger, so we need ways to break the scale.”

There are many more facets of KPF that deserve mention here, more personalities, more ideas. The firm has quickly risen to national and then international stature, appearing on elite invitation lists. This is obviously no fluke, but a brilliant combination of design talent, business sense, and dedication.

But the unexpected happens in these offices—they are genuinely nice people, to outsiders, clients, each other, and they like working together. They are diverse in what each is bringing to this mix, and they draw strength from that diversity, that specialization. They also give young people all the responsibility, challenge, and encouragement they can handle. And the admiration and credit that go with it. As we said, nice guys. . . . [Jim Murphy]
8 Penn Center, 1982, Philadelphia. A. Eugene Kohn, partner in charge; Arthur May, partner in charge, design; Robert Evans, senior designer; Robert Cioppa, project manager; Kohn Pedersen Fox Conway, interior design; Reliance Development Company, client. Mirrored glass rounds one curved corner and one right angled one to meet a vertical division, where the material changes to exposed concrete. Horizontal slashes at the base and top are intended to bring scale cues from the street. The lobby is split-level entrance; for interiors (KPFC), Patricia Conway was partner in charge; Judy Swanson and Karen Dauler, interior designers.

WABC-TV Studio/Office Building, 1979, New York. Sheldon Fox, partner in charge; William Pedersen, partner in charge, design; Paul Rosen, senior designer; American Broadcasting Companies, client.

Amoco Building at Columbia Plaza, 1980, Denver. A. Eugene Kohn, partner in charge; William Louie, design; Laurence Goldberg, project manager; Reliance Development Company, client. 36-floor office building clad in aluminum and gray reflective glass.

ABC Washington News Bureau, 1981, Washington, D.C. Sheldon Fox, partner in charge; William Pedersen, partner in charge, design; Paul Rosen, project designer; Robert Cioppa, project manager; American Broadcasting Companies, client.
For a key site at the edge of a downtown core, Kohn Pedersen Fox has designed a corporate office building with a sensible silhouette but unconventional surface treatment that prefigures later projects.

On first view, the stone-walled front of the Hercules building, with a big clock at its center, suggests a monumental 19th-Century factory—or its engraved image on a wall calendar, expressing the company’s civic virtue. But growing out of these stone walls is a glassy, Late Modern volume. The possibility this is a new building piggy-backing on a historical one is soon discounted: certain consistencies in form and detail affirm that this was all conceived at once—and in the 1980s.

The Hercules executives didn’t want a conventional corporate tower, and they didn’t get one. Twelve large floors give the building a compact, cubic form. A shop-lined public passage through the building links downtown Wilmington to a new park along Brandywine Creek. The seemingly willful manipulations of its exterior have to do with its relationship to this context.

The siting of the Hercules headquarters here did not come about easily. When Hercules decided, in the late 1970s, to consolidate offices then scattered around Wilmington, relocation outside Delaware was seriously considered. Local and state governments made an appeal to keep Hercules home, and Kohn Pedersen Fox played a part. They made a comparative study of local sites and documented their choice of this one with a convincing slide presentation.

At an underdeveloped edge of downtown (then a full-block parking lot), this land abutted a tract along the Brandywine that could be retrieved as a park linking the city to its past and to its green residential hinterland. The building would be guaranteed views over the winding creek and high visibility from major roads that cross it. It would be a symbolic gateway to the city.

Hercules’ decision to stay in Wilmington did not lead directly to a design commission for Kohn Pedersen Fox. The company first signed on a construction manager (DiSabatino/CM) and a firm of interior planners (Interspace). It was soon decided that they did not want a tower, as envisioned in the earlier KPF study, but something lower, with large floors, and accessible to the community. Then the search for architects began, with KPF far down the line, behind well-known firms with many completed office buildings to their credit.

The reason KPF got the job, the partners say, is that the client was assured of their full personal commitment to the job—along with the businesslike performance and distinctive design that other final contenders might have offered. An observer of the interviews places more emphasis on salesmanship: “They convinced us that if we went with another firm, we’d be missing a great opportunity.”

The scheme that KPF worked out fits Hercules’ objectives superbly: ground-floor retail lines an atrium, around which U-shaped, 45,000-square-foot office areas are wrapped.

Hercules stands at the edge of the city core, overlooking Brandywine Creek (right). On the city side (photograph opposite page) a granite-faced clock, 18 feet in diameter, hovers above the massive entrance loggia. Exterior of the 14-story block presents various juxtapositions of sleek curtain wall and stripped-down Classical stonework.
On north side of structure (above) brick-paved terrace is linked to new park. Central granite-framed plane closes end of atrium. Two-story spaces extending atrium at the base are for company or community events. A two-floor restaurant is to fill one lower corner. Executive suite is about midway up this front. Blunting of acute corners on glazed upper floors is effective functionally and visually.
Windous in granite walls (drawings below, photo opposite) are set into square openings, with recessed sidelights that express wall thickness on outside. Central lights are set forward for greater sense of space on interior (and greater rentable square footage for tenant floors). Simplified Classical detail recalls urban vernacular version of 19th-Century Italian Second Empire styles. Transition from continuous glazing to discrete windows on office floors is accepted as pleasing variation, architects report.

The process of making a blocky, 12-story volume into an effective corporate symbol, however, put design partner Arthur May to the test. In his 8 Penn Center office building (p. 71), May had already tried cladding different sides of a homogenous office space with radically different surfaces. Here he was ready to sculpt a few notches and facets into the basic form, then deliberately "draw lines on it" to demarcate different exterior treatments.

To give pedestrians a comfortably scaled street wall at the base, May faced the lower floors in granite punctured by tripartite windows (a step beyond the recessed ones at Penn Center). The top of this wall corresponds to cornice lines of the townhouse area to the west; its stepped profile breaks down the horizontal scale, yielding a façade pattern that recalls the city's 19th-Century commercial rows. The continuity of the stone wall plane is sustained across the entrance recess—and the entry made more monumental—by attaching shieldlike slabs to the structural skeleton; cutting these slabs short at the ends reveals their symbolic purpose. Above, the regular curtain wall is interrupted only by a notch at the roof, corresponding in width to the lobby and atrium, and by a band of double-scaled glazing around the upper floors, inserted for strictly visual reasons.

On the park side, the upper glazed volume is more pointedly manipulated; it is divided into two angled planes—making a kind of welcoming gesture—flanking a central frontispiece that carries the granite all the way to the top, so that both identifying materials are visible in the long view from the valley. Granite-framed panels of curtain wall two stories high are subdivided to suggest Classical windows at colossal scale, yet the window imagery is sharply contradicted by cutting...
into some of these rectangles with intersecting building volumes.

Inside the building, a low, understated lobby leads to the 12-story atrium, and one is offered a choice of three paths into it: up escalators to the Hercules offices; around the sides through the retail arcades; and down through the indoor garden to the lower, park-level exit. The layers of rectangular frames that surround the atrium form a permeable boundary that makes it unclear where the glazed office walls actually occur. From the terraced floor, tan paving brick folds up the sides to the lobby level, where a painted steel framework emerges at elaborate, interlocking joints; stuccoed piers behind the steel await ivy that will grow from hovering planters.

Effective as this atrium is, it seems perverse that none of the distinguishing materials or historicist details of the exterior reappear here. "I have used materials here that I would not use on the exterior," says Arthur May, making a simple distinction that might have helped the many brutal atriums of the past. Still, the severe exterior/interior disparity—in underlying aesthetic as well as surface details—undermines the building's strong design conviction. The undistinguished atrium landscaping does little to help.

Hercules president and CEO Alexander Giacco is clearly pleased with the individualistic work that the young firm has produced. He expresses particular pleasure in the way the atrium generates a sorely needed sense of community for Hercules; he is also pleased with the public amenities that weave this community into the city. And Giacco takes obvious pleasure in breaking through the prevailing design conservatism of Wilmington, where even the one I.M. Pei office tower looks anonymous. The effort to keep Hercules in Wilmington has yielded more than the intended economic and planning advantages; it has put the little city on the map, architecturally. [John Morris Dixon]
Data
Project: Hercules Incorporated, Wilmington, Del.
Architect: Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates, New York (Sheldon Fox, partner in charge; A. Eugene Kohn, back-up partner; Arthur May, design partner; Patricia Conway, partner in charge of planning; Mark Strauss, project planner; Robert Evans, senior designer; Demetrios C. Pantazis, project manager; Ken Rose, job captain).
Site: 2.7-acre city block at north edge of downtown, dropping about 20 ft toward new river-front park bordering site.
Program: 680,000 sq ft, including retail on ground level; offices 90 percent open plan.
Structural system: caissons and concrete foundation walls; steel stub-girder system.
Major materials: granite walls; aluminum and tinted glass curtain walls; brick paving (see Building materials, p. 138).
Mechanical system: variable volume systems; electrical energy source; computerized building managing system; heat recovery chillers; thermal storage tanks.
Consultants: Sasaki Associates, landscape (Robert Fager, project manager); Interspace Incorporated, interiors (W.G. Krebs, principal in charge; M.A. Byrne, associate), except executive interiors by Kohn Pedersen Fox Conway Associates (Patricia Conway, partner in charge; Judy Swanson, interior design; Randolph Geiner, project manager), Severud-Perrone-Szegedy-Sturm, structural (William Gerber, associate partner); Joseph R. Lor-ing Associates, mechanical (Jack Beech, vice president; Richard J. Feiner, project manager).
General contractor and construction manager: DiSabatino/CM (Eugene DiSabatino, president; Theodore H. Dwyer, operations manager; Robert G. Falls, project manager).
Costs: $88 million ($130 per sq ft), including landscaping, interiors, fees.
Photography: Norman McGrath, except as noted.
Combining grace and power, Kohn Pedersen Fox creates a striking response to site constraints and to context.

Few pieces of architecture can be said to achieve, simultaneously, commanding presence, sleek self-assurance, beauty in form and mass, and rightness. But that, and more, is what 333 Wacker Drive achieves in its Chicago setting. Its program was relatively simple, but its triangular site presented problems. The program was for a speculative commercial office building owned, developed, and partially occupied by Urban Investment & Development Company. Kohn Pedersen Fox designed the shell, the cores, and the lobby, with tenants responsible for their own spaces. Associated architects in Chicago were Perkins & Will.

Facing a prominent bend in the Chicago River, the site forms a key position, or knuckle, between that bend and the demanding grid of the Loop. The building shape that evolved may therefore seem obvious; however, in less skillful hands this expression is one that could have failed miserably, forfeiting a great opportunity. Bill Pedersen and his associates did not miss on any count.

Consistent with KPF philosophy, the overall statement is one of base, middle, and top. Its dominant image from across the river is the taut, elegant curve sweeping around the river bend and capped by a mitred slot and flat diagonal crown. Since the building is at a city edge and is afforded great sky exposure, Pedersen chose not to pick up the Chicago massiveness that is the predominant theme of the Loop. Instead, green reflective glass and horizontal continuous bullnose strips provide the perfect counterpoint to the massive, vertically striated Merchandise Mart majestically commanding the opposite bank. The shade of green, Pedersen observes, might seem an obvious, even cute, choice; but the Chicago River is green, and the glass color is astonishingly right in context. Seen from across the river, it shouldn't have been anything else. Pedersen sees the direct contrast with the venerable Mart as a comfortable dialogue of opposites: curvilinear versus rectilinear, horizontal versus vertical, reflective versus opaque.

In addition, the designers felt that the green glass became more prismatic, harder and more crystalline as a material as it is wrapped around forms that give it a tautness. Pedersen notes, "With the bowed face and the acute corners, the front looks as if it's stretched. To accentuate that stretching, we developed the horizontal bullnoses at six-foot intervals to give a sense of that horizontal gripping of the building." Despite the seeming fragility glass implies, the form of 333, with its gestures of simple geometry, gives a feeling of permanence, of confidence, and of command over the area.

Also consistent with KPF directions as they have evolved, 333 was seen to have different responsibilities from one side to another. Designed four years ago, it responded to the city side with rectilinear planes to relate it to the Loop's grid. As appropriate as that gesture
was, however, it does not fully satisfy today's Bill Pedersen. Work he and the firm's other designers have done subsequent to 333 makes him less convinced of the rightness of the face it presents to the Loop. In terms both of solar orientation and of the toughness of Chicago architecture, Pedersen feels he might now do some things differently.

He speculates on whether it would have been better to make the city face more solid and of a different character, something the firm's design has increasingly allowed as it has progressed. He also feels the city side top may be a bit "fussy." Still, of the KPF design partners, Pedersen is the first to pick out flaws in his own designs. He points out that 333, with its unique site conditions and constraints, pointed toward an exceptional solution. While that in itself, however, is not his real interest, he achieved it, in the best sense.

But as elegant as the top and middle are, the base is the element that gives credence to principles KPF espouses (it is the one on the city side that Pedersen prefers). The base, a collage of images referring to the past, gently transfers to the present and, perhaps, to the future as the tower rises. That is part of what was attempted; the other major thrust was to

Where the building meets the ground, colonnades of rich materials afford both pleasant sheltered walks and elegant visual and tactile sense. In a study drawing (above, right) the original intent is shown; on these two pages, the result.
ceiling cutout (opposite) and the rich base materials take over the interior as well, with the added terrazzo picking up the radiating theme, separated by stainless steel divider strips.

develop a potential for other buildings to develop down Wacker with a sympathetic relationship.

New York Times critic Paul Goldberger, in a May 1983 article, noted a discrepancy between the base and what goes on above. In good-natured rebuttal, Pedersen quipped, "If the base matched the shaft, it wouldn't be a base, would it?" This base is a blend of Chicago zoning incentives, benefits of inexpensive curtain wall above, and an almost uncanny intuitive skill at blending materials and references.

Bonus floor area is available for Chicago buildings with public amenities, such as arcades, and the colonnades at the base of 333 qualified the owner for such bonus area. In addition, the simplicity and relative economy of the upper curtain wall gave KPF more budget freedom to perfect the base, as it relates to human scale. The horizontal bullnose banding was also a result of these economies.

The bottom line
It is in the treatment of the lower floors, however, that the building pulls together what it promises—and delivers—from a distance. Here the economical (not to say cheap-looking) curtain wall facade is eroded in a supportive way by obviously expensive materials. Gray granite is horizontally banded by green marble, with columns of black granite and green marble. But the stone has been carefully detailed to clearly state its non-loadbearing capacity, its intention obviously to create public scale and richness. Terrazzo floors inside lead to exposed aggregate concrete plaza surfaces outside. The most conspicuously costly details are the spectacular staccato of stainless steel grilles, handrails, and column trim.

Despite Bill Pedersen’s disclaimer that he has evolved further in design since 333, the building is very much a feat to be admired and a design level to which others would do well to aspire. It is indeed the bottom line, and it is also a welcome repudiation of the term's normal—read impoverished—meaning. What the well-known drawings and models promise, a building most often fails to produce in full. The accomplishment of 333 Wacker is full delivery, in an urban sense, and at pedestrian level of, if possible, more than it promised. It is a jewel at all levels.

[Jim Murphy]
Data
**Project:** 333 Wacker Drive, Chicago.
**Architects:** Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates, New York; Perkins & Will Group, Chicago, associated architects. KPF: A. Eugene Kohn, partner in charge; William Pedersen, partner in charge, design; Alexander Ward, senior designer. P&W: James C. Allen, officer in charge; E. Lawrence Kettelson, project manager.

**Client:** Urban Investment and Development Corporation.
**Site:** a triangular parcel described by Wacker Drive, Lake Street, and Franklin Street, at the bend in the Chicago River.
**Program:** office building including plaza, lobby with retail spaces, and colonnade.
**Structural system:** steel with exterior cross-bracing, on concrete caissons.

**Major materials:** reflective glass curtain wall, granite, marble, stainless steel, exterior; granite, marble, stainless steel, and terrazzo, interior.
**Mechanical system:** all-electric, variable air volume system, with perimeter baseboard heat, direct digital control.

**Consultants:** structural: Gillum-Colaco; mechanical: Environmental Systems Design; window wall: Antoine-Heitmann & Associates.
**General contractor:** Inland Construction.
**Cost:** $57 million; $54.75 per sq ft (building shell, cores, and lobby).
**Photography:** Barbara Karant, Karant Associates, except as noted.
Projects

The firm's work currently under construction and on the boards shows continued development on the theme of contextual response.

Though legendary for its ability to land large commissions before completing any work, KPF will obviously have to depend in the future on its rapidly growing body of completed work. The Hercules and Wacker Drive buildings, on the preceding pages, represent its most ambitious efforts completed by the summer of 1983. One Logan Square, an office and hotel complex, is now reaching completion in Philadelphia.

Of the dozen works shown in this section, some are well along in construction, others in various stages of design; a couple of designs that will never be executed are shown to document the firm's design evolution. Though all of this work is for North America, the architects are in contact with clients in Europe and the Far East, as well. The building types represented here, as on the preceding pages, are largely commercial developments. Recent forays into residential and institutional arenas are illustrated on this page and opposite.

In terms of design approach, the firm's "early" work was hard to distinguish from what the partners produced as members of John Carl Warnecke's New York staff. A conservative design position was deliberately adopted until the firm had proved its dependability. In the early 1980s, however, KPF's work has moved steadily away from minimal Modernism toward more complex forms, collage imagery, and historicist ornament. The two senior design partners, Pedersen and May, seem to move along parallel lines of design evolution, although they neither review nor consult on each other's work. Characteristic design devices from past work are continued and elaborated in the projects shown here—the sharp juxtaposition of masonry and curtainwalls, for instance, and the framing of multistory panels of curtainwall. Mass and ornament have typically been concentrated in the lower stories, with minimal glazed forms against the sky, but some recent work under Pedersen's design direction is capped with projecting ornament.

The directions of Kohn Pedersen Fox's current design do not follow those of any design hero outside their office, but they do reflect ideas currently in the air. As they become better known, the firm's recent buildings and projects are, themselves, contributing to that prevailing atmosphere. [John Morris Dixon]

Representing the firm's work in more varied building types is a mixed-use residential-commercial proposal for Penn's Landing on the Philadelphia riverfront. The one-million-square-foot scheme for Reliance Development Group recently won a developer-architect competition.

Credits: A. Eugene Kohn, partner in charge; Arthur May, partner in charge of design; Geraldine Pontius, senior designer; Mark Strauss, project planner.

Bucknell Performing Arts Center
Lewisburg, Pa.
Scheme 1 (facing page): The firm’s first proposal for the arts center at Bucknell University would have extended the axis of its central Georgian Revival quadrangle with a building complex recessed into the slope below, creating a formal terrace on top of the 1500-seat concert hall and a sunken entrance court between the splayed colonnades of two classroom wings.

Scheme 2 (below): The current scheme for the Bucknell arts center reflects a more modest program than the original (facing page). Square-footage has been reduced from 75,000 to 43,000, concert hall to 1300 seats, and classrooms eliminated. Moved to southwest corner of academic core, a site highly visible from main entry road, the building will form a new quadrangle and define an edge. Angled entrance pavilion responds to geometry of lower area and faces main visitor parking lot, which is aligned with nearby stadium. Lobby, rehearsal hall, and other ancillary spaces will be within rusticated stone base, upper portion of hall itself filling the templelike volume which will be clad in with limestone trim to established Georgian Revival pattern.

Credits: A. Eugene Kohn, partner in charge; William Pedersen, partner in charge of design; David Leventhal, senior designer; William Schweber, project manager; John Lucas and Charles Alexander, design team.
An architect-developer proposal by The Murphree Company, with Kohn Pedersen Fox, was chosen for a tower to be occupied by the bank and other tenants, on a site adjoining the bank's 1968 headquarters building and facing Strickland's 1851 First Presbyterian Church, a major landmark. The U-shaped plan, adopted partly because construction must begin around one existing building, yields efficient office floors and breaks the bulk of the tower into shafts arranged with Classical stability. A massive portico at the base refers to the city's Greek Revival heritage and its reputation as the "Athens of the South." Granite will surround six-story areas of curtain wall on the tower. The building will contain 600,000 square feet, with retail at street level and parking below.

**Credits:** A. Eugene Kohn, partner in charge; Arthur May, partner in charge of design; Dean Chavooshian, senior designer; Laurence Goldberg, project manager; Alan Schwabinland, job captain.

Tampa Financial Center
Tampa, Fla.

A 29-story mixed-use structure designed for Doran Jason Company, developers, will contain 517,000 square feet of office space above a 700-car garage, with street-level banking and retail space. Made public in 1981, and on hold since, this is one of the firm's earlier departures from conventional geometry and consistent cladding for a tower. The curved glazed wall of the tower, which faces northeast, takes its shape from garage ramps (see plans); other walls are clad in precast concrete and green granite.

**Credits:** A. Eugene Kohn, partner in charge; Arthur May, partner in charge of design; Megan Walker, senior designer; associated architects: McElvy, Jennewein, Stefany & Howard.

Tabor Center
Denver, Colo.

Now under construction several blocks down 17th St. from KPF's Amoco tower (p. 71), the Tabor complex will cover almost two city blocks. Included will be two office towers totaling 1,700,000 square feet, a retail mall, a hotel, and a 2000-car garage, and 20,000-square-foot public plaza. The office towers, whose rectangular bases almost abut, are carved away as they rise to yield two opposing half circles at the top; exposed concrete grid on the flat walls gives way to green glass curtain wall on the curves. The hotel on the south block, with lower profile, defers to the landmark D & F tower at one corner. Urban Associates are associated architects for the hotel.

**Credits:** A. Eugene Kohn, partner in charge; Anthony Pellecchia, senior designer; Lee Polisano, designer/project manager.
Responding to a request for developer-architect proposals, this scheme for Cadillac-Fairview was selected by the city of Calgary. Requiring a major parking garage and public open space on 50 percent of the full-block site, the city left the rest of the program to the developer. KPF's design proposes two 50-story towers, totaling 2,596,250 square feet, with a 15-story, 400-room luxury hotel between them, forming one gateway to a formal central plaza (photos below right). Various roof heights relate to phases of Calgary's rapid growth: the 30-foot-high curved arcade to its old commercial fronts; the hotel to its 1950s office buildings; the towers to current proposals. Integral to the design are bridges required by the city's "Plus 15" plan for enclosed, above-street circulation. A rise from the plaza, building façades will have progressively less granite and more glass, so that their apparent bulk will be attenuated. 

**Credits:** A. Eugene Kohn, partner in charge; Arthur May, partner in charge of design; Geraldine Pontius, senior designer; Robert Busler, project designer; Mark Strauss, project planner.
A. Eugene Kohn, designer.

The design is based on the premise that a new tower should be a key element of the city's skyline, and should relate to the existing skyscrapers in a meaningful way. The design is shaped like a cube, with each side of the cube being a different color. The top of the tower is a triangular pyramid, which is capped with a weather vane.

The team responsible for the design, which is called "The Cube," worked with the client, Bank of the Southwest, to develop a design that would fit within the existing skyline of downtown Dallas. The design was chosen from among several other proposals that were submitted for consideration.

The tower is expected to be completed in 1984 and will be the tallest building in the city. It will house offices for the bank and other businesses, as well as retail space on the ground floor.

Credits: A. Eugene Kohn, designer; William Pedersen, partner in charge of design; Sudhir Jambhekar, project designer; Gary Handel, designer.

The latest urban office structure designed under Pedersen's direction departs further from Modernism than others (left) in its response to context. This new tower is joined to an existing one (left in photos and plans) so that an open U-shaped plaza is left between them, recalling in shape and scale a fragment of the financial district's irregular plan. The main facade of the new tower becomes a magnified version of the area's many curved street fronts. The division of the facade into stone-framed panels of glazing, found on earlier KPF buildings, is here elaborated into a progression of opening sizes. Bands of molding relate to the heights of surrounding structures. The panel pattern and the prominent moldings and cornice recall late 19th-Century landmarks in the district, notably the Ames Building. The big curved front, facing north over an area of low-rise zoning, would be unquestionably the main front, while the similarly detailed south side would be broken by angles into shafts of smaller scale. In the skyline view, the building would present a volume similar to neighboring towers, but a much richer envelope, with references to Boston's past. Now in schematic design stage, the 52-story structure would have about 1,000,000 square feet, including retail space at street level and parking below ground for 400 cars.

Credits: A. Eugene Kohn, partner in charge; William Pedersen, partner in charge of design; Sudhir Jambhekar, project designer.
ABC Phase II
New York

The latest of several buildings designed for the American Broadcasting Company since 1976 (other work on page 71), this "Phase II" structure will be on Manhattan's West 66th St., joining at the back the completed "Phase I" on West 67th (photo above). Housing offices, technical facilities, and one newscasting studio, Phase II's 250,000 square feet will be about twice the area of Phase I. Both structures meet zoning requirements with setbacks that relate well to parapets of neighboring side-street buildings, but they represent evolving views of what infill buildings should do. While Phase I is discreet in its simplicity, its neat metal-and-glass curtain wall stands out for its cheerful sheen.

Phase II, by contrast, is complex and somewhat monumental in its composition, but its brick and granite surfaces will blend in better with the neighboring buildings—in this case a former armory and an old arena, both used by ABC. The two structures were planned from the outset to form larger, more efficient working floors—and a single through-block truck access—behind their different but related envelopes. Phase II is under construction for completion in 1985.

Credits: Sheldon Fox, partner in charge; Arthur May, partner in charge of design; Judith Di Maio, senior designer; Myron Sigal, project manager; James Outen, job captain; Megan Walker, David Diamond, design team.
Under construction in downtown Stamford, "General Re" will terminate a row of assertive office structures along the Connecticut Turnpike. Like its companion buildings, it will rise from a three-story podium of parking, but in this case a grand stairs will carry the public up to its garden top, which will meet a natural ridge at the north edge of the site. Faced with a turnpike interchange to the south and a railroad yard beyond, the building will turn inward around its raised garden. Executive offices will be in a freestanding octagonal structure at the northwest corner, with a clocktower-capped profile that will terminate vistas along several streets. On the south side, the structure will peel away from the turnpike as if to admit cars from the exit ramp, leaving the portal-like façade of Mitchell/Giurgola's 10 Stamford Forum building to the west, unobstructed. The 566,000 square feet of office space on six floors will accommodate the client plus tenants; circulation cores between segments of the linear structure will ease space allocation. There will be 1800 parking spaces below. Above the granite-clad parking levels, walls will be largely green-tinted glass, crossed by patterns of white and blue mullions.

Credits: Sheldon Fox, partner in charge; William Louie, partner in charge of design; Patricia Conway, partner in charge of planning; Ming Wu, senior designer; Creighton Jones, project manager; Deborah Booher, job captain; Kohn Pedersen Fox Conway Associates, planners.

Diminishing in octagonal stages toward pyramidal tops, the towers recall silhouettes of Cincinnati buildings from the Art Deco period. At the base of the towers are two sculptural blocks: an entry pavilion projecting into the park and a cafeteria block on the outer angle of the L. The buildings...
and the open space form a ceremonial terminus for the downtown street grid, which is disrupted beyond this point. The park, laid out as a series of outdoor rooms defined by trellises, is aligned toward Fountain Square at the city's center. Indoors, the circulation system includes tall, second-floor galleries (see plan) running along the park edge, above ground-floor arcades and linked to the old building by a bridge. These passages and the entry pavilion (photos, top right) will have richly patterned terrazzo floors; metal-trimmed columns will be clad in fabric to a height of 10'-6".

As New York Times critic Paul Goldberger has observed, the complex will have the cool control of 1920s Classicism, touched with the verve of Art Deco.

Credits: A. Eugene Kohn, partner in charge; William Pedersen, partner in charge of design; Robert Cioppa, managing partner; Alexander Ward, senior designer; Tim Hartley, project manager.

Note: Coordinator of drawings for Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates is Ilona Rider.
Muthesius found

Sisco/Lubotsky Associates and Stuart Cohen, in joint venture with Consoer/Morgan Architect, have taken special care in the design of a building that houses a town's maintenance department.

Public works buildings, constructed not for the glory of king, god, or culture, have generally taken a secondary place in the history of architecture. But at times it has been a proud and worthy second place. We can recall that during the Roosevelt administration, artists and artisans were hired to direct their idle hands to the creation of public works projects, often with glorious results. Early in this century, utility companies commissioned fine architects to design their facilities, down to transformer stations that dotted the countryside. Even now-forgotten architects employed within public works departments often designed incidental buildings whose sturdy forms and thoughtful details still provide quiet inspiration for architects.

In recent years, however, the "less is more" attitude has scarcely encouraged a caring approach in the unglamorous area of municipal public works. Garbage trucks and repair shops have been accommodated in minimal shelters built with minimum dollars and minimum effort—the less seen the better.

But in the comfortable town of Evanston, just north of Chicago, several factors have led to the creation of an interesting and thoughtful building to house the necessary departments of street, park, and building maintenance, sanitation, and vehicle repair. First, the site, while backing on railroad tracks, fronts on a residential street, and it was important to consider the quality of the neighborhood. Second, the site configuration is awkward, and careful work was required to find an effective layout. Third, Sisco/Lubotsky architects Robert Lubotsky and Andrew Metter, with associated architect Stuart Cohen, made an effort to create a building that would present a clear narrative of its varied functional contents, convincing the clients to allow a few design "frills" (the building still was completed for less than its budgeted cost). And not least, the architects cared to provide cheerful and comfortable quarters for the workers who, after all, emerge from their own environment to care for the environment of the rest of us.

The Evanston Public Works Service Center, which won a citation in P/A's 1980 awards program (P/A, Jan. 1980, p. 122), consists of three parts—the vehicle repair garage, the two-story warehouse, workshop, and administration section, and the truck garage building with rooftop car parking. The sections of the building form a trucking courtyard between them, entered under a bridge connecting the parking structure to the administrative and work wing. The layout works neatly. Employees park on the garage roof and pass across the bridge (which contains caretaker apartments, so that no entry to the building is unwatched) to the upper level of the main building, where they clock in be-
The face that the public works building presents to the street (below) both adjusts to the residential character of the neighborhood and tells the story of its contents. The gabled bridge over the main entry contains apartments for the caretakers, while the workshops are housed in the more sober block forms. A nearby industrial building (opposite page top) is recalled in the rhythm of the doors, articulated with precast concrete columns and lintels, on the courtyard side of the truck storage building (opposite page bottom).

Data
Project: Evanston Public Works Service Center, Evanston, Ill.
Client: City of Evanston; Jim Jones, director of Public Works.
Site: trapezoidal 5.86-acre site, backing on a railroad right-of-way and fronting on residential streets.
Program: to house the departments of Parks, Forestry, Building Maintenance, Streets, Sanitation, and Fleet Service.
Structural system: concrete spread footing foundations. For administrative, warehouse, and shop building: steel frame superstructure with precast concrete plank floor and roof. For vehicle repair and storage buildings: precast concrete columns and beams with double-tee roof deck.
Major materials: exterior—face brick and concrete block masonry
(Data continued on page 95)
side the administrative offices and change into their work clothes in the locker area. They proceed downstairs to the work areas, which are carefully organized for the reception and shipment of materials.

As Stuart Cohen explains, a paramount concern was to adjust the appearance of a facility with large, 18-foot-high spaces to harmonize with the houses across the street. This was accomplished by stepping the building in order to break down the mass, and by overscaling the elements: The windows, for example, are big, with few subdivisions. Because of the context, the original idea of utilizing metal industrial building systems was rejected, and the architects turned to Muthesius and turn-of-the-century German factory buildings as a model.

The architectural forms tell the story of each part. The bridge, inspired in part by Michael Graves's Fargo-Moorhead Cultural Center, contains its two apartments under double gables, in keeping with its residential character and that of the neighborhood. The truck entry gates and overhead doors are strongly articulated with rounded precast columns, in scale with the heavy vehicles that pass through them; with the expansive precast lintels that span them, they form a configuration that recalls a nearby industrial building of the 1930s (though the lintels themselves may be faulted for lacking a sufficiently three-dimensional quality to complete the sturdy metaphor of the columns). The brick used on the front of the service center ties in cheerfully with the residential neighborhood, and the concrete block in the rear of the building, facing the truck yards and railway tracks, creates a suitably tough working environment, still carefully detailed, with a precast concrete belt course.

"The early sketches expressed the personality I wanted the building to have," says project architect Andrew Metter, "solid and down-to-earth, like the people who work here. At the same time, we wanted the interiors to be as spacious and bright as possible." The concrete block interiors are, in fact, high, painted in white and a fresh grayish blue, and generously skylighted. The workers are pleased with the facilities and keep them spotless, personalizing their offices neatly. "I have no illusions about changing in any major way the lives of the people who work here," says Metter. "But perhaps we can make their work day a little more pleasant." The architects seem to have succeeded. [Susan Doubilet]
Data continued from page 93

Cavity walls with rigid insulation; precast concrete belt course, coping, and base; single-ply membrane EDPM roof with rigid insulation. Architectural precast concrete spandrel beams and columns. Interior—painted concrete block; painted gypsum board; exposed precast concrete roof; suspended acoustical ceiling; sealed concrete floors; vinyl asbestos tile; epoxy industrial flooring (see Building materials, p. 138).

Mechanical system: for vehicle repair and storage garages: forced tempered air ventilation system. For warehouse and shop building: gas-fired boiler, hot water unit heater, and perimeter radiation system. For administrative and employee facilities areas: forced air system for heat and partial air conditioning.

Consultants: Consoer/Townsend Engineers, structural and mechanical.

General contractor: Klein Construction Company, Westmont, Ill.

Costs: $7,226,000 ($38.70 per sq ft), including site work, interior finishes, and furnishing and equipment.

The face that the public works building presents to the street (below) both adjusts to the residential character of the neighborhood and tells the story of its contents. The gabled bridge over the main entry contains apartments for the caretakers, while the workshops are housed in the more sober block forms. A nearby industrial building (opposite page top) is recalled in the rhythm of the doors, heavily articulated with precast concrete columns and lintels, on the courtyard side of the truck storage building (opposite page bottom).

Data
Project: Evanston Public Works Service Center, Evanston, Ill.
Client: City of Evanston; Jim Jones, director of Public Works.

Site: trapezoidal 5.86-acre site, backing on a railroad right-of-way and fronting on residential streets.
Program: to house the departments of Parks, Forestry, Building Maintenance, Streets, Sanitation, and Fleet Service.
Structural system: concrete spread footing foundations. For administrative, warehouse, and shop building: steel frame superstructure with precast concrete plank floor and roof. For vehicle repair and storage buildings: precast concrete columns and beams with double-tee roof deck.

Major materials: exterior—face brick and concrete block masonry [Data continued on page 95]
The courtyard side of the building (above and right) presents a tougher image than the front. Here, face brick gives way to concrete block, and the entry bridge and garage doors are no longer articulated with concrete columns and lintels. Still, the belt course is continued, and the fenestration pattern is carefully considered.

Skylights help illuminate both the vehicle repair building (above middle) and the locker room (above).

side the administrative offices and change into their work clothes in the locker area. They proceed downstairs to the work areas, which are carefully organized for the reception and shipment of materials.

As Stuart Cohen explains, a paramount concern was to adjust the appearance of a facility with large, 18-foot-high spaces to harmonize with the houses across the street. This was accomplished by stepping the building in order to break down the mass, and by overscaling the elements: The windows, for example, are big, with few subdivisions. Because of the context, the original idea of utilizing metal industrial building systems was rejected, and the architects turned to Muthesius and turn-of-the-century German factory buildings as a model.

The architectural forms tell the story of each part. The bridge, inspired in part by Michael Graves's Fargo-Moorhead Cultural Center, contains its two apartments under double gables, in keeping with its residential character and that of the neighborhood. The truck entry gates and overhead doors are strongly articulated with rounded precast columns, in scale with the heavy vehicles that pass through them; with the expansive precast lintels that span them, they form a configuration that recalls a nearby industrial building of the 1930s (though the lintels themselves may be faulted for lacking a sufficiently three-dimensional quality to complete the sturdy metaphor of the columns). The brick used on the front of the service center ties in cheerfully with the residential neighborhood, and the concrete block in the rear of the building, facing the truck yards and railway tracks, creates a suitably tough working environment, still carefully detailed, with a precast concrete belt course.

"The early sketches expressed the personality I wanted the building to have," says project architect Andrew Metter, "solid and down-to-earth, like the people who work here. At the same time, we wanted the interiors to be as spacious and bright as possible." The concrete block interiors are, in fact, high, painted in white and a fresh grayish blue, and generously skylighted. The workers are pleased with the facilities and keep them spotless, personalizing their offices neatly. "I have no illusions about changing in any major way the lives of the people who work here," says Metter. "But perhaps we can make their work day a little more pleasant." The architects seem to have succeeded. [Susan Doubilet]
Data continued from page 93 cavity walls with rigid insulation; precast concrete belt course, coping, and base; single-ply membrane EDPM roof with rigid insulation. Architectural precast concrete spandrel beams and columns. Interior—painted concrete block; painted gypsum board; exposed precast concrete roof; suspended acoustical ceiling; sealed concrete floors; vinyl asbestos tile; epoxy industrial flooring (see Building materials, p. 138).

Mechanical system: for vehicle repair and storage garages: forced tempered air ventilation system. For warehouse and shop building: gas-fired boiler, hot water unit heater, and perimeter radiation system. For administrative and employee facilities areas: forced air system for heat and partial air conditioning.

Consultants: ConsoerTowend Engineers, structural and mechanical.

General contractor: Klein Construction Company, Westmont, Ill.

Costs: $7,226,000 ($38.70 per sq ft), including site work, interior finish, and furnishing and equipment.

Douglas County Administration Building, Castle Rock, Colo.

High style, low style

We often think of our culture in opposing terms, as the indigenous culture of the small town or the refined culture of the big city. Most architects, consciously or not, choose sides in that dichotomy. The inspiration for their work usually lies either with the form of popular and vernacular buildings or with the principles and practices of high-style architecture. Few architects manage to integrate both sides as well as Hoover Berg Desmond has in its Douglas County Administration Building in Castle Rock, Colo., winner of a 1983 AIA honor award.

As you turn into Castle Rock’s central square, the building, with its broad masonry walls, projecting cornice, and rusticated base, lintel, and beltcourses, looks like some high-style Renaissance palazzo. That image seems decidedly out of place in this small, western town. Yet, as you look at similar rusticated stone commercial blocks that line the main street, the Douglas County building appears less foreign, much more respectful of its western context. That respect extends even to the natural environment: the building’s blocklike mass seems almost an abstraction of the craggy butte that looms over the town of Castle Rock.

Vernacular and high-style motifs confront each other on the building’s façade. As you approach the entrance from the main street, the small, square windows, the wide spacing between the first- and second-floor openings, and the broad steps with honorific flag, clock, and lampposts create a refined yet deceiving scale, making the building look larger than it is. As architect George Hoover explains it, “We wanted to give the building a civic character, to make it look larger than life.” The railings and entry doors give the scale away, as they so often do in the diminutively scaled false fronts of many 19th-Century western buildings.

The masonry itself has a reddish cast (enhanced by the lawn’s complementary green color) that gives the initial impression of its being an expensive, iron-rich granite. Closer inspection shows it to be a material much more common to modern-day Castle Rock: concrete block, mixed with a red aggregate, and ground-faced, split-faced, or coated with a white glaze.

The game of high style/low style continues inside. A central hall loops around a straight-run stair and elevator, separating two groups of fire stairs, vaults, and toilets that serve offices to either side of the core. On the first floor and basement, the central hall is dark, lighted mainly by incandescent downlights and columnar uplights illuminating ceiling-mounted directories, and it is reverberant, because of concrete-edged quarry tile floors, block walls, and gypsum ceilings. Both the low light levels and the reverberancy make the hallways look—and sound—as the architects intended: “like a grand, public lobby.” In contrast, the main stairs and second-floor hall have a western, almost Mexican character, with red and green tiles set into the stairs’ concrete risers, molded handrails whose concealed fluorescent downlights reflect off white glazed block walls, and a yellow light that suffuses the upper hall from a central skylight. The building’s form, mate-
The plans (below right) show the building's simple, open office arrangement. The wall section (below), with its block and bar joist construction, shows how the small windows affect the view. The lack of perimeter daylight is somewhat compensated for by the skylighted central stairwell (right and opposite).

The contextualism stems, in part, from the architect's understanding of the community; George Hoover lived in Castle Rock during the building's design. It also stems from the considerable involvement of the community in that design. A nine-member citizens group, appointed by the county commissioners, identified traits that they wanted in the new building—traits that the previous 1890 courthouse had had prior to its burning by arson in 1978: stone construction, punched windows, a bell or clock tower, and a central location on the square. Three schemes were published in the local newspaper, and a telephone vote was taken of county residents, leading to their selection of the lowest cost scheme, lacking stone construction and a clock tower, and roughly like the present design. That process helps explain some of the architects' design decisions, such as placement of the building at the center of the square, and some of the project's idiosyncrasies, such as the reuse of stone from the old courthouse around the new cornerstone.

Public involvement, however, cannot excuse the project's few shortcomings, of which the most significant are the windows. At 32 inches square, with their sills at desk height and their heads just above eye level, the windows offer a scant view outside and little daylight inside. In the basement, where the windows face an angled soffit at the edge of a lower ceiling, the reflected daylight appears more even, but the view is almost completely obscured. Architect George Hoover admits that "had we used strip windows, the public response would have been more positive." He also thinks that the next larger size square window would have been "too big," destroying the building's play of scales. You can't help but wonder, though, as you stand in an office looking at the head of a window, how the building's subtle scale might have been achieved without sacrificing interior comfort. The same question arises, not with the size, but with the placement of the windows. The south elevation has a horizontal spacing of windows twice that, and the north elevation three-quarters that, of the front and rear (east and west) elevations. While that varied treatment appears sensible, it loses something when you consider the glare and heat gain through so much untinted glass on a flush, south elevation in a semiarid climate in a
Data
Project: Douglas County Administration Building, Castle Rock, Colo.
Architects: Hoover Berg Desmond, Denver, Colo. (Karl Berg, principal in charge; George Hoover, designer; Eric Bartczak, project architect; Lee Hagen, Ranko Ruzic, Jonathan Saiber, Steven Aldrich, project team).
Client: The Board of Commissioners of Douglas County; Dr. W.G. Duncan, Chairman.

Site: flat, 300-ft-square site with several large trees, facing town's main street, and surrounded by one- to three-story commercial buildings.
Program: three-story county administration building with 10,000 sq ft per floor, housing various county departments.

Structural system: load-bearing masonry walls, steel bar joists with concrete floor slabs on metal deck.

Major materials: ground-faced, split-faced, and glazed concrete block; aluminum storefront entrances and windows; floors of architectural concrete, quarry tile, ceramic tile, and carpet; ceilings of painted gypsum board and acoustical tile; doors and frames of painted hollow metal (see Building materials, p. 138).

Mechanical system: gas-fired, multizoned rooftop air-handling units ducted to interior.
Consultants: KKBNA, structural; Swanson-Rink & Associates, mechanical and electrical.
General contractor: Fischer-White Contractors, Inc.
Costs: $1,418,525 ($52.80 per sq ft).

The facade (above), facing the town's main street, has a more rugged character than its drawing (p. 97) would suggest. While some consider the white accent blocks and accessories at the entrance incompatible, they have the effect of enlivening the building's sobering mass.

building already suffering high heat loads from people, lights, and equipment. George Hoover acknowledges that he had formal rather than energy issues in mind when designing the elevations. "I wanted to do a building that was symmetrical, but not quite. Energy conservation gave me a reason."

Whatever you might think of those priorities, they express a certain optimism about our resources and an equal fascination with formal order that seem not inappropriate in Castle Rock, whose square street grid overlays a vast, resource-rich landscape. Perhaps that is why the Douglas County Administration Building seems so convincing, if not always functionally ideal. The town of Castle Rock, containing both Denver suburbanites and Colorado ranchers, tied both to the nearby city and to the surrounding plains, is a community that, like its new administration building, is simultaneously high style and low style, cultured and cowboy. [Thomas Fisher]
it with other materials—look with Corian.

Easy-clean CORIAN was shaped and combined with wood to form this beautiful, durable bar in Toronto, Canada. Robert M. Lozowy, designer.

Ability to cut, drill and shape CORIAN, plus its non-porous, solid construction, makes it perfect for laboratories at the University College, London, C.D. (U.K.), designers and fabricators.

Combine solid Corian with other materials for unique edge treatments. (This is new Almond Corian.)

CORIAN...Solid Beauty That Lasts.
For the William Morris Plaza in Beverly Hills, California, the famed theatrical talent agency naturally wanted star quality in its own architecture.

The perfect expression of prestige and elegance—a "jewel box" effect—was achieved with broad expanses of LOF Vari-Tran® 4-108 bronze-with-silver coated glass. Vari-Tran provides low exterior reflectance, which was required by the city. The glass was glazed with silicone adhesives, which minimized visible framing members. This happy marriage of glass and glazing had the added benefit of lowering building heat transfer.

William Morris Plaza demonstrates both the practical and aesthetic advantages of Vari-Tran glass. As energy-efficient as it is strikingly beautiful, Vari-Tran can bring these talents to your architecture, too.

For the complete Vari-Tran story, write Dan Carnicom, Libbey-Owens-Ford Company, 811 Madison Avenue, P.O. Box 799, Toledo, OH 43695.

Building: William Morris Plaza, Beverly Hills, California
Owner: William Morris Plaza Inc./Subsidiary of William Morris Agency
Architect: Maxwell Starkman AIA Associates, Beverly Hills
General Contractor: Simpson Division, Dillingham Construction, Los Angeles
Glass: Vari-Tran 4-108 Tuf-flex® FT

LOF Glass
A Libbey-Owens-Ford Company
Send us your best house design. If it wins, we'll build it.

If you're an architect, engineer, designer, builder or student, you're eligible to enter our design contest. Object: to recognize innovations in housing.

First prize is $5,000 and the chance to see your ideas constructed and featured in Better Homes and Gardens, Builder and Progressive Architecture.

We're looking for single-family home designs that are appealing and economical to build. They must also demonstrate noteworthy aesthetic and structural uses of wood products.

You can get rules and entry forms three ways. Send in the coupon. Call (206) 565-6600. Or write Innovations in Housing, P.O. Box 11700, Tacoma, WA 98411. But do it soon. Because all entries must be postmarked by March 15, 1984.

INNOVATIONS IN HOUSING
A design competition sponsored by the Wood Products Promotion Council, Better Homes and Gardens, Builder and Progressive Architecture.

Circle No. 307 on Reader Service Card
Make fast, easy design changes on the films that give you sharp, clean copies from any original.

They're CROVEX® wash-off films from Du Pont.
You get sharp, durable reproductions from any original, plus the advantage of moist-erasability with Du Pont CROVEX wash-off films. You can make information and design changes easily with ink or pencil, saving time and money. And your copies last.

Whether your original is brand-new or old and soiled, CROVEX wash-off films will hold the fine-line detail, providing you with the highest-quality reproduction. The films have matched drafting surfaces on one or both sides to accept pencil or ink.

The next time you have a reproduction request, specify CROVEX wash-off films. There is a complete system of DuPont films and chemicals available to your reproduction specialist to meet your needs. The film types include:

- M1DF and M2DF Drafting Films for original ink or pencil drawings.
- Improved CROVEX HR Projection Matte High-Resolution Film for reproductions (using pin registration techniques) on camera enlargement or reduction.
- CROVEX CM Contact Matte Film for positive contact reproductions from film or paper negatives.

CROVEX DC Contact Duplicating Film for same-size reproductions directly from originals, with no intermediate or negative step.

For more information, call your local Du Pont Technical Representative. Or write: Du Pont Company, Room X40059, Wilmington, DE 19898.

Industrial Systems Division

Circle No. 330 on Reader Service Card
It's a whole new floor game at Anaheim Stadium.

An Endura rubber-studded slip-resistant self-waxing floor. A floor that can take the rough treatment crowds of sports fans dish out every game day. And come back looking better every time.

Nothing stands up to scratches, cigarette butts, spilled sodas or even the crushing weight of a forklift, like Endura.

Available in 11 standard colors, custom colors, circles, squares, low or high profiles, and smooth textures.

Find out more. Call the Sweet's Buyline (800) 447-1982.

endura
Division of The Biltrite Corporation, 22 Willow St., Chelsea, Massachusetts 02150
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The medical machine

Medical technology affects the form of hospitals and the economy of health care. Its accommodation also affects both the architect and user.

The comment of Heraclitus that "there is nothing permanent except change" would seem to guide the medical profession as much as the Hippocratic oath, especially in that profession's adaptation of new technology for the diagnosis and treatment of disease. One reads of technological explosions and quantum leaps in equipment performance. But the rate of technological change within medicine becomes clearer when one considers the number of new hospitals in which the equipment initially planned for some departments had changed, sometimes radically, by the time the hospital was completed. Even a fast-tracked hospital is not fast enough for medical technology.

The accommodation of that technology involves more than health care specialists. Many recent advances in medical technology owe their development to the computer whose impact, of course, reaches far beyond that of medicine. How best to plan for the rapid technological changes wrought by the computer is a question every architect must face; health care architects have simply had to face it early on and, perhaps, in an extreme form.

The rapidity of technological change in medicine also has played a central role in the escalation of health care costs. That escalation, in turn, has prompted a whole series of changes in the delivery of health care in this country, changes affecting the form, size, location, and function of hospitals, and leading to the growth of private health care corporations and outpatient clinics. The changes going on in medical technology thus affect us all, if not as architects, then as taxpayers and consumers.

Technology trends

The technology itself has the character of science fiction. In the diagnosis of disease, advances have sought more precise and less dangerous imaging of the body. Some imaging techniques depend upon radiation, such as the CT (computed tomography) scanner, which uses a computer to reconstruct x-ray slices through the body, and the PETT (positron emission transaxial tomography) scanner, which detects particles given off by radioactive isotopes introduced into the patient.

Other imaging techniques do not involve radiation exposure. Thermography measures the heat given off by the body, with painful areas showing up as cooler tissue. Ultrasound uses sound waves to examine fetuses, measure blood flow, and detect abnormalities in internal organs. And the NMR (nuclear magnetic resonator) exposes patients to powerful magnetic forces, registers the electromagnetic reaction of various tissue, and uses a computer to turn that data into a very precise image of the body. The NMR's importance rests not only with the clarity of its image, but with its precision in detecting any abnormal
tissue, such as cancer, that behaves differently within a magnetic field.

The treatment of disease has moved away from invasive surgery toward a variety of noninvasive procedures. Those range from the use of lasers to cauterize or destroy tissue with light; the use of ultrasound (in what is called a lithotripter) to break up kidney stones with sound waves; and the use of microwaves at high energy levels to destroy cancer with heat.

Physical accommodation
The physical requirements of this new medical technology vary as much as the equipment itself. Ultrasound and lasers, for example, easily fit within a doctor's office. Indeed, the trend in medical technology has been toward miniaturization; adjusting the size and weight of equipment or its components to fit within normal door frames or typical structural systems. As Rolf Oliver of Ellerbe, Inc., says, "Manufacturers have little choice. If their equipment doesn't fit within existing buildings, it won't sell terribly well."

Yet, the accommodation of much new medical technology does affect the structure that houses it, even if that effect is simply a matter of providing open, flexible loft space. A few hospital architects liken the task to designing a warehouse or stage set. Ideally, according to Joe Russo of Russo and Sonder, the loft space should have large bays, around 30 feet square; floor-to-floor heights of around 13 to 14 feet; interstitial floors, if not throughout the hospital, at least over departments such as surgery or radiology that have large mechanical requirements; flat slab construction; and, if possible, a slight offset in the planning and structural grid to ease future coring through the floors. Flexibility also comes with placing "hard" and "soft" spaces next to each other, according to John Gaunt of Ellerbe. That allows departments, such as radiology and nuclear medicine, which have exacting physical requirements and a fast growth rate (hard spaces), to expand into areas easily moved, such as offices or storage areas (soft spaces).

Often, new technology affects not the structure itself as much as programmatic requirements. Some equipment, for example, may demand a revision in the form and detail of certain departments within the hospital. Richard Croissant has established a company to investigate the use of robotics in medical laboratories. "The manual tasks performed in most labs are repetitive and not difficult. A machine could do much of the drudgery work in much greater volume, since it would operate 24 hours a day." The robots would have mechanical arms, with about a 3-foot reach, located at the center of circular work stations, with adjacent supply depots and waste receptacles for the disposable lab ware. The future medical lab, according to Croissant, might be a long, well-lighted room with several robotic work stations in a row. The space, though, would have to be as crack-free as possible to discourage bacterial growth that can ruin increasingly sensitive lab techniques.

Other equipment has permitted public access into areas of the hospital hitherto closed. In Lenox Hill Hospital's new neonatal unit designed by Norman Rosenfeld, mobile intensive care units allow parents and relatives to view the premature babies through a rated glass wall in the adjacent corridor. That visibility places increasing demands upon equipment manufacturers, who have shown a growing concern for the appearance of their products, and upon architects, who must visually organize the equipment (at Lenox Hill, equipment sits within a shoulder height shelf and beneath custom-designed cabinets) and pay greater attention to lighting, color, and finish quality. The trend toward greater public access has affected burn units and other isolation wards as well.
Nuclear magnetic resonance

Not every new technology has been so easily accommodated. Take the nuclear magnetic resonator, the NMR. The NMR encompasses the patient within a large, circular magnet that emits a magnetic field anywhere from 3000 to 25,000 times as strong as that surrounding the earth. Those magnetic forces (whose unit measure is called a gauss) emanate in all directions, requiring the shielding of floors and ceilings as well as walls. Ferrous metal, such as the iron and steel in a building's structure; moving metal objects, such as elevators and automobiles; and the radio frequencies of transistor and CB radios can all distort the NMR's image. Where the magnetic forces around the NMR are greater than 3 gauss (which in the largest superconducting magnets is an area about 45 feet in diameter), the floor should be a slab on grade with a minimum of vibration and with fiberglass-impregnated or epoxy concrete capable of supporting the magnet's 16,500-lb load; soil pipes, floor drains, and electrical conduit should be nonferrous; the ceiling should be at least 16 feet high over the magnet, ideally without another floor or mechanical equipment above; and the enclosing structure should be of minimally reinforced concrete, masonry, or wood. Outside radio frequencies can be shielded either through prefabricated RF shielding rooms or through a metal sheet, such as copper, embedded in the walls, floor, and ceiling. Since fluorescent lights also create RF interference that can distort the NMR image, incandescent lighting should be used near the magnet.

A few companies manufacture permanent magnets containing magnetic blocks set within thick steel plates. While those machines have a negligible magnetic field, they weigh 100 tons and are incapable of being turned off in case of an emergency.

The shielding requirements of the NMR make the installation especially of superconducting magnets within an existing building difficult. Thick steel plates embedded in the floor, ceiling, and walls, symmetrically placed around the NMR magnet, can reduce the extent of the magnetic field. Placing the magnet symmetrically within a structural bay and using magnetic coils as shims also can eliminate a steel frame's interference. And locating the equipment far enough from elevators and other moving metal objects can greatly improve the homogeneity of the NMR's magnetic field. Yet, protecting the magnet from its surroundings is only half the battle. The surroundings must also be protected.

Within the 3-gauss field of a superconducting magnet, heart pacemakers can be disrupted, small metal objects can turn into dangerous projectiles, and computer memories can be erased. NMR suites should have metal detectors at their entrance to screen visitors and hospital staff and contain nonferrous carts and stretchers. The magnet itself should stand far enough away from the NMR.

The nuclear magnetic resonator emits a spherical magnetic field that, at various distances, can damage electronic devices and, in turn, be distorted by ferrous objects and radio frequencies. The Cleveland Clinic's NMR facility (left), designed by Dalton, Dalton, Newport, houses a resistive and a superconducting NMR in two domed rooms that are connected to support areas and the rest of the hospital via a
The Cleveland Clinic's NMR facility, with its exposed wood, brightly painted pipes, concealed RF shielding, and ample windows, addresses the psychological implications of the new technology exceedingly well.
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computers and from public corridors not to threaten either the equipment or passers-by.

Given the number of constraints imposed upon a building by a superconducting NMR, accommodating the machine may seem nearly impossible within a reasonable budget. "Not so," says Norm Perttula of Dalton, Dalton, Newport. Their NMR facility at the Cleveland Clinic had a square-foot cost typical of most hospital construction. Also, "The expense and location of an NMR unit depends upon whether it's to be used for clinical or research purposes," points out Jim Diaz, of Kaplan/McLaughlin/Diaz. "Clinical shielding requirements are just not that difficult."

Radiation therapy

The requirements of radiation shielding differ considerably from the shielding requirements of NMRs, just as the narrow beam of radioactive particles emitted from linear accelerators or neutron generators differs from the three-dimensional magnetic field created by the NMR. Their architectural implications differ accordingly.

Linear accelerators treat cancer through the controlled emission of radioactive particles. The equipment has increased not so much in size as in power, from 5 megavolts to 25 megavolts, allowing the placement of patients further from the machine. The result is a greater scatter of a larger amount of radioactive particles.

The absorption of the radiation depends upon the density and thickness of the surrounding material. Lead, steel, or concrete is commonly used, with borated polyethylene or a borated admixture in concrete working particularly well to absorb neutrons. The larger 15- to 20-megavolt linear accelerators require an "S" shaped corridor or maze into the therapy room to minimize radiation leakage by repeatedly bouncing particles between absorptive surfaces. Laminated lead, steel, and borated polyethylene doors also help in that absorption. At Stanford Medical Center's new linear accelerator, designed by Kaplan/McLaughlin/Diaz, leakage is 10 millirem per hour as opposed to the state standard of 100 millirem.

Neutron therapy, a new technique for treating cancer, has had its first installation designed by Ewing, Cole, Cherry, Parsky for the Fox Chase Cancer Center. What physically distinguishes neutron therapy from other radiation methods is the spatial requirements of the machine itself. Its large, circular head must rotate completely around a prone patient. That requires either a high ceiling or, as in the underground Fox Chase facility, a pit beneath a movable floor. The movable floor partially returns over the head of the neutron generator, once in the pit, so that the patient does not feel suspended in midair.

Radiation therapy facilities often present code problems (the maze should be wide enough for the quick removal of a gurney,
The linear accelerator and neutron generator emit radioactive particles in fairly narrow beams. The particles are absorbed by dense shielding materials (the absorption of 4 inches of steel plate equals 18 inches of concrete) and by entrance mazes.

The Fox Chase Cancer Center's neutron facility (left), designed by Ewing, Cole, Cherry, Parsky, stands below grade to avoid disrupting the hospital's operations during construction and to utilize the earth itself as shielding. The neutron generator's head requires clearance both above and below the patient. That led to the design of a pit beneath a movable floor. Borated polyethylene absorbs neutrons much better than lead. A boron additive to concrete, however, proved too costly, so the architects lined the neutron facility with borated polyethylene sheets mechanically fastened to the concrete. And since metal located within the neutron beam heats up, only wood or concrete finishes are used within the beam's coverage. A completely independent mechanical system services the facility.

Four generations of linear accelerators at Stanford University Medical Center (right) show how shielding requirements have increased as machines have become more powerful. The enclosure, designed by Kaplan/McLaughlin/Diaz, for a new 15- to 20-megavolt linear accelerator has an S-shaped corridor to scatter radioactive particles; laminated doors of steel, lead, and borated polyethylene; 9-foot-thick walls at areas receiving the greatest radiation; and a ceiling of laminated steel, borated polyethylene, lead, and concrete that is most dense directly over the machine. The 22-inch-thick ceiling will be built on the floor, jacked into place, and plastered to reduce the reflection of particles. Knock-down linear accelerator components fit through the 5'-6"-wide maze. That dimension, in conjunction with a halon sprinkler system, met the fire official's approval.
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Ellerbe's Riley Children's Hospital (top) uses gabled roofs to decrease the scale of the hospital and a playground entrance court to provide a more familiar environment for the patients. Perkins & Will's critical care units at Gettysburg Hospital (above right) use freestanding columns to organize the equipment and ease bedside access. Bobrow-Thomas & Associates' lobby for Mercy General Hospital (above) exemplifies the growing trend toward hotel-like interiors to increase the comfort of visitors and to better compete for patients.

Further reading

The best sources for information on medical technology are magazines such as Modern Healthcare and RNM Images and major manufacturers such as GE, Siemens, Picker, Technicare, and Dianetics. The best recent book on changes occurring in health care is Paul Starr's The Social Transformation of American Medicine (Basic Books, New York, 1982). One of the most comprehensive books on hospital design is Modern Hospital by Ervin Pussep (Lloyd-Luke Ltd., London, 1979).

about 5'-6", and have a halon fire extinguishing system to compensate for the excessive dead-end corridors; construction problems (the soil and foundation must be able to support the shielding, and the dust and vibrations that occur during construction must not affect adjacent departments); utility problems (facilities should have their own mechanical and electrical systems); and siting problems (their bulk may demand a location some distance from other radiological functions, making circulation and control difficult).

Humanizing the technology

Physicists normally calculate the type and amount of shielding required for a particular machine. The architect, apart from understanding the function of the shielding and providing enough space and structural support for it, has what in many ways is the more difficult responsibility of accommodating anxious patients and relatives. Humanizing the technology can take many forms. The hospital might use shapes and materials familiar to patients, as Ellerbe did at Riley Children's Hospital, with its low-scale, gable roofs, and domestic imagery. Public areas within hospitals might counteract the anxiety of visitors with hotel-like lobbies such as those designed by Bobrow-Thomas at Mercy General Hospital in Sacramento. Even clinical areas can be visually softened. Payette Associates uses a courtyard, indirect lighting, and muted colors effectively in a below-grade radiation therapy unit at Eastern Maine Medical Center. And Perkins & Will, in their new radial critical care unit for Gettysburg Hospital, emphasize both visual and physical contact between patient and nurse, within an uncluttered space, to help the critically ill. As Dr. Lewis Thomas with the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center reminds us in his recent autobiography, far more healing occurs naturally, within a sympathetic environment, than through the application of sophisticated machinery.

The hospital's future

Predicting what course future medical technology will take is anyone's guess. Some trends suggest themselves, nevertheless. Pharmaceuticals—curing disease with a pill—may well become the dominant medical technology of the future. Doctors might return to carrying all they need in a black bag, and hospitals might find new uses, such as housing for a longer-lived population. A more immediate trend, brought on in part by the proliferation of medical technology, is the control of health care costs by the government, through flat-rate reimbursements, and by insurance carriers, through contract awards to lower rate hospitals. That has already led to more efficient institutional structures: for-profit hospital chains, private outpatient clinics covering everything from obstetrics to minor surgery, and nonprofit hospital consortiums. For the architect, those trends may mean fewer commissions for new hospitals, but more rehabilitation work to cut hospital costs and a greater emphasis on design to attract more discriminating patients.

The future of health care bodies well for architects who can take advantage of those trends. And we haven't much time to wait, for in the medical profession, with its penchant for change, the future may already be here. [Thomas Fisher]
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As Project Director for Seattle's new 28-story, 575-room Madison Hotel, Denny Onslow of the R.C. Hedreen Company needed to select a heating and cooling system. He wanted a self-contained system with zonal flexibility, a system that was energy efficient, practical to install and aesthetically pleasing. He knew that a standard packaged terminal heat pump would meet the first two requirements.

However, although standard heat pumps are often specified for single and even some multi-story projects, they present a problem that has plagued high-rise construction for years—winter condensate. In the past, the problem could only be solved by installing an expensive interior drain system or an unattractive exterior system to handle condensate runoff.

Onslow found that General Electric offers a more practical solution: the Zoneline IV Packaged Terminal Heat Pump with ICR—Internal Condensate Removal. ICR minimizes winter condensate by redirecting it back into the room, producing a pleasant, humidifying effect. The Zoneline IV Heat Pump, with the exclusive ICR option, provides zonal flexibility, energy efficiency and virtually eliminates the condensate problem. For these reasons, as well as his previous positive experience with Zoneline units, their ease of maintenance and GE product service, Denny Onslow selected the Zoneline IV with ICR for The Madison Hotel • Seattle.

Today, the hotel contains a heating and cooling system that combines state-of-the-art technology with solid-state electronics—electronics that make the Zoneline IV one of the most energy efficient and reliable units in the industry today. The Zoneline IV offers energy management interface, temperature limiting, freeze sentinel and a solid-state compressor protection circuit, to name just a few of its standard features. And simple styling, coupled with sophisticated electronic touch controls, makes the Zoneline IV with ICR a handsome addition to any room on any level.

To get the whole Zoneline story, write J.A. Michelsen, Manager Contract Marketing, General Electric, AP4-130, Louisville, KY 40225.

WE BRING GOOD THINGS TO LIFE.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
How Laminated Glass handles noisy neighbors at Crystal City.

To keep noisy neighbors like cars, trains—and 150 jet takeoffs from nearby Washington D.C. National Airport—from disturbing Crystal City tenants, laminated glass with a Saflex® polyvinyl butyral interlayer by Monsanto was the ideal, cost-efficient solution. The Saflex interlayer is only 0.030-inch thick—but it is the key sound-reducing component, thanks to its acoustical damping characteristics. In fact, laminated glass alone stops noise more effectively than monolithic or air-spaced glass. And using laminated glass in an insulated, air-spaced configuration, further improves acoustical and thermal performance.

Tests identified peak dBA levels of 76-79 at Crystal City. Design criteria called for an STC performance of 37-40. The final configuration for 55,000 sq. ft. of windows is detailed in the illustration:

And laminated glass was more cost-efficient than other sound control glass configurations. According to J. Scott Ogden, vice president of Charles E. Smith Building Companies, “We found that laminated glass was the most cost-effective way to solve the sound problem. We got the best design at an economical cost and solved the problem without overkill.”

So, while the jets and trains haul people all over the world, Crystal City tenants can enjoy a peaceful, quiet world of their own.

If you need to quiet noisy neighbors too, write us for a list of suppliers. Monsanto Polymer Products Company, Dept. 804, 800 N. Lindbergh Blvd., St. Louis, Missouri 63167.

Saflex® is a registered trademark of Monsanto Company © Monsanto Company 1983 MPP-3-328
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Architecturally exposed structural steel

For centuries, primitive smelting and fabrication methods restricted the use of steel to relatively small and simple applications. After award of the patent for Bessemer's blast furnace in 1855, however, the modern steel industry began producing high quality steel in large quantities, and the way was paved for its extensive use in building construction.

In this century, work by Mies van der Rohe and others led to publication in 1960 by the American Institute of Steel Construction of a document titled "Specifications for Architecturally Exposed Structural Steel" (now out of print). In 1976, AISC incorporated those standards into the "Code of Standard Practice for Steel Buildings and Bridges." The AISC code contains the core of reference standards for architecturally exposed structural steel and is now part of the AISC "Manual of Steel Construction," Eighth Edition.

Proper specification of architecturally exposed structural steel focuses on four problem areas: material standards, fabrication methods and tolerances, finishes, and erection requirements.

In blooming mills, the high temperatures involved in hot-rolling steel billets into structural forms cause distortion and dimensional variations. By incorporating ASTM A 6 by reference, the AISC code establishes permissible tolerances for out-of-square or out-of-parallel surfaces, depth, width, and symmetry of rolled shapes. The allowances for architecturally exposed members are the same as for normal structural steel.

When dimensional limitations and appearance are critical, consider using cold-rolled steel. It is more expensive, but the process allows closer tolerances, greater formability, and more uniform surfaces without mill scale. Acceptable standards are found in "Specifications for the Design of Cold Formed Steel Structural Members," published by the American Iron and Steel Institute.

In the AISC code, Section 10 specifically addresses tighter fabrication tolerances for architecturally exposed structural steel. They are critical to ease of assembly, alignment of components, and final appearance. As fabricated straightness tolerances for rolled shapes and for built-up members are one-half of those stipulated in ASTM A 6. Unless otherwise detailed, assembly joints in surfaces exposed to view are made with uniform ¼-inch gaps if shown to be open joints, or in reasonable contact if shown without gap. Other dimensional tolerances for length of members, straightness, camber, and depth are described in Section 6 of the AISC code.

Connections are an important visual component in architecturally exposed steel. The American Welding Society "Structural Welding Code" and AISC standards for structural bolting are a good beginning, but additional specification is needed. The AISC code does not prohibit weld show-through on visible surfaces. It also has no provision for finishing or grinding welds except where necessary for clearances or fit of members and to remove evidence of temporary braces and erection clips. For architectural work, butt and plug welds should be ground smooth and fillet welds ground to radius. Holes should be filled with weld metal or body solder and smoothed by grinding. Bolt types and materials should be specified for exposed locations.

Finishes for architecturally exposed steel, a third concern, range from standard enamels to exotic coatings. Except for weathering steel, which requires only blast cleaning and proper protection during shipment and installation, steel is normally cleaned and coated with an appropriate primer in the shop. The standards in the AISC code are minimal, however. Only hand cleaning of surfaces in accordance with Steel Structures Painting Council SSPC-SP2 is specified. Required paint thickness is only one mil. Type of coating is not even mentioned. Again, the specifier is responsible for more stringent requirements. The coating system manufacturer's recommendations for surface preparation, such as power tool cleaning per SSPC-SP2 or blast cleaning per SSPC-SP6, and primer material should be specified. Indicate areas to receive special primer and coordinate with the finish paints specified under Division 9. When appropriate, specify galvanizing in accordance with ASTM A 325.

Provisions for field erection are also included in the AISC code. It calls for special care in handling to avoid marking, bending, twisting, or otherwise distorting steel members to be exposed. As with fabrication tolerances, erection tolerances for plumbness, level, and alignment are limited to one-half of those specified for normal structural steel. To achieve such tolerances, adjustable connections are normally necessary between the architecturally exposed steel components and their structural supports.

Further references on architecturally exposed structural steel can be found in Technical Aid Series Document 05120 "Structural Steel," which is published by the Construction Specifications Institute.

William T. Lohmann, AIA, FCSI, is Specifications Manager for Murphy/Jahn, Chicago.
"18 years' service and still counting. That's the performance record of single-ply roofing of Hypalon."

"Single-ply roofing membranes of DuPont HYPALON synthetic rubber have been weathering everything under the sun for the past 18 years," says John Breitenstein, Programs Manager. "That's because HYPALON is a high-performance rubber with durability benefits that meet the most demanding roof requirements."

A single-ply membrane of HYPALON is installed quickly and easily. Since it is thermoplastic when put down, seams are as strong and reliable as the membrane. The membrane gradually cures in place to produce an integral, tough, strong elastomeric roofing surface.

Roofing membranes of HYPALON also offer:
- Reflective white color for energy efficiency.
- Resistance to flame propagation.
- Excellent resistance to oils, chemicals and pollutants.
- Excellent resistance to ozone and UV rays.
- Serviceability over a temperature range from -40°C (-40°F) to 93°C (200°F).
- Colorability for a range of aesthetic designs.

Specify HYPALON—made only by DuPont—for durable, low-maintenance roofing membranes. Call toll free, 800-441-7111, ext. 45, for further information. Or for free literature, write: Du Pont Company, Room X-40097, Wilmington, DE 19898.

*DuPont manufactures HYPALON, not single-ply roofing membranes or systems.
Ful-O-Mite IDF®
the exterior insulation system from H.B. Fuller
that sets new performance standards.

Ful-O-Mite IDF is the most beautiful way we know to beat the heat of summer and the chill of winter.

Ful-O-Mite IDF has the strength to withstand impact, while having the flexibility to accommodate building movement without cracking. Ful-O-Mite IDF meets fire code requirements. The system stands up to airborne pollutants and salt spray. Tested by independent laboratories, under the most rigorous conditions, Ful-O-Mite IDF surpassed the leading competitive exterior insulation decorative finishes for strength and durability.

Ful-O-Mite IDF gives a building a beautiful appearance while providing long-lasting durability. This exterior insulation system forms a solid barrier against weather's worst: keeping winter's freezing temperatures and summer's scorching heat outside, where they belong. A difference made obvious in occupant comfort and reduced utility bills.

How does H.B. Fuller do it?
We are the only company to develop a latex polymer raw material specifically designed for our own product. In our finish coat, this latex promotes a tougher, harder cure, increasing its resistance to weather.

At H.B. Fuller, developing our own resins is just part of our commitment to providing our customers quality, consistency and compatibility within the bonding system.

The primer coat of Ful-O-Mite IDF by H.B. Fuller has extremely fast grab power. You can eliminate the need for a baseboard when installing the foam. Embedding the reinforcing fiberglass mesh is a lot easier too! The finish coat has a longer open time, and offers freeze/thaw stability in the pail and in its cured state. You're assured a quality product at the job site.

If you'd like to get the facts on Ful-O-Mite IDF, write to: H.B. Fuller, Attn: Ful-O-Mite IDF, Department M, 315 South Hicks Road, Palatine, IL 60067 or call (800) 323-7407 or if in Illinois, call (312) 358-9500 and request a free copy of the test results.

*Insulation decorative finish

Polystyrene insulation, recommended in 3/4" to 4" thicknesses.
Fiberglass reinforcing mesh of heavy-duty strength.
Unique Ful-O-Mite hydraulic cement, used to bond the foam to the substrate and embed the fiberglass mesh.
H.B. Fuller's exclusive polymer finish coat, available in a variety of colors and textures to create your own architectural decorative finish.

H.B. Fuller Company
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Liability for construction site injury

Norman Coplan

An architect is generally not subject to liability for injury or death of a workman at a construction site unless he previously knew of a dangerous condition and failed to report it to the owner.

In most of the United States, an architect is not subject to liability for injury or death to a workman at a construction site even though it may be claimed that the architect failed in his supervisory capacity to insure a safe place of work. In a few jurisdictions, however, it has been held that there is such liability if it is established that the architect knew or should have known that there were hazardous conditions at the site but took no action to insure the safety of the workmen.

In an effort to avoid liability under the minority rule, the standard form contract of the AIA contains a series of disclaimers as to the responsibility of the architect during construction. For example, the contract provides that the architect's observations at the construction site are primarily for the purpose of determining if the work is progressing in accordance with the contract documents, that the architect will not be responsible for construction means, methods, techniques, procedures, or safety precautions and programs, and will not be responsible for the contractor's failure to carry out the work in accordance with the contract documents.

These and other provisions of the standard contract have been subject to review by various courts in situations where the architect has been charged with negligence or other fault. For example, in Missouri (Brown v. Gamble Constr. Co.), the court considered an injured workman's claim brought against an architect based upon the premise that a design professional has a duty in the administration of the construction contract to insure that precautions are taken to protect workers. The court, in ruling for the architect, held that the contractor expressly assumed the responsibility for safety precautions, whereas the architect, under his contract, explicitly disclaimed responsibility for safety precautions. Accordingly, the architect had no duty to third persons who might be injured at the construction site.

In a more recent case (Welch v. Grant Development Co., Inc., 189 NYLJ, No. 93), a New York court reexamined the provisions of the standard AIA Owner-Architect Contract Form in a suit against an architect by the estate of a workman who had been killed during construction as the result of a fall through an interior stairwell. The court concluded that the standard AIA contract removed all supervisory powers from the architect and thereby released him from any liability resulting from the contractor's activities, including hazardous conditions at the site caused by the contractor. The court said:

"Section 2.23 of the architect's contract with the owner requires the architect to 'visit the site at intervals appropriate to the stage of construction to familiarize himself generally with the progress and quality of the Work and to determine if the Work is progressing in accordance with the Contract Documents.' Under the contract (the architect) had no duty to supervise the contractor's method of doing the work. In fact, as (an) architect (he) had no power or control over the contractor's method of performing his contract, unless such power was provided for in the specifications. (His) duty to the owner was to see that before final acceptance of the work the plans and specifications had been complied with, that proper materials had been used, and generally that the owner secured the building it contracted for.

"Therefore, in the complete absence of the contractual right to supervise and control the construction work, as well as site safety, the architect cannot be held liable for the death of the plaintiff's decedent. . . . To hold otherwise would make the architect the general safety supervisor at the site, a job which would require his continuous presence in disregard of the express language of his contract.""
The "natural look" represents a trend in residential housing these days... beautiful stained wood structures that blend in with their surroundings. Situated in north Florida, this house is a fine example of this trend. Moorwood Semi-Transparent Stain and Wood Preservative provides the perfect finish—natural beauty plus low-maintenance protection for years to come.

Quality, protection & natural beauty

Charles Grant, Architect
Atlanta, Georgia

Moore_PAINTS
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 specifying Da-Lite

Leading architects choose the leading projection screen

Designers of the Harvard University Science Center, the Gulf Oil Building in Pittsburgh, the National Bank of Detroit's Renaissance Center and the Hyatt Regency Knoxville all have one thing in common. They all specified Da-Lite projection screens.

For visual impact...from convention centers to the most elaborate computer age audio visual facility...Da-Lite produces screens in all formats and sizes.

Da-Lite's automatic electric Electrol® screens, recessed in the ceiling and operated by remote control, lower and raise unobtrusively to set the stage for a professional presentation. Built-in rear projection and manual wall and ceiling screens offer additional versatility in perfecting the design concept.

Da-Lite, as the nation's leading projection screen manufacturer, provides complete specifications plus size and viewing angle guidelines, picture surface information, wiring diagrams and vital installation basics. To learn more, start with Sweet's catalog (USA: 16.8a/Da, Canada: 16com/DAL). Then write us for the name of your nearest Da-Lite Audio-Visual Specialist Dealer.

Marxian reflections

Books

"I DO NOT THINK IT POSSIBLE FOR DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE TO BE BEAUTIFUL, BUT I AM DOING MY BEST"

Professor-Architect Otto Friedrich Silenus, a fictional professional from Evelyn Waugh's Decline and Fall, 1928, in an illustration by the author.


Reviewed by Hélène Lipstadt, Cambridge, Mass., a social historian and writer on architecture.

Architecture books are read, often enough, for the images they contain. Let us uphold this tradition. The imagery of The Image of the Architect by Andrew Saint is revealing. From the first illustration to the last, from a movie still of Gary Cooper as Howard Roark, beside a towering model of his office tower, to a publicity photo of John Portman explicating the model of Peachtree Center, this is a book about architects, not architecture. Two buildings alone appear, so to speak, in the flesh, both the work of the teams of foreign architects who—in collaboration—lent their skills to the Soviet Union in the 1930s. Yet no single chapter is dedicated to the image of the typical collaborating architect, be he the anonymous member of the London County Council's office or the trusted and unrecognized pen behind the publicly acclaimed architect-artist. Can one conclude that the collaborating architect?
VULCRAFT'S INTEGRATED ROOF SYSTEM ADDS A NEW DIMENSION TO CONVENTIONAL CONSTRUCTION.

The Snow Moving & Storage Company facility in Fort Worth, Texas involved a design quite common in conventional construction: the parapet wall. While the design offers a number of advantages, both aesthetically and functionally, it presented a challenge to find a roof system that would meet the demands of time, budget, and endurance.

Vulcraft met the challenge by designing a totally integrated roof system using our innovative standing seam roof in conjunction with our steel joists and joist girders.

The product of two years of intensive research, the Vulcraft Standing Seam Roof offered the general contractor, RED-E Builders, Inc., a weathertight roof system which effectively resists the detrimental effects of the freeze/thaw cycle so harmful to built-up roofs. Our "floating" clips allow up to 1\(\frac{1}{16}\)" of roof expansion or contraction, independent of the internal structure. Our unique pre-punched, pre-notched end lap also helps assure proper, efficient installation and weathertightness.

Since the Vulcraft Standing Seam Roof was developed for conventional construction applications, we have roof-wall interface designs specifically for parapet walls.

Apart from the distinct advantages of the Vulcraft Standing Seam Roof, the real key to this job was the total integration of every element of the roof system. The joists, joist girders, and the standing seam roof were designed to work together for maximum efficiency. This also offered the contractor the added benefit of an enduring integrated roof system from a single source in a single shipment on a single purchase order. Couple these benefits with Vulcraft's lower costs and you have an exciting new dimension in conventional roof construction that can easily be summed up in one word: performance.

For more information concerning the Vulcraft Integrated Standing Seam Roof System or a copy of our catalog, contact the nearest Vulcraft plant listed below. Or, see Sweet's 7.2/Vu.

Roof-wall interface details for parapet wall.

Vulcraft's unique pre-punched, pre-notched end lap assures proper installation and weathertightness.

P.O. Box 437, Brigham City, UT 84302  801/734-9433
P.O. Box F-2, Florence, SC 29502  803/662-0381
P.O. Box 169, Fort Payne, AL 35967  205/845-2460
*P.O. Box 186, Grapeland, TX 75844  409/687-4665
P.O. Box 59, Norfolk, NE 68701  402/397-0020
*P.O. Box 1000, St. Joe, IN 46785  219/337-8411

*Standing Seam Roof manufacturing locations

VULCRAFT
A Division of Nucor Corporation
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who subsumes his artistic identity in a true cooperative effort has no image, and practically no professional identity, but creates the only buildings worth reproducing? In the history of the image of the architect, he would be the invisible man.

Ostensibly, any analysis of some of the representations and misrepresentations of the architect made to others, but primarily to himself, Saint's historical account—of Marxist inspiration—cunningly hides a manifesto addressed to the British and American salaried architect. Taking as his raw material the myths, legends, historical fictions, and historian's fictions, caricatures, and marketing inventions that have come to constitute some of the images of the Anglo-American architect, Saint traces the development of the public image of the architect from the early 19th Century to today (from John Nash to John Portman, who share a common image, that of the developer). A filmlike structure meshes the chapters, really separate critical essays on episodes in the history of the profession, which feature cameo performances by some of the most celebrated and the most notorious architects known to literature and history. Goethe's Erwin von Steinbach, Charles Dickens' Mr. Pecksniff, and Ayn Rand's Howard Roark are creatures of imagination who embody the contemporary image of the architect. Each is compared to reality, and one discovers that Dickens' satire is closest to the truth while Goethe's encourager to the creator of St. Paul's Cathedral is a misapprehension of enduring consequences for literature, aesthetic theory, and the historiography of the Medieval period. Burnham, Hunt, McKim and White and even Gropius appear, as they rarely do in architectural biography, as the consummate designers of their own image. (So does Wright, but only the most naive cultists have ignored this aspect of his life.) The Image of the Architect also contains surprise appearances by the infamous—in Britain, at least—J.G.L. Poulson, an architect and arch-corrupter of civil servants, and the less-than-admired Colonel Richard Seifert, responsible for the never leased Centre Point, the office block that demonstrated to London how far one can get running a building on empty.

In his analysis of these different images, from that of the genius to that of the entrepreneur, Saint explains how the image disguises as much as, or even more than, it reveals. It often falls to pieces under his scrutiny, and the shards that he preserves as authentic are often surprising. The type of evidence used is often nothing less than innovative—from Gropius's gaze to the physical organization of the Burnham & Root office. Although the book may seem freewheeling as it swings from history to literature, from America to England, from (and this in every case) a materialist interpretation to pithy and revealing details of the practice of architecture, it is precisely this inventive use of documentation and insistence on detail that allows Saint to describe aspects often unmentioned in histories of the profession, and a fortiori, in biographies: intentional disregard of clients' needs and budgets, the ability to inspire and thus to manipulate others, privilege, money, and class. Only that one activity that Philip Johnson recently described as more fun than building goes unmentioned. Nor is there place for its architect, the office block that demonstrated to London how far one can get running a building on empty.

This is the history of the stars and how they shone; and few, with the exception of Hannes Meyer and Mart Stam, come out unadorned. The most mordant criticism, in the chapter that will certainly be the most read, "The Battle of the Bauhaus," is reserved for the founding father of architectural democracy, Walter Gropius, described as the false messiah of architectural collaboration.

Saint's chronology is selective, and his intention, an "argumentative approach." Some of the crucial events in the history of the British profession, like the 19th-Century debate on Art vs. Profession, are given original and convincing interpretations, but other choices beg the question both of image and of reality. Take the issue of class. Two architect authors are given the responsibility, a heavy one, of exemplifying the image of the British architect as gentleman. [Books continued on page 126]
Announcing for Architects:
A profitable solution to a creative problem.
ProDraft™ from Bausch & Lomb.

ProDraft, the system for architects
Bausch & Lomb has been working side-by-side with architects to gain a clear insight into the special needs of your profession. To design a productivity tool which links your creativity to the power of a computer. To produce an electronic design/drafting system which is easily integrated into your daily work. Which is an economical and profitable asset for small and large architectural firms alike.

The result: ProDraft. The newest addition to Bausch & Lomb's growing line of electronic drafting systems.

The designer's companion
As a designer, you'll appreciate ProDraft's desktop compactness and the self-paced video training program that makes learning easy. With step-by-step instructions, you'll quickly begin using ProDraft to create drawings three to ten times faster than with manual methods. To make changes in minutes—not hours or days. To reduce design errors that occur in drafting. And to produce perfect original drawings every time.

As a manager, you'll profit from ProDraft's speed, accuracy, automatic scaling, lettering and dimensioning. And its ability to handle up to 16 perfectly registered layers in a single drawing.

And that's not all. Five application packages are offered—residential, commercial, light commercial, renovation and HVAC. Just to make sure ProDraft fits your firm's special area of practice.

Easy to implement
ProDraft also features a unique Implementation Guide—a comprehensive plan that shows you exactly how ProDraft affects your billing, marketing, design control, and other important areas. It shows you specifically how to use ProDraft to produce high-quality working drawings. And how to speed up working drawing production while maintaining your control over the project. With this plan, Bausch & Lomb eliminates the guesswork of implementation, and ensures that ProDraft becomes a working, profitable part of your firm immediately.

Low on cost, high in productivity
Priced at only $29,995, ProDraft comes complete with a high-resolution graphics terminal, detached keyboard, D-size digital plotter, and custom menu which allows you to operate the system immediately and effectively without memorizing computer commands. Each system also features Bausch & Lomb's extensive Drafting Library, containing hundreds of predrawn symbols—from plumbing fixtures to landscape art.

ProDraft increases your firm's productivity while improving profitability. And with its low price, it can pay for itself in less than a year—especially when you consider that projects are handled three to ten times faster.

Discover how ProDraft can be the profitable solution to your creative problems. For more information, contact the authorized Bausch & Lomb dealer in your area, or return the coupon below.

BAUSCH & LOMB
P.O. Box 14547 • Austin, Texas 78761
512 837-8952

Please forward information on ProDraft. Attached is my business card.

Bausch & Lomb, Interactive Graphics Division
P.O. Box 14547
Austin, Texas 78761
512 837-8952
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The Vogue Collection. Imagine a fantastic color collection, bubbling with originality. Twenty contemporary solid color laminates, selected by designers for immediate impact... with more to come as preferences change. Stocked in bright and bold Glossies or standard Textured finish. All you imagine... is Vogue. For samples, call 1-800-638-4380. Nevamar Corporation, Odenton, Maryland 21113
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The following items are related to the Technics article on accommodating medical technology, p. 108.

Products

Radio frequency (RF) shielded room for hospital diagnostic work, made from nonferrous metal, screens out external “pollution” without disturbing the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) field. The all-metal room, with metal door and doorseals, creates a continuous conductive shield around the NMR room and patient during diagnosis. It is suitable for either resistive or superconductive magnet NMR systems. The interior accepts all hospital finishes, and the enclosure is human engineered for efficiency and comfort. It provides -100 dB attenuation to magnetic field, electric field, and plane wave at the frequencies that must be controlled. Keene Corporation, Ray Proof Div.
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Patient personal television network has individual channel selection and volume control. It rotates and adjusts to any angle for viewer comfort. Remote cameras give patients the choice of tuning in chapel services or personal visitors. The television retracts for easy storage, out of the way of personnel providing patient care. Sets are equipped with earphones or pillow speakers for quiet operation. Options include nurse call for audio-visual contact with the patient, display of hospital information including patient profiles, and order entry. Bunting Inc.
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Washroom/institutional lavatories are designed to be accessible to the handicapped or ambulatory users. Slanted cabinet fronts provide wheelchair clearance. Accessories such as towel dispensers, waste receptacles, soap dispensers, and mirrors are within easy reach. Plumbing fixtures and accessories are factory installed. Barrier Free Architectural Products, Inc.
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The Laminar Flow Patient Isolation System (LFPI) provides a comfortable, protective environment for patients having lowered resistance to infection, or communicable diseases. Glove ports are used by the staff to perform routine care, and clear plastic allows patient to see out and be seen. There is a single exterior control panel for hospital personnel and an interior panel to control temperature, draperies, lights, and to call the nurse. One wall swings away for instant access to the patient. Ultrapure water supply and toilet facilities also can be included. Sci-Med Environmental Systems, Inc.
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Medical service column, extending from floor to ceiling, brings essential gas and electrical services to the bedside of ICU and CCU patients. The column is triangular to allow medical personnel maximum visibility. A desk surface is provided for making chart entries, with the options of chart light and digital clock. The column is prewired to the terminal blocks at the top, and gas outlets are premanifolded and pressure tested to 150 psi. Square D Company.
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Patient service console consolidates electrical, communications, and medical gas services required in patient area. It accommodates receptacles, light switches, medical gas outlets, and nurse call stations in a single, compact unit. It has the flexibility to allow the console to be custom designed to meet requirements of each patient area. Post Glover Inc.
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Automated washer/sterilizer processes, prepares, and routes sterile instruments and supplies. The two-door, pass-through decontamination system is fed from the nonsterile side through the washer to a sterile area. Vernitron Medical Products, Inc.
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The Mobilizer® patient transfer system moves a patient from bed to X-ray table, operating table, or other surface with the help of only one attendant. It is operated by a hand-held control that adjusts height up or down, extends a Teflon-coated surface to pick up and transfer the patient to the Mobilizer, then to the surface desired. The transfer surface moves under the patient without friction. The unit is equipped with 10-inch casters, swivel locks and brakes, nonmarking bumpers, and retracting restraining straps. Mobilizer Medical Products.
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Antistatic laminate has the advantages of standard laminates plus an integral conductive layer that spreads static charges evenly, conducting them to ground. The conductive layer provides protection from static accumulation, which can damage sensitive electronic equipment. Offering durability and cleanliness, it is available in standard or postformable grades in the 72 Color Grid® colors and woodgrains. Formica Corporation.
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[Literature continued on page 130]
For a reputation that endures, specify the wall that endures: Stark SGFT

Too often, a wall material that looks good today may prove to be an embarrassment tomorrow. The problem is particularly acute when it comes to prefaced masonry materials. A wall of Stark Structural Glazed Facing Tile (SGFT) will endure decades of use and abuse, while a wall built of "glazed" concrete block may look faded and shabby within a few years. Yet the installed cost of a four-inch SGFT wall is usually less than that of a similar "glazed" concrete block wall.

The reason for the superiority of SGFT is quite simple: it is the only faced masonry material manufactured as a single unit from clay. The body and ceramic glaze are fired together at over 2000° F. This process gives SGFT a wear factor of less than 15 with unmatched durability and ease of maintenance. In fact, SGFT wipes clean with plain soap and water.

SGFT stands alone in its resistance to chipping, peeling and fading - even in the presence of harsh chemicals, steam or direct sunlight. It is far superior to any other faced masonry material in fire resistance and thermal efficiency.

Stark stands alone in offering a unique combination of benefits and cost effectiveness, as the following chart reveals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Cost Instl. (per sq. ft.)</th>
<th>Taber Wear Factor</th>
<th>Flame Spread</th>
<th>Smoke Density</th>
<th>Mtg. to ASTM C-126</th>
<th>Minimum Compressive Strength*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SGFT</td>
<td>$6.90</td>
<td>less than 15 @ 1000 g 1000 cycles</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1500 psi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Glazed&quot;-Concrete Masonry Unit (CMU)</td>
<td>7.10</td>
<td>less than 130 @ 1000 g 500 cycles</td>
<td>under 25</td>
<td>under 50</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>600 psi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceramic Tile/CMU</td>
<td>6.90-6.12</td>
<td>varies</td>
<td>under 25</td>
<td>varies</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>600 psi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epoxy Painted CMU</td>
<td>4.06-9.36</td>
<td>needs repainting</td>
<td>varies</td>
<td>varies</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>600 psi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epoxy Painted Drywall/CMU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources on request.

Before you specify your next masonry job, see our complete catalog in SWEET's 4.4 St. For direct assistance, call our toll-free service hotline: 1-800-321-0662. In Ohio, call collect (216) 488-1211. Stark Ceramics, Inc. P.O. Box 8880, Canton, Ohio 44711.
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**Literature**

**CT site planning guide** lists equipment requirements for control room, computer room, examination room, and transformer vault. It discusses special provisions, access, lighting, and radiation protection. Specifications are provided for power, environment, flooring, fire protection, and rigging. Siemens Medical Systems.

Circle 200 on reader service card

**Shielding systems for RFI/EMI (radio frequency and electromagnetic interference) are described in a 4-page brochure. Installations can be standard modular construction or custom-designed. Detailed drawings illustrate construction and a photo shows a typical turnkey installation. Universal Shielding Corp.**

Circle 201 on reader service card

**Site planning guide** for nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) systems suggests locations for the system and associated equipment and provisions necessary for architectural, mechanical, electrical, plumbing, and structural requirements. Drawings in the 36-page guide illustrate equipment layouts for resistive and superconductive systems and help to define recommended locations, heights, and sizes. Picker International, Inc.

Circle 202 on reader service card

**Zymate® Laboratory Automation System** combines robotics and laboratory stations to automate sample preparation procedures. The microprocessor-controlled system transfers samples from station to station according to preprogrammed procedures. The robot arm places samples either in the analytic instrument or on a rack for later analysis. The system and the EasyLab software are explained, with diagrams and photos, in a 12-page brochure. Zymark Corp.

Circle 203 on reader service card

**‘Planning Guide for Hospital Equipment’** is a list of washroom accessories suggested for each hospital department. Areas covered include patient rooms and bathrooms, examination/treatment rooms, public and staff toilets, scrub rooms, recovery rooms, and janitor equipment. The six-page folder suggests Bobrick units that meet the requirements. Bobrick Washroom Equipment.

Circle 204 on reader service card

**The Charnley-Howorth Exflow Clean Zone System**, manufactured in England by Howorth Air Engineering, provides protection in surgery from air-borne contamination without using sidewalls. Sterile air flows at a rate that prevents contaminated air from reaching the operating area, but slowly enough not to create turbulence that would dry wound tissue. Clean air movement is down and outward in all directions. Technical information about the system is provided in a six-page brochure. Custom Industrys, Inc.

Circle 205 on reader service card

**NMR site planning guide** provides guidelines and floor plans to assist in making site selection and preliminary architectural decisions. The 12-page guide provides tables of typical maximum magnet specifications and expected maximum environmental and power requirements. Plans include a suggested suite that might be integrated into an existing building and another that might be installed in new, separate construction or a new wing. General Electric Company, Medical Systems Operations.

Circle 206 on reader service card

**Patient service consoles**, suitable for new construction or remodeling, can be flush or surface mounted. Consoles can be supplied up to 10 feet long to accommodate one or two patient beds. Services can include telephone, TV monitor outlet, night lights, and switches. All receptacles and grounding packages have optional grade, and medical gas outlets can be factory installed. The system, which is shown in a four-color brochure, meets UL requirements and NEC, NFPA, and IEEE codes and guidelines. Isotrol Systems.

Circle 207 on reader service card
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**The Lightweight Champion: Colt 200**

**The Portable Whiteprinter That’s Full-size & Low in Price**

Weighing in at just 43 pounds, the Colt 200 is probably the lowest-cost, top quality, lightest-weight diazo copier on the market. Full-sized (42-inch throat, 52 inches long) yet portable, the Colt 200 is a fully-synchronized printer/developer. Make sharp checkprints, sepias and film intermediates...you get synchronized printer/developer. Make sharp copier on the market. Full-sized (42-inch throat, 52

---

**DRAFTING SUPPLY PROBLEMS?**

**DATAPRINT SUPPLIES SOLUTIONS!**

WE SOLVE COST PROBLEMS WITH DISCOUNTS UP TO 40%.

Even small orders are discounted. Call us for quotations on large volume purchases.

WE SOLVE DELIVERY PROBLEMS WITH SAME-DAY SHIPMENT.

Call us by 2 PM; we’ll have your order on its way by 5 PM from a distribution center close to you.

WE SOLVE SELECTION PROBLEMS WITH THOUSANDS OF BRAND NAME DRAFTING, PRINT & PLOTTER SUPPLIES IN STOCK.

Mayline, Koh-I-Noor, Vernco, Ellejoy, Mast, Plan Hold and many more. Ask for a free catalog.

WE SOLVE SERVICE PROBLEMS WITH A QUICK, EASY PHONE CALL.

Our friendly knowledgeable customer representatives are ready and want to help you. We guarantee full satisfaction.

**DATAPRINT**

DRAFTING, PRINT & PLOTTER SUPPLIES

(800) 227-6191

In California, call (800) 632-4715

CORPORATE OFFICES: 700 S. CLAREMONT STREET PO BOX 5910 SAN MATEO, CA 94402
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Each lighting design should give you an opportunity to add something beautiful to any interior. That's what Atelier International Lighting is all about.

1. The Frisbi. Suspended in space, Frisbi seems to be spun out of thin air. One lamp to create diffused, directed and reflected light.

2. The Wall. It's an IBD award winner, for 1982. It has a floor lamp that looks like a twin and feels at home in traditional or contemporary interiors.

3. The Ring. Now you can send light in any direction. The top circles at 360°. The bottom does a 180°. Move the light source, not the lamp.

4. The Quarto. Even if you turn it upside down, it'll still be one of our most popular and inexpensive lighting ideas. Fluorescent, or standard incandescent.

These are only a few examples of our unique ability to create lighting designs, with UL listings. They know how to light up a room, even when they're turned off.

Call or write Atelier International Lighting, 595 Madison Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10022. Phone: (212) 644-0400. Outside N.Y., (800) 223-5220. Showrooms in Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, Washington, D.C. and Selected Dealers. Member ASID & IBD.
armed only with notebooks, about the soul alive in clay, he without relying on saving housing a six-year quest through determination, set off on a motorcycle, and his own pelling first-person account of RACING ALONE is the com­ ing low-cost, energy-

Khalili writes "Unusual, lyrical. . . When Khalili writes about the soul alive in clay, he makes you believe it." —Publishers Weekly

RACING ALONE is the compelling first-person account of how a Third World architect, armed only with notebooks, a motorcycle, and his own determination, set off on a six-year quest through poor desert villages with the dream of constructing low-cost, energy-saving housing without relying on modern technology.

"Unusual, lyrical. . . When Khalili writes about the soul alive in clay, he makes you believe it."

—Publishers Weekly

at bookstores

* suggested consumer price

Circle No. 341 on Reader Service Card

Literature continued from page 130

Medical Pipeline Systems Monitors provide audible and visual indication of pipeline and vacuum level. The master alarm is located where continuing obser­vation is available, such as at the switchboard or nurses' station; area panels monitor branches of the piping system; gauge panels are located where pipeline pressure and vacuum levels need to be known. The system is de­scribed and illustrated in a six-page brochure, which shows typical locations of master panels and includes a typical system for nonflammable gas piping. Purritan-Bennett Corp.

Circle 208 on reader service card

MGM/TWO® Metabolic Gas Monitor provides accurate, continuous monitor­ ing of oxygen consumption, carbon dioxide production, and respiratory quotient, which are graphically plotted and shown on a liquid crystal display. An aid in critical care diagnosis, the product is described and illustrated in a six-page brochure, which also provides a typical printout and table of specifications. Medicoir, Inc.

Circle 209 on reader service card

Laboratory table tops, described in a 14-page brochure, include: Kemresin, of modified epoxy resin, in black only; Kemrock, of resin-impregnated natural sandstone, in gray, green, tan, and black; and Kemshield, of laminated tempered hardboard with baked on res­ inous coating, also in gray, green, tan, and black. All are resistant to acids, alkalies, and solvents. The brochure de­cribes features, discusses performance, and lists chemical resistance of each material. Kewaunee Scientific Equipment Corp.

Circle 210 on reader service card

Therapi 4 Linear Accelerator therapy system is designed for small treatment rooms. Features usually associated with larger equipment include: fully motor­ized positioning, swivel head with rotating collimator, large field size for full body radiation, 2 mm focal spot size, field defining light system, and optical range finder. A four-page brochure de­scribing the system includes specifications for the equipment and utility re­quirements. ATC Medical Technology.

Circle 211 on reader service card

Biophysical Instrumentation catalog provides 28 pages of specifications, de­scriptions, and illustrations of biophysical instruments. Included are recording and display devices; signal conditioners to amplify biophysical signals; and ac­cessories and supplies for the instru­ments. Gould, Inc., Recording Systems.

Circle 213 on reader service card

Unicell® modular laboratory furniture includes chemical-resistant work sur­faces, storage and supply modules, and space management components to or­ganize clutter. The units offer flexibility of cabinet arrangement and location of interior components to suit changing needs. Of one-piece molded construc­tion, the cabinets are durable and will withstand high-temperature cleaning. They are described and illustrated in full color in a 10-page brochure. American Sterilizer Company.

Circle 214 on reader service card

Blood bank refrigerator and freezer catalog provides specifications and illus­trations for several styles ranging in size from wall-mounted units to walk-in storage. Temperature monitoring sys­tems warn of dangerous temperature conditions, loss of power, and battery failure. The Jewett Refrigeration Com­pany, Inc.

Circle 215 on reader service card

Contempra® laboratory furniture cata­log shows work stations, storage units, undercounter appliances, fume hoods, isolator cabinets, chairs, and stools. Work station groupings are shown as wall assemblies and island assemblies in several combinations. Descriptions, [Literature continued on page 136]

Find it fast with The Architectural Index

- Freees billable time for design
- No more flipping through hundreds of pages
- Designed by an architect for architects
- Convert your magazines into a rapid access reference file
- Quickly locates articles on materials, methods, buildings & architects
- Speeds research of leading architectural magazines
- Architects talk about A.I.

"Extremely helpful time saver" 
"Great value to every practicing architect" 
"This is what I have been looking for"
"It will indeed be of great assistance" 
"An excellent reference"

Order The Architectural Index today!

To order the current issue for $15.00 each or back issues write: The Architectural Index, Circulation Dept. P.O. Box 1168, Boulder, Co. 80302 303-449-3748 or 303-443-5354 Use the Reader Service card for more information
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Circle No. 309 on Reader Service Card
Renewal of government buildings will be the main theme of the issue, along with two examples of urban district restoration. The features to be included:

**Old Post Office, St. Louis.** The subject of a long preservation struggle, this Second Empire monument has been returned to its original ornate splendor.

**Chenango County Courthouse, Norwich, N.Y.** An exemplary rural courthouse of Greek Revival style has been thoughtfully rehabilitated for its original use.

**Florida Historic Capitol, Tallahassee.** Once slated for demolition when its recent replacement was completed, this 1902 landmark has regained its dignity and detail.

**Conversation Hall, City Hall, Philadelphia.** Stately interiors in Philadelphia's opulent 19th-Century landmark have been refurbished after decades in hiding.

**Reception Rooms, U.S. State Department.** The rooms in Washington where foreign diplomats are received have been rescued from banality with authentic historical design.

**La Villita, San Antonio, Texas.** An enclave of mid-19th-Century buildings, restored in the 1930s, is restored again—better.

**Earthquake-ravaged Italian towns.** Reduced to rubble a few years ago, communities in the Friuli district have been rebuilt and modernized with notable sensitivity.

**Technics: Cleaning masonry.** One of the major steps in many rehabilitation efforts is cleaning of brick or stonework, a step that must be approached knowledgeably.

**P/A in December** will present a rich variety of newly completed buildings and a Technics article on what is new with the ancient material: stucco.
Literature continued from page 132

specifications, prices, and illustrations are provided in the 20-page catalog. Fisher Scientific Company.
Circle 216 on reader service card

The Visualab System performs all standard clinical visual electrodiagnostic tests. Its modular design allows the system to be expanded and updated as required. The equipment meets UL 544 specifications and uses hospital grade plugs. The instruments are described in a four-page folder, which includes an interface chart of visual electro-diagnostic equipment. Life-Tech, Inc.
Circle 217 on reader service card

Other products

ModuBlock lounge furniture, of rugged design for high-traffic areas, offers exceptional resistance to abuse, says the manufacturer, for institutional, dormitory, hotel, and hospital use. Chair frames and tables are of 2-inch butcher block construction in solid red oak. Leather-grain vinyl of rotationally molded PVC, 20 times thicker than ordinary vinyl upholstery, covers fire-retardant polyurethane foam cushions. Upholstery material is available in 12 standard colors and 10 new Modu-Chrome colors. ModuForm, Inc.
Circle 113 on reader service card

The Conesphere outdoor lighting fixture has a hand-polished copper, gold, or aluminum dome and a copper base. The pole is bronze or black, and lens options are clear, white, bronze, smoke, and frosted acrylic. The light operates with incandescent, mercury vapor, metal halide, high-pressure sodium, or low-pressure sodium lamps and is said to be 82 percent light efficient. TrimbleHouse Corp.
Circle 114 on reader service card

A contemporary onyx lavatory with rounded edges, hand-carved from a solid block of stone, is fitted with a ridged black porcelain basin. The pedestal, which conceals the piping, is curved stainless steel, and the faucet set is of polished chrome. Natural onyx colors are green, white, black, and brown. Sherle Wagner International, Inc.
Circle 110 on reader service card

Alpha computer/secretarial task chair for electronic offices is available with or without arms. The five-prong base is one-piece cast aluminum with dual wheel casters. The chair has a pneumatic seat-height adjustment and both vertical and horizontal back adjustments. Frames are epoxy-coated in char brown, shell is polypropylene, and fabrics are 100 percent nylon with Scotchgard® protection. United Chair.
Circle 111 on reader service card

LinksGuard 2000 combines aluminum track, channels, and castings with steel chain for a secure closure. The track can turn corners with a radius as small as nine inches, and the chain stores in approximately two inches per foot of opening. Chain pattern measures 4¾" x 4¾" and is available in several colors. LinksGuard 2000 is suitable for shopping malls and other areas where traffic control with ventilation and visibility is desired. Roll-o-matic, Inc.
Circle 112 on reader service card

Luxmaster outdoor luminaire has a die-cast housing in a rectilinear shape, with a bronze finish. The luminaire can accommodate mercury vapor or metal halide lamps up to 400 watts. Computer-designed optics direct illumination to specific areas. ITT Outdoor Lighting.
Circle 116 on reader service card

Micro Series carpets are made from Badishe’s Zeftron 500® ZX nylon yarns that provide antimicrobial and fluorocarbon protection. The hollow filament fiber hides soil and simplifies cleaning. Designs include: Microcheck (top left) in 8 colors; Microweave (top right) in 13 colors; Micropoint (bottom right) in 10 colors; and Microvel (bottom left) in 13 colors. Gulistan Carpets, J.P. Stevens & Co.
Circle 117 on reader service card

The Custom Vinyl Collection of resilient floorcovering is available in several patterns and designs and a variety of finishes, including lizard, cobble, matte, gloss, and slate. From bold geometrics to florals, the floorcovering is offered in custom colors, design scale, pattern, and size. Stark Concepts, Division of Stark Carpet Corp.
Circle 118 on reader service card

Bali SofTones miniblinds collection with textured look is made up of 19 new designs and coordinating solids. Textures are raw silk, Irish tweed, Japanese grasscloth, suede, and linen in colors that include mauve, seafoam, sand, greige, fawn, and brown. The made-to-order blinds can be tailored to fit a number of window sizes and shapes. Blinds have enclosed top and bottom rails, close-fitting aluminum slats to prevent light leakage, and a cord equalizer for uniform operation. Marathon Carey-McFall Company.
Circle 119 on reader service card

Windows for new construction or commercial retrofit are manufactured to custom sizes. When made with insulating glass and Heat Mirror® heat-reflecting film, the window provides a U-value of .28 and R-value of 4.35, about double that of standard double-pane windows. Frame and sash are Bo-
[Products continued on page 138]
Solar Vessel:
Heated by the sun, warmed by the cedar.

The problem/opportunity: Design a year-round solar-heated beach house.
Facing north.
On overflow land.
In Massachusetts.

Solution by Thomas Larson: "The beach house 'Liteship' is a hybrid passive/active solar vessel and a nautical architectural sculpture. "The primary structure is a 2-bedroom, 2-bunkroom hexagon with a windshield above the roof deck to block the northerlies. "It's clad with red cedar shingles because they have ideal weathering characteristics, a feel of warmth, excellent insulative qualities and are indigenous to the surrounding houses."

For our color brochure "27 New Commercial Ideas in Cedar (and a few old ones)," write Suite 275, 515 - 116th Avenue N.E., Bellevue, WA 98004. (In Canada: Suite 1500, 1055 West Hastings Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 2H1.)

"Liteship," a private beach house, North Falmouth, MA. Architect: Thomas Larson F.A.A.R.

Tlingit cedar canoe paddle painted with a blackberry juice and ash mixture. Cedar. To touch the earth.

Red Cedar Shingle & Handsplit Shake Bureau
livian mahogany. The windows have a tilt-turn feature that operates with a single handle: tilt for rain-free ventilation; turn for easy cleaning. The windows are weatherstripped with a continuous neoprene perimeter gasket for minimum infiltration. Stang Windows.

Circle 120 on reader service card

Building materials

Major materials suppliers for buildings that are featured this month as they were furnished to P/A by the architects.


Flower Fresh and Mildew Free!
THANKS TO NEW SUMMITVILLE GROUT!

Put an end to bathroom scrub drudgery! Summitville S-687 grout stops mold and mildew growth on ceramic wall tile before it starts! Tests show specially formulated S-687 grout resists stains and discoloring, even after years of constant use.

Keep new ceramic wall tile beautiful and carefree from the day it’s installed. Specify Summitville S-687 wall grout with built-in protection against ugly mold and mildew growth.

For more details and the name of your nearest distributor, refer to Sweet’s File 9.18 Sum, or write Summitville Tiles.
New York isn’t like any other city. Especially when it comes to the interior design industry.

Most other cities have the industry together. Under one roof. Centered in one place. Not New York though. We have it scattered all over.

And consequently, everyone’s business suffers. Because architects, designers and their clients are wasting so much time in cabs trying to get from showroom to showroom they give up. And don’t go to all the showrooms they’d like to. And should.

But in 1985, New York’s design community is finally getting the permanent home it has always deserved. IDCNY. The International Design Center, New York.

IDCNY is designed for designers. By designers. I.M. Pei & Partners have come up with a spectacular master plan. Gwathmey Siegel & Associates Architects are responsible for the beautiful interiors. Vignelli Associates for the innovative graphics.

There’ll be amenities as well. Elegant restaurants created by Joseph Baum, creator of The Four Seasons and Windows on the World. Exciting market weeks. Special events.

And it’s all happening in the area New York Magazine calls “The Next Hot Neighborhood.” Long Island City.

IDCNY is closer to midtown Manhattan than most of Manhattan. A quick trip by train, bus, cab or limo. (And we also have a free transportation service to get you there and back.)

Convenience was one important factor in choosing IDCNY’s location. Space was another. For where could the industry enjoy 4½ million square feet of space. 100 acres of showroom space. In buildings converted specifically into showroom space.

But that’s not all. Where else could the industry enjoy rents that won’t drive the fabric houses, the floor and wall coverings firms, the lighting sources and the furniture showrooms out of the City. Or more important, out of business.

Yes. In 1985, the greatest city in the world will have the greatest design center in the world. IDCNY.

When you have as many so-called design centers as New York does, you really have none.

It’s why New York will remain the design center of the world.
### The Landscape of Man

**Shaping the Environment from Prehistory to the Present Day**

Illustrated with over 700 photographs and line drawings, *The Landscape of Man* is an essential text and reference for students and professional landscape architects, architects, planners, and designers.

### Progressive Architecture Bookstore

Each book has been selected for its usefulness to you in your professional practice. Prices slightly higher in Canada. Foreign orders must be accompanied by payment. It is not necessary to send payment with the order. Circle appropriate numbers on the Reader Service Cards in the back of this issue, add your name and address and mail. Local sales tax must be included with payment. Prices subject to change. For faster service, send the card in an envelope to:

Marie Patrignelli
Progressive Architecture
600 Summer Street
PO Box 1361
Stamford, Ct. 06904

P/A Back issues

A limited supply of the following issues of P/A are available at $7.00 per Copy. Check MUST accompany order! Connecticut Residents Add 7¾% Sales Tax.

| September | Interiors: The New Modernism |
| August | Museums/Roofing |
| July | Folger Library/Italian Rationalism/Acid rain |
| June | Craftsmanship |
| May | New Japanese architecture/Furniture competition |
| April | Energy and conservation |

### New Books

1. **The Landscape of Man**
   - By Geoffrey and Susan Jellicoe
   - 383 pp., Illus. . . . $19.95
   - Softcover
   - For twenty-six different cultures the authors summarize the social and intellectual background, describing how it was expressed in terms of landscape. The history of landscape architecture and the progress of landscape design are thoroughly and intelligently discussed. History, philosophy, and religion are consulted in order to explain fully “the landscape of man.” Circle B601 under Books.

2. **Mitchell’s Movement Control in the Fabric of Buildings**
   - By Philip Rainger
   - 216 pp., Illus. . . . $46.50
   - Guidance is given on the design and construction precautions which can be taken to prevent movements. These precautions are treated under the headings of the prevention and design of structural movement. Guidance is given on the design and construction phases of the prevention and methods of accommodating these in the structure allowing free movement to take place.
   - Circle B602 under Books.

3. **Structural Systems**
   - By Henry J. Cowan and Forrest Wilson
   - 256 pp., Illus. . . . $24.95
   - This is a comprehensive guide to preliminary structural design using a minimum of mathematics and numerous illustrations to describe structural forms and their mathematics. It has a strong emphasis on graphic presentation and is an instant-access reference to structural design. Full consideration is given to the internal and external forces that a building must withstand, and the interaction of structural and environmental design.
   - Circle B603 under Books.

4. **Architecture: Form, Space and Order**
   - By Francis D.K. Ching
   - 294 pp., Illus. . . . $22.50
   - Written to foster understanding of design concepts, this rich source of architectural prototypes demonstrates how to extract the fundamental principles of form and space from the environment, whether in the architectural one views or inhabits, in architectural visualization, in drawing, or in actual design.
   - Circle B604 under Books.

5. **Affordable Houses Designed by Architects**
   - Edited by Jeremy Robinson
   - 166 pp., Illus. . . . $34.95
   - This lavishly illustrated volume shatters the myth that architect-designed houses are more costly than developer-built houses. The superb photographs, floor plans, drawings, and details of interiors and exteriors present a wealth of ideas on how to construct beautiful and unique houses within limited budgets.
   - Circle B605 under Books.

6. **Earth-Sheltered Habitat History, Architecture and Urban Design**
   - By Gideon S. Golany, Ph.D.
   - 240 pp., Illus. . . . $21.95
   - This book explains the energy-saving advantages that earth enveloped shelters offer for heating or cooling, weather-proofing, comfort, benefits of lower land and maintenance cost, durability, privacy and maintenance safeguards against noise, strong wind, and pollution. It discusses all types of potential land use belowground.
   - Circle B606 under Books.

7. **Design and Planning of Swimming Pools**
   - By John Dawes
   - 278 pp., Illus. . . . $49.95
   - A comprehensive manual that describes the essential characteristics and consequent design requirements of every type of pool imaginable. Also deals in great detail with more technical matters, such as structural problems and how to solve them, finishes, filtration, circulation, and water treatment, heating and ventilating.
   - Circle B607 under Books.

8. **Architectural Rendering: The Techniques of Contemporary Presentation**
   - By Albert C. Haase
   - 326 pp., Illus. . . . $59.50
   - This completely up-dated revision of the most widely used guide to architectural rendering covers all working phases from pencil strokes to finished product—and shows how to obtain the desired mood, perspective, light and color effects, select proper equipment and work in different media.
   - Circle B608 under Books.

9. **Cities For People**
   - By Ronald Wiedenhoeft
   - 224 pp., Illus. . . . $22.95
   - This book is a thoughtful analysis of the dehumanization of cities and the urban blight that results. It demonstrates how we can reverse this trend, making cities more responsive to human needs and improving their economic viability. It offers a number of economically sound steps that have proven effective in revitalizing cities all over the world.
   - Circle B609 under Books.

10. **The Architect’s Responsibilities In The Project Delivery Process**
    - By H. L. Munz
    - 224 pp., Illus. . . . $23.95
    - A manual providing an educational tool which develops and presents an orderly way the project delivery process of a representative architectural project. An invaluable study guide for architectural license exam candidates and students.
    - Circle B610 under Books.
appelling. The picture alone is enough to quicken the pulse, dampen the hands, chill the spine. Imagine yourself descending off the edge of a mountain—backing off into space!—with only a pair of ropes for support. Slowly you work your way down the sheer and smooth rock, your body practically perpendicular to the cliff. Below—hundreds of feet perhaps—lie tree tops, a river, who knows? Who's brave (or fool) enough to look down now?

Rappelling? Repelling might be more like it. As Bill Coors used to think when he watched people climbing: "Rocks are for mountain goats and idiots."

Well . . . not to such folks as Arthur Levitt Jr., chairman of the American Stock Exchange; Jess Bell, president of Bonne Bell Inc., Cleveland; Melvyn Klein, president of Altamit Corp., Corpus Christi, Tex.; John C. Whitehead, senior partner in Goldman Sachs, New York . . . anyone who ever has participated in an Outward Bound adventure. Even Bill Coors, chairman of Adolph Coors Co., Golden, Colo.

Dr. Roy Yamahiro will never forget his initiation into the program. "I'm still afraid of heights and the first time I rappelled, it was terrifying. They had to blindfold me and push me over." Now, many rappels later, the 55-year-old vice president for organizational development and training at Federal Express Corp., Memphis, exclaims: "Having accomplished it, it's a tremendous feeling. An unbelievable, euphoric feeling that—son of a gun—I did something that just petrified me!"

And Mr. Coors, 67, now a veteran mountain climber, casually observes: "Rappelling? That's easy. It looks very exciting but it's sheer delight. Most of the time, if you get executives down off that first rappel, the first thing they do is run around and climb up the mountain and go down again. It's fun."

"It only looks dangerous. Exciting, exhilarating—fun. And when done properly, the Outward Bound way, safe. "It's not dangerous. It's perception of real risk," says Mr. Klein, 41. "The first time you sit on the edge of a promontory and look down and look out, you're apprehensive as hell. But then as you look at it and contemplate it, you kind of develop a sense of tranquility and peace, come to terms with your fears and anxieties, and basically have confidence that you can do whatever you need to do. And you do it."

"It's not as risky as getting in your car and driving home," Mr. Coors says of Outward Bound's fail-safe system, in which a second or back-up rope is tied to another person in the climbing party, and an experienced instructor is always present who could at any time rescue anyone in trouble. Organization officials claim they have never had a serious injury in rappelling: "That's why it's so great—because the perceived risk is so great," says one.

Rock climbing and rappelling are two of the basic activities of Outward Bound Inc., the oldest and largest nonprofit "adventure education" organization in America. In its expeditions—mountain climbing, whitewater rafting, canoeing, sailing, backpacking, bicycling, cross-country skiing—it deliberately places people in "stressful" situations, both physical and mental. It challenges them to overcome obstacles that appear dangerous and perhaps impossible, but actually are safe and highly conquerable.

Begun in Great Britain in 1941, the program has spread around the world. The first American school was founded in 1962, in Colorado. It has since been joined by other schools in Maine, Minnesota, North Carolina, and Oregon. U. S. headquarters is in Greenwich, Conn.

More than 95,000 people have participated in Outward Bound courses in the U. S., and about 8,500 join annually. Although slightly more than half of the students are between the ages of 16 and 21 (and nearly 40% are women), more and more executives are participating.

No age limit. A founding trustee of the Colorado school, Mr. Coors notes that it was formed to develop character and leadership, primarily in young people. "Now I don't think there's any age limit," he says. "What Outward Bound does
TWA'S ROYAL AMBASSADOR® SERVICE.

First Class excellence is the hallmark of TWA's Royal Ambassador Service to Europe and the Middle East.

From the very start of your trip, you'll be treated to the highest standards of personalized service.

In major airports, you'll find a special Royal Ambassador desk to speed you through check-in. And a special lounge to relax in before your flight. You'll even receive our Priority Baggage™ service to ensure that your luggage is first off the plane when you arrive.

Gourmet dining.

Once our transatlantic flights take off each evening, you'll be leisurely wined and dined.

You'll whet your appetite with champagne and caviar. Tempt it with an entree like Chateaubriand. And sate it with a fine ripe cheese or deliciously rich dessert. You'll satisfy your thirst with a vintage wine from France or California. Or with a selection from our cognac and fine liqueurs.

Room with a view.

After dining, you'll be ready to relax in comfort in your First Class Sleeper-Seat™. Just settle back. The seat stretches out with you for a restful sleep under the stars all the way across the Atlantic. You'll awake refreshed—ready to face the new day.

So call your travel agent, corporate travel department, or TWA. And experience for yourself the five-star quality that gives TWA's Royal Ambassador Service the mark of excellence.

You're going to like us.
"It's the trifles that make perfection, and perfection is no trifle."

— Michelangelo
Saddlebrook is an ideal meeting facility set in one of Florida's most unique resorts. Just 25 minutes north of Tampa International Airport, Saddlebrook offers 330 acres of seclusion among tall stands of cypress and pine. The pace is leisurely at the very thoughtfully designed Walking Village. Everything is just steps away...no trams are needed.

Planning was meticulous, with the end result a marvel of convenience...and privacy. (In fact, it's not unusual to find a celebrity enjoying the seclusion.) Focal point is a water recreation facility appropriately named the Superpool, which holds more than a half-million gallons of water. A full 270 feet long, it's probably the largest swimming pool in the southeast.

At one end of the Superpool is the Centre Club, where the Cypress Dining Room, Polo Lounge, the Gift Shoppe, the Pegasus Ballroom and the Jockey Club Spa are all under one roof...along with conference facilities for up to 700. Built primarily of glass and natural wood, with accents of fine marble and gleaming brass, it overlooks the golf courses and introduces the visitor to some of the most delightful dining on the Gulf Coast.

The Cypress Dining Room is a gracious setting for extraordinary cuisine and a Sunday celebration that has been called "The Quintessential Brunch...Best in the Bay" by Tampa Magazine. Tucked away by itself is an intimate dining retreat called The Gourmet Room where an impressive French "haute cuisine" is served. For drinks, dancing and lively conversation as well as quiet conversation, there is the tri-level Polo Lounge. At the other end of the Superpool is The Little Club, a sophisticated dining room and lounge with tropical decor and intimate atmosphere.

Saddlebrook has the facilities to accommodate meetings on any scale. The Pegasus Ballroom will entertain large gatherings, or can be quickly divided into as many as ten separate meeting rooms. Four additional breakout rooms facilitate private meetings and dining. Individual suites create the ideal setting for small, self-contained conferences. Terraces and patios allow attendees to savor the abundant tropical atmosphere. A special 7200 sq. ft. tent is available for festive outdoor events. Naturally, a complete audiovisual staff is on hand with all state-of-the-art equipment. In all, Saddlebrook is a superior meeting site, with its uniquely convenient Walking Village, top-notch facilities and a thoroughly professional staff to guarantee success.

Rated by readers of Florida Golf Week as among the finest in the state, the 27 holes of Arnold Palmer and Dean Refram designed golf courses will challenge any golfer, regardless of handicap. Spruce up your game at the putting green and driving range or with lessons and clinics.

Saddlebrook is headquarters for the United States Professional Tennis Association, so the Tennis Complex is just as well planned as the golf courses. Adjacent to The Little Club, it includes eleven Har-Tru courts (five lighted) and four Laykold courts interspersed with awning-covered islands and water fountains.

The Jockey Club Spa offers a complete physical fitness center with separate facilities for men and women: heated whirlpools, saunas, steam rooms, massage rooms, private showers and lockers, a barber/beauty salon and a thoroughly professional staff to guarantee success.

Condominium suites are available for individual ownership. Call or write C&A Investments, Inc. at Saddlebrook Resorts, Inc. Offer not valid in states where prohibited by law.
is give people a firsthand experience with their outer limits—and they become aware that their outer limits are far beyond expectation, that we are capable of doing things to a greater degree than we think. There's a definite sense of accomplishment. It builds up self-esteem and self-confidence. And it's very, very exciting to find yourself on top of a mountain that you knew damn well you couldn't climb."

Among the peaks he has conquered are Mt. Kilimanjaro in Africa, in 1974. Five years ago he and Jess Bell were in a group that came within 1,000 ft of the 19,000 ft summit of Ecuador's Cotopaxi volcano before a blinding snowstorm turned them back.

Still, despite half a dozen mountain climbs and innumerable whitewater rafting trips, Mr. Coors maintains, "I have never been what you might call an outdoor person. I just like it out there and I can handle it." It wasn't until he was 52 that he "decided it was about time to get with it" and he donned a backpack for the first time.

The experience has changed his life, says Stuart Dawson, 48, vice president of Sasaki Associates, Watertown, Mass., a large landscape architectural firm. He has gone on three expeditions, all within the last year. The executive management sailing expedition last October—"the most meaningful week I ever spent"—followed by a short refresher course made such an impact that he went off on another five-day sailing trip this July, also through Outward Bound's Hurricane Island school in Maine. Besides the usual rock climbing and rappelling, it also included swimming, running, and the "solo"—when one is left alone for a full day and two nights on a small island, to subsist entirely off the land and water.

"I had problems with stress," Mr. Dawson explains. "I had become overweight and my blood pressure was at the borderline and needed medication." Result: he was becoming "can'tankerous" at home and in the office. He credits the lessons learned on Outward Bound (along with his own willpower, of course) for turning his life around. He has revised his eating habits, now exercises regularly, and his weight and blood pressure have plunged. "It's been fantastic. My whole relationship with my family and the people in the office in less than a year has changed. What more can you ask?"

Sailing equalizes. An experienced sailor, Mr. Dawson feels that this is an ideal Outward Bound activity. "It's very forgiving but it takes all 12 people to sail," he says of the 30-ft open boat. A week aboard "helps you understand how to get along better in a group. In my office, I'm a partner and sort of always have my way. On the boat you're all equal and it makes a wonderful experience, especially for people who have been corporation presidents and so forth.

The island "solo" is most rewarding, he says. "You make your own tent and you forage; you cook your own food, if you can find it. They leave you with a gallon of water and a dozen matches, a couple of metal buckets, a book on foraging, a little fishing line and hook, and that's it. With the book, you learn to collect sea celery and geosseontgk and rose hip, and so forth. You can fish, and I caught a pollack and ate it on a stick. And I steamed some mussels and periwinkle and ate like a king."

Although Outward Bound tends to discourage husbands and wives from going on the same expedition—"one of the two may be inhibited because that's the role he or she plays at home," Mr.

---

**Small Firm's New Golf Ball Draws Hole-in-One Letters from All Over U.S.**

**Seller Guarantees Ball Will Cut Strokes—or Money Back**

**Perfect Balance Reduces Hooks, Slices**

**By MIKE HENSON**

NORWALK, CT—A small company in Connecticut is selling what might be the most hook-free, slice-free ball in golf. Independent tests prove its perfect balance is light years ahead of the best balls on the market. Its center of gravity is 97.5% perfect, compared to 58% for Top Flight, 28% for Titleist and worst for Hogan and MaxFli. This huge advantage on balance makes the ball less likely to spin off course, and surely accounts for the best proof a company could ask for: hole-in-one letters from all over the U.S. As you can imagine, these men and women think the ball is the best thing that has happened since they began playing.

The ball also has up to 21% more rebound power than Titleist, Top Flight, MaxFli and Hogan. It comes off the floor like a jack rabbit!

The ball's name is Guidestar and although its sales are small it is drawing letters like this: "Shot my first hole-in-one the first time I used Guidestar on my home course. Great balls!"

There is even a letter from New Zealand where a minister scored a hole-in-one with the ball.

In light of independent tests and a file full of hole-in-one letters, the company guarantees Guidestar will cut golfers score dramatically. If it doesn't they will take back the balls and refund their price promptly.

They also guarantee Guidestar's patented construction makes it the most durable ball in the world, and to prove it we'll send a buyer three new ones free if he ever cuts one. All he has to do is return the damaged ball with 50¢ for postage.

Guidestar also has an option for golfers with less than perfect vision: Hi-Vision™ yellow. A yellow ball is far easier to spot on the fairway, in tall grass, rough and shallow water. As tennis players learned long ago, it is easier to track in the air and helps you hit an object more squarely by increasing eye/hand coordination. Golfers who have used yellow golf balls report a much faster game, fewer lost balls, even better shots.

If you want to save money on lost and damaged balls and (who knows) watch breathlessly on par 3's as Guidestar's perfect balance carries your tee shot toward the cup—then try this new, patented ball. White or Hi-Vision™ yellow you can't lose—a refund is guaranteed if you don't cut strokes.

To order Guidestar send your name and address to the National Golf Center (Dept. G-176), 18 Lois Street, Norwalk, CT 06851. Include name (plus $1.75 shipping) for one dozen; $18 each for two dozen or more. Six dozen cost only $99. No shipping on orders of two or more. If you want Hi-Vision™ yellow, be sure to say so, otherwise they will send you white.

To charge it give them your card's name, account number and expiration date. No P.O. Boxes, please; all shipments are UPS. CT and NY residents add applicable sales tax.

Guidestar conforms to U.S.G.A. Rules and can be used in tournament play.
The New Avis Rapid Return.
The Fastest Way To Return Your Car And Get A Record Of Your Expenses.

If you’ve been waiting at the counter to return your rental car and get a record of your expenses, Avis has great news. The wait is over.

Avis has just introduced the new, computerized Avis Rapid Return™ at selected airports and major downtown locations. It’s the fastest way to return your rental car and get a printed record of your expenses, to the penny. Automatically. Without waiting at the rental counter.

And Avis Rapid Return is as easy to use as a pocket calculator. Just enter your car number, your mileage and your gas gauge reading into the computer. With the push of a button, your car return is completed. And so is the record of your expenses.

Which means that you can catch your plane and get a record of your expenses, without ever waiting at the rental counter.

The new Avis Rapid Return. It’s another Avis first that means better and faster service for you. And another way that Trying Harder Makes Avis Second to None.

TRYING HARDER MAKES AVIS SECOND TO NONE.®

Avis Rapid Return service available for charge customers only who require no modification of rental agreement charges.

© 1983 Avis Rent A Car System, Inc. Avis®
MUST LIQUIDATE
AT BELOW DEALER COST!
1000 watt Portable Power Generator

FACTORY NEW! FACTORY PERFECT!

Don't let a storm rob YOUR home of vital electrical power! Use this 1000 watt generator as a reliable standby source of 115V AC (and 12V DC) plug-in electric power.

1000 watts max. surge power. 750 watts continuous power.

KAWASAKI super-quiet 76cc 4-cycle gas engine.

A storm could knock out your electrical power for hours or days, leaving you groping in the dark, without any cooking facilities. Your furnace motor could stop, due to downed power lines, and leave your family shivering and miserable in the cold! But... you NEVER have to worry... when you have this generator standing by. With two 115V AC outlets to plug into, you can operate lights, TV, electric blanket, small power tools or kitchen appliances. Of course you can't run everything at the same time. But you CAN keep vital functions going, as needed. Away from home, this 43 lb. generator can add the comforts of electricity to your campsite in the woods or to your family outing by the seashore. It can run your hand power tools in the field or your RV refrigerator in the wilderness. And, in winter, you can use the 12V DC outlet to bring a "dead" battery back to life! You can run AC and DC items at the SAME time on this generator! The 76cc. KAWASAKI gasoline engine assures you of dependable performance. (Other components and final assembly are made in the U.S.A.)

There are NO belts or pulleys to slip or replace. NO fuses to the blanket, small power tools or kitchen appliances. Of course you can't run everything at the same time. But you CAN keep vital functions going, as needed.

Over 200 authorized service centers nationwide!

Price subject to change after 60 days.

C.O.M.B. Co. / Liquidators Dept. F-132-1186
6860 Wayzata Boulevard / Minneapolis, Minn. 55426
(1-612-473-5476)

Send ... $1000 watt Generator(s) at $298 each plus $13.50 each for shipping and handling. Allow 4-5 weeks for delivery. Includes 2-3 weeks extra if paid by check. Sorry, no COD orders. Minnesota residents add 6% state sales tax.

IF YOU ORDER BY PHONE: Please order directly with C.O.M.B. Co. Telephone orders must be prepaid.

OUT THEY GO AT ONLY: $488.00 Comparable models priced at $298

Public notice
Finder's fee paid for liquidation inventories!
We are authorized liquidators of consumer products that must be quickly liquidated at drastic price reductions for reasons such as: overproduction. Last year's models. Economic recession. Out-of-season products. Bankruptcy or other financial problems. Order cancellations, plant closings, etc. If you know of any company with surplus inventories that must be quickly liquidated for cash, phone or write: Toll-Free: 1-800-328-0609. We will pay you a finder's fee based on a percentage of the total value of sales contract. (Officers and sales reps of that are ineligible for fee.)

OUTDOOR POWER GENERATORS

60-cycle

IT'S NOT THE SAME THING!

OUTWARD BOUND

Outward Bound is open to anyone from age 14 up, and you need not be an outdoors person or an athlete. If you're interested, contact the national headquarters: Outward Bound Inc.,384 Field Point Rd., Greenwich, Conn. 06830 (phone toll-free 1-800-243-8520 or 1-203-661-0797); Or contact any of the five independent schools all specializing in activities related to their location: Colorado Outward Bound School, 945 Pennsylvania St., Denver, Colo. 80203 (1-303-837-0880); Hurricane Island Outward Bound School, P. O. Box 429, Rockland, Maine 04841 (1-207-594-5548); Minnesota Outward Bound School, 308 Walker Ave. So., Wayzata, Minn. 55391 (1-612-473-5476); North Carolina Outward Bound School, P. O. Box 817, Morganton, N. C. 28655 (1-704-437-6112); and Pacific Crest Outward Bound School, 0110 S. W. Bancroft St., Portland, Oreg. 97201 (1-503-243-1993).

The organization now tailors "contract" courses for companies. These generally last four to five days and aren't as physically demanding as the standard courses that last 21 to 26 days and involve extensive backpacking, or the adult male courses that last ten days. Typical costs: $950 for the standard program, $600 for the adult male course, $100 a day for a contract course.

A few executives recently have been quoted as doubting the value of Outward Bound as a corporate tool, but they are in the minority. "General Express" Dr. Yamahiro, one of the earliest and most enthusiastic corporate boosters, admits that "there are different viewpoints as to the value of it," but he feels that "the payoff has been tremendous. You come back to your job with a much more rejuvenated outlook and perspective; that's where it translates into a benefit for the company.

Public notice
Finder's fee paid for liquidation inventories!
We are authorized liquidators of consumer products that must be quickly liquidated at drastic price reductions for reasons such as: overproduction. Last year's models. Economic recession. Out-of-season products. Bankruptcy or other financial problems. Order cancellations, plant closings, etc. If you know of any company with surplus inventories that must be quickly liquidated for cash, phone or write: Toll-Free: 1-800-328-0609. We will pay you a finder's fee based on a percentage of the total value of sales contract. (Officers and sales reps of that are ineligible for fee.)

OUTDOOR POWER GENERATORS

IT'S NOT THE SAME THING!
Progressive Architecture

Job mart

Situations Open

Architect: Twenty man, established Iowa firm seeks design-oriented, registered, 3/6 yr. degree architect with sufficient experience to assume responsibility for projects. Non-residential practice with emphasis on fine arts buildings. Reply to Box 420, Progressive Architecture.

Architectural Specifications: Writer: Atlanta based architectural design firm with established Southeast and Midwest practice; full-time position, 5-10 years experience. Send resume and salary history to: Milton Pate & Associates, Inc., 2200 Century Parkway, Suite 650, Atlanta, Georgia 30345.

Art Director

Progressive Architecture has an immediate opening for a person with at least five years experience in graphic design and layout, who must have experience with publications and printing, and who must be able to learn the basics of architectural subject matter and graphics. Position as Art Director requires working with art and production personnel and with an assistant, as well as being responsible for design and layout of magazine, photo editing, production, quality supervision, and coordination of article design directly with editorial staff. Send resume and samples of work to PO Box 1361, Stamford, CT 06904.

Director—Visual Technology Center

Responsible for the management and development of an advanced CAD/DAM facility, within an educational setting. Acts as liaison to industry and foundations. Supervises a technical staff of two. Extensive experience in architecture, industrial design, graphic design or related discipline is essential. Salary: Negotiable. Deadline: Continuous until filled. Submit resume to Personnel Office, Massachusetts College of Art, 364 Brookline Avenue, Boston, MA 02215. Equal Opportunity Employer.

Manufacturers Representatives wanted for select territories. We are a leading manufacturer of decorative commercial lighting fixtures and are looking for established Sales Representatives who call on Architects and Interior designers. Reply to Box 419, Progressive Architecture.

Position Wanted: University of Notre Dame School of Architecture with a Professional Degree Program in Architecture, seeks candidates beginning AY 1984-85. Forward inquiries in confidence, including vitae, portfolio, and three references, to Robert L. Amico, AIA, Chairman, School of Architecture, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556. UND is an Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action Employer.

Senior Design Architect—National A/E firm is seeking a top level Design Architect for its Orlando, Florida office. Must have architectural degree, registration, and a substantial design portfolio. The successful candidate will have a minimum of 8 years design experience, 5 years in a lead design role, and the ability to supervise a team approach. Projects include healthcare, office buildings, institutional, large scale commercial. This is a growth opportunity with a growing, established firm. We offer a competitive benefits package and competitive salary, commensurate with experience. Send resume in confidence to Personnel Manager, Hansen Lind Meyer, P.C., 453 S. Orange Avenue, Suite 400, Orlando, Florida 32801. Equal Opportunity Employer.

University of Colorado seeks a dean of its College of Design and Planning. Divisions are Architecture, Interior Design, Landscape Architecture, Planning/Community Development, Urban Design, and Environmental Design. Headquartered on the Denver campus, the dean also has responsibilities on the Boulder and Colorado Springs campuses and for statewide community development outreach. This search has been extended; the new closing date for applications is October 21, 1983. Please contact Dean Daniel Fallon, Chair, Search Committee for a Dean of the College of Design and Planning, % Office of the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, University of Colorado at Denver, 1100 Fourteenth St., Denver, CO 80202. An AA/EEO employer.

Situations Wanted

Unique Architectural/Advertising Blend—Architect. Grad. w/3 yrs. in type V construct. & 3 yrs. advertising (ad director) seeks position in L.A./San Diego area as media liaison or in P.R. Respond to: Pipe Dreams, P.O. Box 2018, Leucadia, CA 92024.

Services

Hemsher Associates, an energy management, controls and instrumentation consulting firm. Seeking position as a member of the Architect's design team for commercial building projects where comfort, energy-efficiency and quality environmental control is a high priority. Includes computer-based Facilities Management Systems and smoke control. 3025 Washington Rd., McMurray, Pa. 15317, (412) 941-3080.

Publications: World's Fair ... a quarterly journal filled with thoughtful articles and fine illustrations about world gatherings—their politics, their pageantry, their architecture and planning, their historical significance. See for yourself... send your name and address and $1 for your sample copy. World's Fair, Box 359-P, Corte Madera, CA 94929.

RitaSue Siegel Agency®, a recruiting service for consultants, businesses and institutions for excellent architects, interior, graphic and industrial designers, marketing and sales support people. Confidential. Nationwide, international, 60 W 55 St. N Y. C. 10019, 212 586 4750.

Notice

Please add all correspondence to box number advertised as follows:

Progressive Architecture
% Box
600 Summer Street
Stamford, Connecticut 06904

Advertising Rates

Non-display style: $125 per column inch. Seven lines per inch. Seven words per line. Maximum 4 inches. Column width approximately 2½". No charge for use of box number. Situations Wanted advertisements: $60 per column inch. Noncommissionable.

Display style: $180 per column inch, per your layout. Commissionable to recognized advertising agencies.

Check or money order for $... is enclosed.

Please send P/A library cases:

One for $5.95
Three for $17.00
Six for $30.00

binders:

One for $7.50
Three for $21.75
Six for $42.00

Name:

Company:
Street:
City:
State & Zip:

Check must accompany order. Add $2.50 per item for orders outside U.S.A.

Allow 3-4 weeks delivery

Jesse Jones Box Corporation
Dept. P/A
P.O. Box 5120
Philadelphia, Pa. 19141

Now—Two Ways To Save and Organize Your Copies of P/A

Protect your P/A issues from soil and damage. Choose either the attractive library case or the all new binder. Both are custom designed in blue simulated leather with the magazine's logo handsomely embossed in white.

My check or money order for $... is enclosed.

Please send P/A library cases:

One for $5.95
Three for $17.00
Six for $30.00

binders:

One for $7.50
Three for $21.75
Six for $42.00

Name:

Company:
Street:
City:
State & Zip:

Check must accompany order. Add $2.50 per item for orders outside U.S.A.

Allow 3-4 weeks delivery
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